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Abstract
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is the process o f  generating and managing 
building data during its life cycle, it uses three-dimensional, real-time, dynamic building 
modeling software to increase productivity in building design and construction. The 
information is stored within a data-rich virtual 3D model, which can continue to be used 
throughout a building’s life cycle.
With the rising cost o f energy and growing environmental concerns, the demand for 
sustainable building facilities with minimal environmental impact is ever increasing.
The most important decisions regarding a building's sustainable features are made 
during the conceptual design and preconstruction stages.
In this exploratory research proposes a comparative case study analysis o f  a National 
Primary School “Sonna National School” based on Building Information Modeling 
(BIM) and with the integration o f Autodesk Green Building Studio to investigate the 
influence on energy consumption, lifecycle energy cost and carbon emission, to 
demonstrate the use o f BIM for sustainable design at conceptual stage and compare the 
findings to a preliminary non domestic building energy rating (NBER) using the iSBEM 
(non domestic energy assessment procedure-NEAP), under the Energy Performance o f 
Buildings Directive (EPBD) to establish the benefits o f  incorporating BIM into the use 
o f  energy analysis.
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Chapter 1
1.0 Introduction
The current economic climate has tightened the AEC industry, the survival o f  the 
industry has become dependent of the AEC industry to adapt to new and challenging to 
improve their competitiveness by improving their towards sustainable buildings projects. 
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is a process that begins with the creation o f 
digital rich information modeling which has been collaborated by the various team 
member disciplines (including architects, structural engineers, mechanical electrical 
plumbing engineers (MEP), and quantity surveyors) to produce a model that supports 
the project lifecycle costing’s, through design to completion and finally facility 
management/operators.
The main objective o f this research is to explore the suitability o f BIM for sustainability 
analysis at conceptual design process. The sub-objectives includes a brief evaluation o f 
building performance analysis software types. These include Ecotect and Green Building 
Studio (GBS) other software types have been outlined in the process. In additional to 
these sub-objectives is the development o f a conceptual framework illustrating how 
construction companies can use BIM for sustainability analysis and evaluate LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) rating o f  a building facility.
Building information modeling is defined as ‘a process which involves the production o f  
reliable and co-ordinated construction documentation from a virtual 3D model o f  a 
building project’ (Montague 2011).
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1.1 Aim
Initially the aim o f this dissertation is to analyse how Building Information Modeling 
(BIM) can be used in energy analysis o f construction projects in Ireland/Europe with a 
result o f  reducing the carbon footprint at conceptual design stage.
This will be carried out through an exploratory research proposes o f a comparative case 
study analysis o f  a National Primary School “Sonna National School” based on Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) and with the integration o f  Autodesk Green Building 
Studio to investigate the influence of construction material on energy consumption, 
lifecycle energy cost and carbon emission, to demonstrate the use o f BIM for sustainable 
design and compare the findings to preliminary non domestic building energy rating 
using the iSBEM (non domestic energy assessment procedure - NEAP), under the 
Energy Performance o f Buildings Directive (EPBD) to establish the benefits o f 
incorporating BIM in early conceptual design to establish the use o f  energy analysis.
1.2 Problem Statement
It is clear that design alternatives and more specifically material selection process has a 
significant influence on energy consumption, lifecycle cost and carbon emission. As a 
result, identifying and measuring effects o f a proper material selection process makes 
professionals to move towards reduction o f  energy consumption, carbon emission and 
lifecycle cost.
As a consequence, despite having much theoretical effort on energy efficiency and 
carbon neutrality, coming to practice, the problem emerges from having most residential 
and non-residential buildings not energy efficient (below certified as the minimum
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requirement o f  building rating systems), not carbon neutral (due to reluctance o f 
construction industry to move towards up-to-date construction technology rather than 
following traditional construction systems) and also not cost effective (partly due to not 
practically distinguishing lifecycle costs o f  alternative construction materials).
In order to establish this, the following objectives have been set out:
• To identify the potential for using BIM in analysing sustainable design for 
‘Green Buildings’ at conceptual design stage.
• To explore the suitability of BIM for sustainability analysis and reducing overall carbon 
emissions.
•  To understand the key criteria for sustainable buildings design.
•  To explore the evaluation of building performance analysis software types. These 
include Ecotect and Green Building Studio (GBS), iSBEM and other software types 
have been outlined in the process.
•  The development of a conceptual framework illustrating how the AEC industry can use 
BIM for sustainability analysis and evaluate LEED (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) rating of a building facility.
•  To investigate the influence o f construction material on reducing energy 
consumption, lifecycle energy cost.
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1.3 Research hypothesis
“Successful implementation of BIM on design and build projects will increase efficiency 
for the AEC industry sector and ultimately lead to greener buildings”
1.4 Rational for research
The dissertation revolves around the central question o f  the use o f  the BIM at the 
conceptual design in the development o f sustainable buildings and the evaluation of 
energy analysis tools in the process. In doing so there is a requirement in understanding 
the concept principles o f green buildings as well as the use o f BIM in conjunction with 
their design and life cycle costing’s. The dissertation will comprise o f  a full evaluation 
o f  different types o f  building performance analysis software types.
The research, therefore, shall be on a relatively small scale and although primary 
research will be used in an attempt to obtain accurate findings, the study will not claim 
to be a definitive or comprehensive measurement o f efficiency.
1.5 Structure o f Dissertation 
Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter one provides the reader with a background to the study, justifies the need for 
this investigation and defines the scope o f  the research. Also outlined in this chapter are 
the aim and objectives which are central to the study.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
Chapter two contains the literature review. This chapter begins by defining terms such as 
‘Building Information Modeling’ and ‘Sustainable Design’. The characteristics o f BIM 
and sustainable design on conceptual design process. How they complement each other 
through the examination o f available published information on BIM and Sustainable 
Design, such as peer reviewed articles, papers and reports. In the process an in-depth 
analysis o f BIM and especially Green Building Studio and Ecotect is evaluated to 
examine the link/synergy which exists between them. Evaluates BIM Textbooks and 
BIM Protocols in terms o f LEED categories along with best practice guides from Carbon 
Trust and NEEAP Policy were used as the basis for the literature review. The chapter 
gives a brief synopsis o f the evolution and importance o f  BIM for facility management. 
And provides the reader with a background to the study in terms o f the architecture, 
engineering and construction (AEC) legislation and where the need for sustainable/green 
building emerged.
Chapter 3 Research Methodology
Chapter three provides the reader with the research methodology used by the author in 
order to fulfill the objectives set out in this dissertation. This chapter also outlines the 
research design and the techniques that were exercised for the purpose o f  meeting the 
aim o f  this dissertation.
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Chapter 4 Case Study
Chapter four provides the reader with details o f the relevant case study based on a 
national school namely ‘Sonna National School’ project. This BIM assisted pilot project 
case study will evaluate the use of both Green Building Studio and iSBEM to analyse 
and benchmark that the early adoption o f  BIM in building conceptual design can reduce 
the life cycle cost and carbon emissions.
Chapter 5 Data Analysis
Chapter five presents a discussion/analysis and interpretation o f  the findings o f chapter 
four. It examines the key issues and themes regarding BIM as identified by the outcome 
o f  the case study.
Chapter 6 Conclusion and Recommendations
Chapter six is the concluding chapter which represents the main conclusions that have 
resulted from the research undertaken by the author. It brings together the information 
obtained in the literature review and the research findings to reach a conclusion on the 
research topic. The aims and objectives are evaluated in terms o f  achievement. It 
concludes by presenting ideas for further research from issues raised within the research 
and limitations o f the research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.0 W hat is BIM?
Building Information Modelling (known as BIM here after), is a yet another acronym in 
an industry full o f  three- and four-letter words. The term might be new, but with the 
potential to improve efficiencies throughout the life-cycle o f a building and may quickly 
become an important new tool for facility executives.
According to Krygiel and Nies (2008, p.27) BIM can be defined as the creation and use 
o f coordinated, consistent, computable information about a building project in design -  
parametric information used for design decision making, production o f  high-quality 
construction documents, prediction o f building performance, cost estimating, and 
construction planning.
Georgia Institute o f Technology coined the term. This theory is based on a view that the 
term Building Information Model is basically the same as Building Product Model, 
which Professor Eastman has used extensively in his book and papers since the late 
1970s (Product model means —data model or — information model in engineering). 
Architect and Autodesk building industry strategist Phil Bernstein first used the actual 
term — building information modeling and nicknamed it — BIM. Jerry Laiserin then 
helped popularise and standardise it as a common name for a digital representation of 
the building process to facilitate exchange and interoperability o f  information in digital 
form at According to him and others, the first implementation o f  BIM was under the 
Virtual Building concept by Graphisoft’s ArchiCAD, in its debut in 1987 (ABEbytes, 
Yessios, 2004).
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While the rising cost o f energy, with no signs o f  stabilising and growing environmental 
concerns, the demand for sustainable building facilities with minimal environmental 
impact is increasing. The most effective decisions regarding sustainability in a building 
facility should be made in the early design and preconstruction stages.
The study will go on to show how BIM can aid in performing complex building 
performance analyses to ensure an optimised sustainable building design.
BIM is a huge buzzword in architecture, engineering and construction (AEC), it shows 
up in every magazine; there are multiple conferences a year about it; software 
developers headline their products as BIM tools. What is it? How is it different? Why 
should an architect or contractor or facilities manager care about BIM?
To answer these questions, BIM models manages information as well as graphics for 
sharing information through construction and the whole building lifecycle, eliminating 
the need to re- enter data, and avoiding data loss, miscommunication, and translation 
errors. With rapid developments o f building design and analysis software over the last 
decade, coupled with advances in desktop and laptop computational power, have led to 
the emergence o f  new digital models for the design and documentation o f buildings 
(virtual buildings or BIM). The resulting building information models can be shared 
knowledge (collaboration) resources to support decision-making about a facility from 
the earliest conceptual stages, through design and construction, through its operational 
life and eventual demolition.
Essentially, BIM combines technology with new working practices to improve the 
quality o f  the delivered product and also improve the reliability, timeliness and 
consistency o f  the process. Therefore, that there is a workflow process to be followed for
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example, AEC protocol and PAS 1192-2 (2013). Also it is important to asset and 
facilities management as it is to construction. To this context, BIM provides a common 
single and coordinated source o f structured information to support all parties involved in 
the delivery process, whether that be to design, construct, and/or operate.
A BIM project has access to the same data sets (collaboration); therefore the information 
loss associated with handing a project over from design team to construction team and to 
building owner/facility operator is kept to a minimum.
“A basic premise o f BIM is collaboration by different stakeholders at different 
phases o f the life cycle o f a facility to insert, extract, update or modify 
information in the BIM to support and reflect the roles o f  that stakeholder” . 
(Smith, 2007, p. 14)
Before: After:
Qwnl A rrH ttt A x i ic c l
Ccrautml
Ce«**clor
Manutactuer
L n g m r
CotfeMttil
Figure 1 : BIM Information Exchange cited in European Commission INNOVA Conference., 
2008, p41
Figure 1 above, illustrates smoother flow o f common knowledge (i.e. collaboration 
process), which is key to the success of the successful implementation o f  BIM.
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It would appear that the knowledge base and growth o f BIM has accelerated in recent 
year especially since the noughties and has the potential to bring about transformations 
in the way clients, architect, construction managers and facility operators/owners 
operated together through the process o f collaboration. This view has been supported in 
the work o f  (Race 2012, p i 6).
Recent research (Succar, et al. 2007) defined BIM as a set o f interacting policies, 
processes and technologies producing a ‘methodology to manage the essential building 
design and project data in a digital format throughout the building’s life cycle’.
2.1 Origins o f BIM
Phil Berstein, an FAIA (Fellow Architect Institute o f America) architect and industry 
strategist, first used the acronym BIM for "building information modeling." Jerry 
Laiserin then helped popularize and standardize the term as a common name for the 
digital representation o f the building process as then offered under differing terminology 
by Graphisoft as "Virtual Building", Bentley Systems as "Integrated Project Models", 
and Autodesk as "Building Information Modeling" to facilitate exchange and 
interoperability o f  information in digital format. According to Laiserin, J and others, the 
first implementation o f BIM was under the Virtual Building concept by Graphisoft’s 
ArchiCAD, in its debut in 1987.
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Figure 2: The Daily Life of Building Information Modelling, Phases of a BIM project Lifecycle 
(Dispenza, 2010)
2.2 Sustainable Design
The definition o f  the terms green and sustainable should be clear, what does being green 
mean to you? Undoubtedly it will mean a bit different to you than the person next to 
you. In fact, in only the past few years has the term become common outside o f  the 
industry (Krygiel and Nies, 2008. p.9)
In 2005 if  you told someone that you were designing a green building, you would have 
to follow up with an explanation about how that meant it was environmentally friendly, 
not the colour green. In a nutshell, that is how the term was and still is widely used - a 
green building has less o f an impact on the natural environment than the traditional 
buildings the industry has completed over the last three decades. Only recently have we 
been able to quantify this impact. Industry language has transitioned from using the term 
green to sustainable.
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A sustainable design is better than a green one because sustainability takes into account
a greater array o f  impacts than just those that burden the natural environment.
As cited by Brundtland G., H. (1987, p.5) sustainable development was expressed as:
“Sustainable development meets the needs o f  the present without compromising 
the ability o f  future generations to meet their own needs”
“Those paths o f social, economic, and political progress that meet the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability o f future generations to meet their 
own needs.”
The term sustainable design (also called environmental design, environmentally 
sustainable design, environmentally-conscious design, etc) is the philosophy o f 
designing physical objects, the built environment and services to comply with the 
principles o f economic, social, and ecological sustainability. The intention o f sustainable 
design is to — eliminate negative environmental impact completely through skill-full, 
sensitive design.
“Sustainable design creates solutions that solve the economic, social, and 
environmental challenges o f  the project simultaneously, and these solutions are 
powered by sustainable energies. The combined beauty and function o f  the 
design make it something that endures and is cherished; endurance and beauty 
are central to sustainable thinking. (Williams D. (2007 p. 13)
2.2.1 Concept o f Green Buildings
Human society has been facing various trade-offs between the uses o f natural resources. 
There have been questions raised about the lifestyles o f the modem generation that may 
affect the sustainability o f their descendants. The goal o f  mankind has been to make the 
life o f subsequent generations easier and more prosperous.
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Therefore, the activities o f the present generations will certainly affect the livelihood o f 
future generations and it is the job of the present generation to make the life o f future 
generations more efficient. The future generation should have sufficient natural 
resources, as well as a sustainable environment that can contribute towards its growth. 
This will require the proper utilisation o f natural resources today and the protection o f 
the environment.
This was noted by the various bodies of the world, and the 1992 United Nations Earth 
Summit was called to discuss implementations o f sustainable techniques. The Summit 
was attended by major countries o f the world, with the exception o f the United States. 
The result o f the Summit was “Agenda 21”, which underlined the various aspects o f 
sustainable design. The fourth point of the agenda was amended by American Institute 
o f  Architects (ALA) later (Bunz, Henze and Tiller, 2006).
The main points o f the Agenda are as follows:
• Local materials and indigenous techniques are to be used.
• The traditional techniques in various parts o f  the world are to be promoted.
• The deaths and destruction regarding the natural disasters are to be taken note o f 
by the governments o f various countries. This should then be compared with the 
unregulated practices in the construction industry.
•  The design principles should be energy efficient and should be regulated to a 
certain extent.
•  There should be regulations regarding construction in ecologically unstable 
areas.
•  The use o f  the labour intensive techniques should be preferred in the 
construction.
•  There should be strict guidelines by the credit institutions that prohibit poor buy 
o f  building materials by the construction companies.
•  International exchange o f the knowledge among the architects o f the world.
•  Recycling o f  the materials should be encouraged all over the world.
•  There should be financial penalties regarding the use o f  the poor materials and
construction techniques.
•  Encouraging smaller firms to enter the industry.
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• To use clean technologies.
According to the report the principles devised clearly underlined the fact that the 
traditional techniques are to be encouraged and developed. This means that the 
traditional techniques incorporate sustainable building designs. The concept o f  the green 
buildings is quite old. There are some areas o f the world that use traditional and 
sustainable materials like mud and soil in the construction o f buildings. These materials 
are naturally viable and thus do not demolish the environmental balance (Bunz, Henze 
and Tiller, 2006).
These techniques devised in the Summit resulted in the development o f various bodies 
all over the world that take care o f the development o f  sustainable buildings.
These bodies have been developed to encourage the development o f green buildings in 
various parts o f  the world. Some o f the most prominent bodies are as follows:
BREEAM  (UK), LEED (USA), HK BEAM (Hong Kong), CASBEE (Japan), HQE 
(France), DGNB (Germany), PromisE (Finland), Green Globes (Canada), Green Stars 
(Australia), BCA Green Mark (Singapore), China Green Building Labe.Is: GBDL, GBL 
and GOBAS, Korean Green Building Label (Yu & Kim, 2011 p. 122).
With the development o f the various bodies around the world, the rating systems for the 
construction o f  the buildings became an important aspect. This was based on the 
environmental, social and economic aspects. The life cycle assessment (LCA) became 
an important tool for the development o f  these buildings. The criteria for the 
development o f the green buildings should be based on the holistic approach that 
underlines the emotional aspect o f the people living in the buildings.
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Utilising BIM side by side with green design principles, projects and research undergo 
scientific modeling during the earliest stages o f design as the parti is refined. User 
comfort is evaluated and the design is modeled, helping client, designer, and builder 
understand the quality o f space and experience. Daylight and energy is studied 
throughout the process. Energy needs are minimised and renewable strategies found to 
serve the needs o f  the building. Water use and waste are minimised or eliminated 
through the modeling and design o f the building and site. Fabrication and construction 
process is anticipated and guided as critical elements o f  design. Construction waste is 
identified and redirected as a source for other users and products.
The designer and builders are achieving these results using BIM and other design and 
construction tools to maximise beauty, efficiency, and functionality while minimising or 
eliminating impact o f the environment.
The concept o f  where Green Building movement derived from according to (Krygie, K 
and Nies, B, 2008) began as a reaction to oil shortages and the political and 
environmental events o f the time. This part o f  the movement was therefore focused 
primarily on energy conversation. However, after the oil embargo and the Arab-Israeli 
and Vietnam wars ended in the middle part o f 1970s, we went back to our path o f 
ecological ignorance, staying in that pattern until the early 1990s.
There should be a clear distinction between the terms o f  green and sustainable, if  one 
said they were designing a green building you would have to follow that up with a 
explanation o f  how that meant environmentally friendly and not the colour green. A
2.2.1.1 Green BIM:
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green building has less o f an impact on the natural environment than the traditional 
buildings the industry has completed over the last three decades, only recently have we 
been able to quantify this impact (Krygie, K and Nies, B, 2008)
Reducing the Resource Consumption Need
In the green building industry, there is a common saying ‘‘The greenest building is the 
one that is never built”. From those championing use o f  existing building stock you 
might hear, “The greenest building is the one that is already built.” Both o f  these 
statements are targeting the same objective. (Lucuik, M. and Huffman, A. 
Morrisonhersfield, Technical Paper, 2010)
The following is a list o f the criteria that should be taken into account for the order 
o f operations in designing for a Green BIM project:
•  Space
• Materials
•  Energy
• Water
•  Wind
•  Rainwater
•  Sun
Each o f these aspects is explained in detailed below.
Space
When a project team is starting programming for a project or beginning designs based 
on a client-provided program, the first question they should ask is, “Does the client need 
this space?”
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Space has upstream environmental impacts from manufacturing and construction as well 
as downstream environmental impacts related to maintenance and disposal or recycling.
Materials
Using the building structure as a finished surface can be done with concrete floors and 
carefully installed metal decks. Both o f these materials have the potential to assist in 
extending the daylight into the building. The concrete can easily be painted to add 
reflectance, and the metal deck has its own natural reflectance. So, with either o f  those 
solutions you have an integrated system.
When it comes to using, we have to talk about the Portland cement. Portland cement has 
one o f the highest embodied energies of all buildings products. While Portland cement is 
only about 10-12% o f a common ready-mix concrete mix, it is accountable for at least 
85% of the embodied energy o f concrete according to the Portland Cement Associations 
report “Life Cycle Inventory o f  Portland Cement Concrete” .
Embodied energy refers to all the energy required for the creation o f that material or 
product from harvest to delivery in use. Common stages o f material manufacture are raw 
material extraction, manufacture, assembly, transport, and installation. Concrete has 
many benefits, including its durability and high mass, the fact that its surface can be an 
attractive finish and its recyclability.
Energy
From energy prospective you can reduce a building’s need in many ways, a few samples 
have been listed below:
Building orientation, Building massing, Optimised envelope, Optimised glazing,
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Optimised shading, Daylight dimming, Optimised lighting, Efficient equipment,
Passive solar, Thermal mass, Natural ventilation, Optimised mechanical system.
The first seven listed energy load reduction strategies, how they can be combined for a 
collective better solution. For example, a proper building orientation, facing solar south 
along with the building mass should be elongated east-west to maximise the benefits o f 
that southern exposure. By selecting a proper glazing percentage, location, and type o f 
glass on this south wall, you can harvest usable daylight, allowing you to include day 
lighting dimmers around the south perimeter o f the building. You could further enhance 
the daylight penetration and reduce solar conduction load with the use of external 
shading devices and internal light-shelves. Because the building is receiving most o f its 
lighting needs from the sun, you can reduce the number o f overhead electric lights and 
provide high-efficiency task light.
Water
W ater energy conversation and efficiency get a lot o f  press with the bulk o f  the world 
focused on reducing greenhouse gases, reducing the built environment’s need for water 
could be an even more important effort. For too long w e’ve regularly used drinkable 
water for flushing our waste and watering our expansive residential and commercial 
monoculture tu rf grass lawns. These area two primary areas where we can reduce the 
built environment’s need to water.
Wind
Integrating the use o f natural ventilation relies on smart decisions for many portions o f  
building design, including:
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• Building location on site and proper orientation.
• Building mass and dimensions.
•  Windows types, locations and operation.
• Integration o f stack inducing elements (open stairs, chimneys).
•  Efficient envelope construction (conductance and infiltration).
• External elements (shading devices and vegetation).
•  Flexible temperature ranges for comfort.
By optimising the building design by looking at the psychometric chart, one can quickly 
see when the exterior conditions are in the natural ventilation cooling range. Looking at 
wind charts we can see the direction and speed o f the wind during the same periods. A
basic move for facilitating natural ventilation for the design would be to organise the
windows o f the building to capture those breezes.
Rainwater
Rainwater is a free resource that can be beneficial in every climate zone. Using 
rainwater reduces the need for municipally provided portable water, especially for non- 
potable w ater needs. To use rainwater, you have to collect, filter, store, and convey it to 
the end use.
Rainwater can be collected from the roof, car parking surfaces, or site runoff. You can 
store it in barrels or cisterns, located on the roof, hidden in sub-levels o f  the building or 
even under the car park. Rainwater can be used for many things, such as irrigation o f  site 
landscaping, development o f water features, water for industrial processes, flushing 
toilets, chiller water, geothermal heat sinks, or even for potable uses. Each level o f  use 
has an increasing requirement for filtration and cleaning.
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Sun
The most powerful o f Mother Nature’s resources is the sun. The sun provides us three 
key resources; light, heat, and power. We are interested in maximising the use o f  the 
sun’s light and heat in lieu o f using energy from the municipal grid for those purposes. 
Use o f natural daylight is appropriate for almost every building that has spaces requiring 
light. When working on daylight strategies, try to keep in mind the following design 
strategies:
1. Orient the building to face solar south.
2. Determine where to put glazing and how much is required to create a day- 
lighting solution.
A glazing unit has three important factors to consider:
•  U-value: a measure o f the rate of heat transfer through a material.
•  Visible light transmittance (VLT).
•  Solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC).
3. Another method to achieve the same result without expensive glazing is to use 
external shading.
•  Reduce heat gain.
•  Control unwanted glare within the building.
(Krygie, K and Nies, B, 2008 p.p 76-107)
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2.2.2 Sustainable Design Analysis and Building Information Modelling
Sustainable design is more important than ever as the lifecycle o f buildings are 
increasing and the increase of facility management. BIM solutions make sustainable 
design practices easier by enabling architects and engineers to more accurately visualize, 
simulate, and analyze building performance earlier in the design process. The intelligent 
objects in the building information model enable the advanced functionality o f  the 
desktop tools that are included with Autodesk Ecotect Analysis software. Using 
Autodesk Ecotect Analysis, architects and designers can gain better insight into building 
performance earlier in the design process, helping to achieve more sustainable designs, 
faster time to market, and lower project cost.
Designing energy-and resource-efficient buildings, in many locations, is no longer 
optional, but mandatory. While owners have always sought designs that are cost- 
effective to operate and that will command premium lease values, research shows that 
green buildings (for example, LEED-certified) are more likely to deliver on these 
criteria. A 2008 report from McGraw Hill Construction finds a 13.6 percent decrease in 
operating costs from green building and a 10.9 percent increase in building values as 
reported by architects, engineering firms, contractors, and owners over the past three 
years (McGraw Hill Construction 2008).
More pressing is the growing number o f  local and national regulations that mandate 
targets for energy and resource efficiency as well as carbon emission reductions in new 
and renovated buildings. These government initiatives— such as the 2007 U.S. Energy 
Independence and Security Act or the European Union’s Energy Performance Buildings
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Directive (EPBD)— are certainly put in place to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
and slow our impact on climate change, but they are also instituted to reduce dependence 
on unpredictable markets for oil as an energy source and, most recently, to help 
stimulate the global economy
2.2.3 Application o f BIM and other facets o f technology used for 
sustainable design
The earlier sections o f this dissertation specified that BIM can be used to a certain extent 
for the development o f sustainable designs. It has to be noted that for the development of 
sustainable architecture, most o f the work is completed in the design stage o f  the 
process. The design stage requires the development o f  various scenarios that can affect 
the buildings’ sustainability and also develop a model that can take care o f  the 
environmental impacts.
BIM takes into account various facets such as the architectural aspects, the lighting, the 
use o f  the energy, the use o f the renewable resources, etc. All these aspects are used as 
part o f the integrated BIM. In the case o f sustainable buildings design, the BIM can offer 
a breakthrough to architects around the world by providing a framework during the 
planning and designing stage that can be followed during the construction and operating.
BIM is also involved in assessing the environmental impacts o f  the buildings, assessing 
the life cycle cost, energy consumption estimate, maintenance o f  the buildings, etc. The 
service life design o f  the buildings is associated with the estimation o f the life o f  the 
buildings relating to the use o f materials in the buildings as well as the behavior o f  the
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components. This can also be discovered with the help o f the BIM and thus can play a 
huge role in determining the sustainability o f the buildings.
Therefore, the BIM can be used efficiently in the preparation o f buildings that will be
sustainable over time.
“The terms high performance, green, and sustainable construction are often used 
interchangeably; however, the term sustainable construction most 
comprehensively addresses the ecological, social, and economic issues o f  a 
building in the context o f its community.” (Kibert, C.J., 2008 p.6)
Thus, sustainable construction will look into the impacts o f the environment as well as
minimize energy consumption to a certain extent. Therefore, the BIM can be used
extensively in the development of sustainable buildings.
The BIM model has been developed over the years with the use o f technology. Various 
software and tools have been developed that are in sync with the BIM process. Some o f  
the software’s that have been used extensively are Ecotect™, Green Building Studio™ 
(GBS) and Virtual Environment™. The use o f  these tools can be helpful in the 
accreditation systems like that o f LEED (Azhar, Brown and Farooqui, 2009, p 8)
The process and requirements o f Leadership in Energy Environmental Design (LEED) is 
discussed in detail later on in this chapter.
2.2.4 M ethodology for Sustainable Solutions
It is necessary to include more input parameters and consider a longer period o f  time 
while making decisions during the design process. The order o f operations is derived 
from the following common methodology for reducing energy consumption o f 
buildings; (Krygiel and Nies, 2008, p.76)
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1. Understanding climate
2. Reducing loads
3. Using free energy
4. Using efficient systems
Incorporating order o f operation to the design o f  a building’s energy use, water use, 
material use, and site;
1. Understanding climate, culture, and place
2. Understanding the building type
3. Reducing the resources consumption need
4. Using free/local resources and natural systems
5. Using efficient manmade systems
6. Applying renewable energy generation systems
7. Offsetting remaining negative impacts
What designers, builders, and owners generally do?
“Let’s put this building here and use whatever energy is necessary to keep the 
occupants comfortable with a mechanical system” (Krygiel and Nies, 2008, p 77)
2.3 The Intersection o f BIM and Sustainable Design:
During the last few years, we have witnessed the rapid and parallel development o f  two 
overarching paradigms in the building design and construction industry: Building 
Information Modeling and Sustainable Design. BIM has risen to prominence out o f  a 
desire to streamline the building design and documentation process, to simplify 
construction management, and to provide the owner with inherently better capabilities 
for ongoing facilities management during building occupancy. The initial benefits o f 
BIM were seen through the lens o f economics: by making building design, construction, 
and maintenance more efficient, we can ultimately deliver a better project value at a 
lower construction cost, which have been outlined in previous chapters. On the other 
hand, Sustainable Design has emerged out o f global concern for the state o f our natural
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environment. As we add more buildings to our collective built landscapes, sustainable 
thinking is needed to meet the future challenges o f land use, energy consumption, and 
availability o f material resources for building construction. Although BIM and 
Sustainable Design have emerged from somewhat different underlying market factors, 
they share a significant common thread: the success o f both endeavors depends heavily 
on a front loaded, deeply integrated building design philosophy that aims to include all 
team players from the very beginning of a project. (Ruben, et al, 2009)
This dissertation has shown that the design process is heavily affected by BIM 
implementation and major design decisions are crucial at the beginning phases o f  the 
project timeline. The closer the project gets to the end o f its design schedule, the more 
difficult and costly it becomes to incorporate design evolutions. The emphasis here is 
placed on the schematic design phase o f the project. Traditional project design delivery 
allows for the early conceptual phases to be fully tested during design development, and 
even during final coordination o f  the construction document deliverables. However, 
when significant problems and conflicts are identified very late in the documentation 
process, the time and cost to correct these design deficiencies has typically led to many 
other problems, including shortened schedules, design revision bottlenecks, and 
construction document sets with poor or mediocre design coordination. These design 
issues then cascade into the construction phase o f  the project, where — Request For 
Information (RFI’s) attempts to reconcile the lack o f  design team coordination. The 
implementation o f  BIM helps eliminate problems associated with the traditional project 
design delivery concept see figure 3 (below).
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BIM Process Shifts the Design Curve*
0  Cost impact of 
design changes
0  Traditional 
design process
0  BIM design 
process
•Conceptual
Figure 3: BIM Shift, Courtesy of Construction Users Roundtable (Ruben, et al 2009)
Sustainable Design offers very similar benefits to the design process. The most energy- 
efficient and environmentally conscious designs are typically those that propose passive 
design concepts from the very beginning. Energy-efficient mechanical, electrical, and 
plumbing systems can be designed to help heat, cool, ventilate, and power many 
different types o f  buildings.
But how do we go about integrating the concepts o f  BIM and Sustainable Design into 
any given project? According to (Moakher, E, P., Dr. Pimplika, P,P, 2012 p. 13) 
generally speaking, the building design test period must occur mostly during the 
project’s schematic design phase. This design-testing phase allows for preliminary 
verification o f  the broad stroke or big picture sustainable design goals. With 
architectural computer software design tools and modeling programs, the design team 
can quickly generate multiple design options during the schematic phase that take into 
account site specific characteristics such as solar orientation and sky path. (HOK 
Smartbuilding, 2010)
Project Timeline
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Project specific sites also see winds that often come from a predominant direction. A 
wind rose is a useful statistical tool for plotting and evaluating average and peak wind 
speeds and directions. And the interaction o f sun and wind effects, in combination with 
local topographical conditions, can ultimately affect the site specific microclimate. BIM 
software applications are now taking this a step further by adding utilities and analysis 
options that integrate with the physical model to provide solid and reliable 
environmental analysis results. In turn, these results can be used to help shape building 
design, identify design deficiencies, and prove initial schematic design concepts. 
Sustainable design strategies such as using thermal mass, natural ventilation, and day 
lighting can all be evaluated from the viewpoint o f  the architectural enclosure and 
structural system. And all o f this work can, and should, be done before the project 
begins heading down the path o f detailed project design and documentation. By the time 
the project reaches the construction pricing and bidding stages, it becomes far more 
difficult to apply value engineering strategies when sustainability is successfully deeply 
integrated into the building design.
Both BIM and Sustainable Design require a different way o f thinking about the entire 
building design process. Both paradigms call for the entire design team to have a much 
better understanding o f  how the building is actually constructed, and how it actually 
behaves, under any given condition o f stress. It is in this way that the design team can 
truly begin proposing deep green designs that minimize both energy and material 
consumption, serving the interests o f  both BIM and Sustainable
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First introduced in 1993, Leadership in Energy and Environment Design (LEED) was 
developed by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), and spearheaded by Robert K. 
Watson, Founding Chairman LEED Steering Committee. This industry standard is a 
voluntary, consensus-based, market-driven program that provides third-party verification 
o f  green buildings.
From 1994 to 2006, LEED expanded from one standard for new construction to a 
comprehensive system o f six interrelated standards covering all aspects o f the 
development and construction process. In 2000 USGBS established a benchmark for 
LEED Green Building Rating System.
In recent times USGBC updated their online reference guides to help promote eco- 
friendly building practices worldwide. This included an interactive web tool to explain 
the LEED Green Building Rating System and a web application equating the rating 
system with a nutrition label. In 2009 LEED was presented an Honorary Award by The 
National Building Museum for “Visionaries in Sustainability” and again in 2005 the 
National Building Museum awarded LEED with its “Henry C. Turner Prize” for its 
leadership and innovation in construction.
Participation in the voluntary LEED process demonstrates leadership, innovation, 
environmental stewardship and social responsibility. LEED provides building owners 
and operators the tools they need to immediately impact their building’s performance 
and bottom line, while providing healthy indoor spaces for a building’s occupants.
2.4 History of LEED, its origin
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LEED projects have been successfully established in 135 countries. International 
projects, those outside the United States, make up more than 50% o f the total LEED 
registered square footage. LEED unites us in a single global community and provides 
regional solutions, while recognizing local realities.
2.4.1 The Process o f LEED
LEED consists o f a suite o f rating systems for the design, construction and operation o f  
high performance green buildings. From individual buildings and homes, to entire 
neighbourhoods and communities, LEED is transforming the way built environments are 
designed, constructed, and operated. Comprehensive and flexible, LEED addresses the 
entire lifecycle o f  a building.
LEED evaluation/certification
For my chosen case study and other commercial buildings including neighbourhoods, in 
order to earn LEED certification, a project has to satisfy all LEED prerequisites and earn 
a minimum 40 points on a 110-point LEED rating system scale.
How projects can earn points to satisfy green building requirements
For projects to earn points to satisfy green building requirements, within each o f  the 
LEED credit categories, projects must satisfy prerequisites and earn points. The allotted 
number o f points that the project earns determines its level o f LEED certification, as can 
been seen below from the list o f credit categories:
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Main credit categories:
• Sustainable sites credits encourage strategies that minimize the impact on 
ecosystems and water resources.
• W ater efficiency credits promote smarter use o f water, inside and out, to reduce 
potable water consumption.
• Energy & atmosphere credits promote better building energy performance 
through innovative strategies.
• Materials & resources credits encourage using sustainable building materials 
and reducing waste.
• Indoor environmental quality credits promote better indoor air quality and 
access to daylight and views.
40-49 50-59 60-79 80+ 
Points
Figure 4: Four Certification Levels (source: LEED (2009) Four Certification Levels, Core 
Concepts and Strategies.
2.4.2 LEED Application
As indicated in figure 4 above, the LEED process assigns ratings o f platinum, gold, 
silver or bronze in recognition o f total credits earned by the project. The industry 
standard for energy efficiency, ASHRAE 90.1 - 2007, is incorporated into LEED 
through Energy & Atmosphere (EA) Prerequisite 2 -  Minimum Energy Performance; 
EA Credit 1 -  Optimize Energy Performance; EA Credit 2 - On-Site Renewable Energy. 
The U.S. Army policy requires all new buildings to be certifiable at the LEED silver
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rating. Fort Bragg established the goal o f  LEED platinum by 2020 for all facilities. For 
the past 50 years, a wide variety o f building energy simulation (BES) analysis tools have 
been developed, enhanced, and applied throughout the building energy community. 
Examples o f  these analyses tools are Ecotect, ENERGYSTAR, EnergyPlus, Green 
Building Studio, eQUEST, TRACE, DOE2, VE-PRO, and ECOTECT. Input data in 
these tools are complex, 2D drawing or text-based applications, which require a great 
deal o f time to learn (Crawley et al. 2005)
Building designers consider energy analysis as a time-consuming process and leave it to 
mechanical or electrical engineers late in the design process. Several research papers 
describe energy analysis as a holistic evaluation Abaza (2008), Dahl et al. (2005) and 
Lam et al. (2004) showed that decisions made early in a project on building designs 
(conceptual and detailed designs) have a strong affect on the life cycle costs o f  a 
building.
With the recent innovation in building design and construction, BIM has received 
tremendous interest for its impact on sustainable development and provides the 
opportunity to develop energy analysis software programs for the industry. It is also 
worth noting that several researchers proposed to combine Lean and BIM technologies 
to improve modeling process in sustainable development (Riley et al, 2005) While the 
converging approach would enable virtual simulation in collaborative environments, and 
thus is expected to change the AEC industry in terms o f delivery and management o f the 
built environment, it is found that the approach emphasizes the whole process in design 
and construction processes. (Yezioro et al, 2008) conducted assessing building 
performance using 3D CAD model for energy analysis in the early design stages.
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Having researched the papers o f Abaza, Yezioro the relevance o f  this to my study is that 
with the early adoption o f  building designs will impact on the overall life cycle costs. 
This should be evident with the adoption o f  BIM at the early building design stage o f a 
project compared with the completed design then been subjected to non-domestic BER 
rating through iSBEM.
2.4.3 Application of BIM processes for six o f the seven possible LEED  
categories:
As suggested by Krygiel and Nies (2008), in terms o f the application o f BIM processes 
there is a list o f  categories to be satisfied under USGBC LEED requirements namely:
•  Sustainable sites
•  Water efficiency
• Water reduction
•  Energy and atmosphere
• Materials and resources
•  Indoor environmental quality
• Innovation in design
I. Sustainable Sites:
With the use o f BIM to support the design and demonstration o f  sustainable 
outcomes such as development configuration and density, protection and 
restoration o f  the natural habitat, and connectivity to alternative transport and 
other amenities are investigated.
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Example: Water use reduction (2-4 points)
Employs strategies that use 20-40% less water than the water use baseline 
calculated for the building.
The calculations for this credit are based on water consumption by building 
occupants and type o f water fixtures. This water usage can be reduced by using 
water efficient sanitary fixtures (toilets, urinals, kitchen sinks, showers and pre­
rinse spray valves); and through the use o f  non-potable water (e.g. captured 
condensate water, rainwater or treated wastewater).
It can be achieved by comparing the baseline plumbing systems with design 
plumbing systems, which will require assessment o f the plumbing design models 
that would contain all required data; such as plumbing fixtures flow rates, water 
tanks capacity and overall system’s water consumption rate. Then by 
incorporating this data into BIM enables quick assessment by simulating 
different scenarios (e.g. changing plumbing fixtures’ type will show result 
overall system’s water consumption rate).
III. Energy and Atmosphere:
Example: W hole Building Energy Simulation. (3-21 points)
This prerequisite and credit requires calculating all o f the buildings energy costs 
and comparing this with design building energy costs to demonstrate the 
improvement in the building performance rating. The LEED Reference Guide 
demands the creation o f  the baseline and the proposed design energy models 
using an approved energy simulation program. The baseline model has to be
II. Water Efficiency:
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created in accordance to minimum requirements o f  ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 
Standard 90.1-2007. The proposed building model would be designed to 
optimise the building energy costs.
Krygiel and Nies (2008 p. 98), states that the following factors should be 
considered in the proposed design model to optimise the building energy 
performance;
•  Building geometry, geographic location and orientation,
•  Envelope properties (glazing, thermal conductivity o f insulation, walls, 
roof, floors etc.),
•  Building usage including functional use, occupancy,
•  Energy usage (such us harvesting and utilising daylight, solar heating 
power, wind energy etc.)
•  Equipment, lighting, and HVAC systems.
Once the baseline and the proposed design models have been established, the 
energy modelling software can then run calculations to simulate the building 
energy performance. This ought to include how all the building systems interact 
and affect each other. For example, if  a designer wants to increase fenestration 
area for one o f the facades, it will bring more daylight in the rooms and therefore 
can reduce electrical lighting load. However, as more heat will be transferred 
through the glazing the HVAC systems are affected and air conditioning load 
may increase. All kind o f scenarios can be simulated and assessed using the 
model for the best solution available.
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IV. Materials and Resources:
These credits require the calculation o f the cost or weight o f  reused, salvaged, 
refurbished, recycled, or regional (locally produced)... materials compared with 
total value o f materials on the project.
The BIM can be used to manage procurement o f materials. Having costs and 
weight assigned to materials in BIM, and distinguishing materials’ type/content 
(reused, recycled, or regional...), allows for the extraction o f these costs from the 
calculation; for example:
•  Material Reuse. (1-2 points)
•  Recycled Content. (1-2 points)
• Regional Materials. (1-2 points)
• Rapidly Renewable Materials. (1 point)
•  Certified Wood. (1 point)
V. Indoor Environmental Quality:
In this category the use o f  a combination o f  BIM function included energy 
modelling and material verification.
Example: Increased Ventilation.
For Naturally Ventilated Spaces, requirements to use analytic model to predict 
that room-by-room airflows will effectively naturally ventilate at least 90 % o f 
occupied spaces, as indicated in figure 5 below.
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BIM software is capable of simulating natural ventilation air flows.
Figure 5: BIM software simulating natural ventilation air flows (LEED 2009)
In figure 5 above which illustrates the airflow o f natural ventilation with a BIM model to 
establish that at least 90% o f the occupied space is supplied by free natural ventilation so 
that the demand for HVAC system is reduced thus reducing the total energy demand.
Example: Daylight and Views -  Daylight. (1-3 points)
Demonstrations through computer simulation that specific ‘regularly occupied 
spaces’ achieve certain daylight luminance levels.
BIM software has the ability for performing daylight analysis, that show 
luminance levels across the rooms depending on such factors as building 
orientation, fenestration type, etc.,
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As for the similarly process to the material and resourcing, BIM can be used to 
manage and verify procurement o f  materials. Having material specifications 
tagged to the model elements allows for verification o f critical data such as:
• Adhesives and Sealants
•  Paints and Coatings
• Flooring systems
• Composite Wood and Agri-fiber Products
• Furniture and Furnishings
• Ceiling and Wall Systems
To earn credit for Low-Emitting Materials all the above mentioned materials 
shall comply with certain requirements for content o f harmful substances. This 
can be tracked by integrating specifications or design requirements with the BIM 
elements.
VI. Innovation in Design:
BIM can support innovation in design through the development and analysis o f 
climate-responsive building elements, such as parametric shading device.
Example: Low-Emitting Materials (1-6 points)
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Figure 6: BIM software simulating sun-path diagrams (source: Autodesk 2011)
2.5 Selection o f M odeling Tool(s):
A t this stage the author will discuss the modeling tool(s) for modeling in terms o f energy 
analysis. The science o f energy analysis for buildings has become more and more 
complicated.
However, considerable work has been done in the effort to transform this available 
science into design, construction and operation practice. Currently, there are many 
powerful simulation codes available to help engineers/designers in the energy analysis o f 
energy structures for example: Ecotech, Autodesk Green Building Studio, SBEM, 
ASHRAE, Bentley, Graphisoft just to name a few. With the rapid development in 
computing technologies, these codes can make more detailed analysis compared to years 
ago; therefore it is now becoming one of the most crucial tools in energy analysis. 
Generation o f  heat and power profiles with respect to building energy modeling tend to 
be rather complex, and depend strongly on assumed usage patterns. The electrical load is
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based on a usage pattern o f installed appliances, lighting, and the heating demand in 
terms o f  the building parameters, the desired temperature profile, occupancy pattern, 
incidental gains, and the heating control system. Estimated heat and power profiles may 
suffer from inaccuracies due to lack of information about the building parameters or 
usage without the involvement smart metering, building management systems. However 
the main advantages o f these analytical approaches are the analysis o f  the effect o f 
energy saving measures and change of usage patterns. The full modeling approach can 
be complex, and various intermediate methods including both modeling and 
measurement are possible. The most obvious and useful method involves measurement 
o f the annual energy consumption, and then estimating the energy profiles o f target 
buildings considering meteorological data, or on the measured profiles o f  similar 
buildings. The principle outputs from energy simulations software can be grouped under 
operational data, economic data, and environmental data. Operational data includes 
hours run, heat utilisation, displaced electricity, heat supplied, fuel used, electrical, heat, 
and total efficiencies. Economic data includes capital cost, electricity savings, additional 
fuel cost, maintenance cost, net savings, and payback period. Environmental data 
includes primary energy savings, carbon emission savings, and emission o f other 
pollutants.
In this chapter o f  the dissertation, by considering the user friendly interface and 
suitability o f its tools GBS (Green Building Studio) and Ecotect were evaluated in 
association with the guidelines o f LEED (Leadership Energy & Environmental Design) 
with a rating system o f between 1 -10, as illustrated in the table 1 below:
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Sustainable Design 
Features
Rating (1-10) Ecotect Green Building 
Studio (GBS)
Energy:
Energy Usage
6
1 3
Carbon Emissions Calculator 3 3
Resource Management 3 1
Total Score: 7 7
Thermal:
Thermal Analysis
7
3 1
Heating/Cooling Load Calcs 3 1
Ventilation Airflow 3 3
Total Score: 9 5
Solar:
Solar Analysis
2
3 1
Right to light 3 1
Total Score: 6 2
Lighting and Daylighting:
Daylighting Assessment
3
3 1
Shading Design 3 1
Lighting Design 3 1
Total Score: 9 3
Acoustic
Acoustic Analysis
2
3 0
Total Score: 3 0
Value & Cost:
Lifecycle Assessment
8
0 3
Lifecycle Cost 0 1
Total Score: 0 4
LEED:
LEED Integration Tools
8
0 1
Total Score: 0 1
Total Rating Score: 150 130
Table 1 : Building Performance Analysis Software Evaluation Matrix (Source HCC, Atlanta)
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2.6 Construction Industry and M oving towards Sustainable 
Development:
A starting point for all members of the AEC industry that wish to approach sustainability 
as a business opportunity - both large developers to small companies and especially with 
refurbishing existing buildings -  it is important to re-think their operations in four key 
areas:
I. Energy: reducing energy consumption, being more energy efficient and using 
renewable energy and alternative technology.
II. Materials: choosing, using, re-using and recycling materials during design, 
manufacture, construction and maintenance to reduce resource requirements.
III. Waste: Producing less waste and recycling more.
IV. Pollution: Producing less toxicity, water, noise and spatial pollution.
This will lead on to a re-assessment o f best practice in each area, with cumulative 
benefits from overlapping improvements between the areas. The implementation o f 
those results could improve profits and investment, and will contribute towards a 
sustainable future for the construction industry. O f course, it would be as wasteful as 
some current construction practices for every firm to go-it-alone. Co-operation, through 
industry bodies, with government, and transparency in what we are doing, can all help 
reduce the burden o f change. But in the end change will come only when individual 
firms take up the challenge o f operating in a sustainable way. We expect that the use of 
BIM tools in the sustainability and environmental arena will make a significant impact 
upon being able to achieve more sustainable projects and communities. (CIOB, 2013, 
p.4).
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2.7 Whole Building Energy, Water and Carbon Analysis:
When subscribed to Autodesk Ecotect Analysis one can get access to the Autodesk 
Green Building Studio web-based service for the duration o f their subscription. This 
web-service enables faster, more accurate whole-building energy, water, and carbon 
emission analyses and helps architects the majority o f  which are not specially skilled in 
any o f  these analyses to evaluate the carbon footprint o f  a Revit-based building design 
with greater ease.
The Green Building Studio web service was first introduced in 2004. Today, its analysis 
results meet ASHRAE Standard 140 -  2007 and are qualified by the U.S. Department o f 
Energy. It also received the Microsoft Ingenuity Point Award in 2008.
Autodesk'
Figure 7: The Autodesk Green Building Studio web-based service enables faster, “whole- 
building energy, water, and carbon emission analyses of a Revit-based building design ”. The 
building location (being defined here) drives the resulting electricity and water usage costs.
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The service uses precise hourly weather data, as well as historical rain data, that are 
accurate to within 9 miles o f the given building site as can be seen in figure 7 above. It 
also uses emission data for electric power plants across the preset countries located 
within its database and includes the broad range o f variables needed to assess carbon 
neutrality.
This software package was built specifically for architects and using green building 
extensible markup language (gbXML) for easy data exchange across the Internet, the 
web-based service was one o f the first engineering analysis tools to deliver easy-to-use 
interoperability between building designs and sophisticated energy analysis software 
programs such as DOE-2. The link between the Revit platform and the Green Building 
Studio web service is facilitated through a plug-in that enables registered users to access 
the service directly from their Revit Architecture design environment see figure 8 and 9
below.
W B — ! —
.
Autodesk
Green Building 
Studio
A  w hole-building energy 
analysis w eb service that helps 
architects and designers 
capture early design thinking to 
support sustainable design.
Figure 8: The link between the Revit platform and the Autodesk Green Building Studio web- 
based service is facilitated through a plug-in that enables registered users to access the service 
directly from their Autodesk Revit Architecture design environment.
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The Autodesk Green Building Studio web-based service helps to streamline the entire 
analysis process and enables architects to get faster feedback on their design alternatives 
making green design more efficient and cost-effective.
Based on the building’s size, type, and location (which drives electricity and water usage 
costs), the web-based service determines the appropriate material, construction, system, 
and equipment defaults by using regional building standards and codes to make 
intelligent assumptions. Using simple drop-down menus, architects can quickly change 
any o f these settings to define specific aspects o f their design; a different building 
orientation, a lower U-value window glazing, or a 4-pipe fan coil HVAC system.
Usually, within minutes the service calculates a building’s carbon emissions and the user 
is able to view the output in a web browser, including the estimated energy and cost 
summaries as well as the building’s carbon neutral potential. Users can then explore 
design alternatives by updating the settings used by the service and rerunning the 
analysis, or by revising the building model itself in the Revit-based application and then 
rerunning the analysis.
The output also summarizes the water usage and costs, and electricity and fuel costs; 
calculates an ENERGY STAR score; estimates photovoltaic and wind energy potential; 
calculates points toward LEED day-lighting credit; and estimates natural ventilation 
potential. Unlike most analysis output, the Autodesk Green Building Studio report is 
easier to understand— giving architects and other users actionable information they need 
to help make greener design decisions (Autodesk, 2009).
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Autodesk
G r e e n  B u i ld in g  
S t u d i o
A whole-Ouildlng energy 
analysis web service that helpsJÂ
Figure 9: Architects and other users can explore design alternatives by updating the settings used 
by the Autodesk Green Building Studio web-based service and rerunning the analysis, or 
revising the building model itself in the Revit-based application and then rerunning the analysis.
The desktop tools in Autodesk Ecotect Analysis provide a wide range o f  functions and 
simulations, helping architects and other users to understand how environmental factors 
will impact building operation and performance in the early design phase. To mitigate a 
building’s impact on the environment, it is important to first understand how the 
environment will impact the building. Built specifically by architects and focused on the 
building design process, Autodesk Ecotect Analysis is an environmental analysis tool 
that enables designers to simulate the performance o f their building projects right from 
the earliest stages o f  conceptual design.
Autodesk Ecotect Analysis combines a wide array o f analysis functions— including 
shadows, shading, solar, lighting, thermal, ventilation, and acoustics— with a highly 
visual and interactive display that presents analytical results directly within the context 
o f  the building model. This visual feedback enables the software to communicate
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complex concepts and extensive datasets more effectively and helps designers quickly 
engage with multifaceted performance issues—at a time when the design is sufficiently 
— plastic and can be easily changed (Autodesk, 2009).
Figure 10: Early stage Autodesk Revit Architecture models can be analysed, (source: Autodesk 
Ecotect Analysis, 2009)
In figure 10 above illustrates o f how Ecotect helps to determine the optimal location, 
shape and orientation o f a building design-based on basic environment factors such as 
the overshadowing o f a particular building.
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2.7.1 Aspects that affects Building Energy Performance:
In this section o f the chapter there a number o f possible aspects in a building’s make up 
that can affect energy use namely:
•  Building materials.
•  Heat gains.
•  Heat losses.
•  Heating system efficiencies.
• Ventilation and air conditioning systems.
•  Building energy management systems (BEMS)
•  Energy Standards / Policy
In chapter four o f  this dissertation and in relation to the case study the Department o f 
Education require a minimum A3 Building Energy Rating. And in relation to this 
reference will be made to Department o f  the Environment 2008 Technical Guidance 
Document Ireland “Part L ” and Department o f  Education and Science “Technical 
Guidance Documents ”
2.7.2 Energy Standards /  Policy
There are a number o f benchmarks and guidelines available towards achieving energy 
reduction once the proposed primary school has been constructed notwithstanding the 
process outlined within this chapter which describes looking at energy analysis at design 
stage.
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One definition o f  energy management is:
“the judicious and effective use o f energy to maximise profits (minimise costs) 
and enhance competitive positions ”
(Chap Hart, Turner and Kennedy, Guide to Energy Management Fairmont Press 
Inc., 1997)
2.7.2.1 The National Energy Efficiency Action Plan 2009 -  2020:
The National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP) 2009-2020 (Department of 
Communications, Energy and Natural Resources), has set out an energy policy 
framework to combat problems such as Ireland’s over-reliance on fossil fuels, which 
accounted for 96% o f all energy usage in 2007 and our problem o f security o f  supply of 
reliable and affordable energy.
The NEEAP represents the next step in addressing the imperative for energy efficiency. 
As Ireland move further into the future, price hikes in gas and oil are expected. This is 
where Ireland needs to react to our current economic situation and build on becoming an 
efficient, low-carbon-energy system. Energy efficiency offers the most cost effective 
means o f reducing GHG emissions (electricity in buildings use 61%).
Ireland's second National Energy Efficiency Action Plan to 2020 launched on the 28 
February 2013, this second action plan provides a progress report on delivery o f  the 
national energy savings targets implemented under current EU requirements as well as 
energy efficiency policy priorities between now and 2020. This reaffirms Ireland’s 
commitment to a 20% energy savings target in 2020. The Public Sector has been 
challenged to reach verifiable energy-efficiency savings o f 33%. This target requires
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management commitment at the highest level and the involvement o f all public sector 
employees.
According to the report realisation of the public sector’s 33% target would lead to 
annual energy savings to the Exchequer o f  over €200 million (2011). The net present 
value o f these upgrades is estimated at over €1.4 billion. This is before the value o f 
impacts such as increased productivity, asset value increases and improved building 
environments are considered.
Schools according to NEEAP are seen as public-sector buildings which primarily 
consume electricity, natural gas and oil-based fuels as well as smaller amounts o f 
renewable and solid fuels.
According to the national energy efficient action plan The Department o f Education and 
Skills is at the forefront o f design with respect to sustainable energy efficiency in school 
buildings. This performance has been recognised at both national and international 
level over the past fifteen years with sustainable energy awards for excellence in design 
and specification.
The Departm ent’s Technical Guidance Document (T.G.D.) sets the benchmark for 
sustainable design in school buildings, with a clear focus on energy efficiency. This 
approach is supported by a strong research programme, with 39 research projects at 
various stages.
The Department has announced that the constructing two schools to the passive house 
standard -  the world’s leading low energy building standard. Feedback from the two 
schools will inform future school design and identify the optimum level o f passive
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design opportunities for incorporation in Irish school design standards. All primary 
schools (first-level) built in accordance with the T.G.D. are capable o f achieving an A3 
Building Energy Rating (BER) and all post-primary schools (second-level) are capable 
o f achieving at least a B1 BER.
In addition SEAI and the Department are developing a number o f strategic projects with 
the aim o f helping schools to reduce energy costs and thus concentrate more resources 
on their core function -  delivering education. These include projects to:
•  Stimulate the market for deep energy efficiency retrofit projects in cohorts of 
schools using innovative procurement models (e.g. energy performance 
contracting, ESCos) -  with a pilot project to commence in 2012/2013.
•  Develop a package o f supports and an online energy advice portal for schools -  
www.energyineducation.ie
•  Explore on a pilot basis a metering and display programme for school energy and 
water consumption monitoring.
2 .1 2 2  EPBD
The Recast Energy Performance o f Buildings Directive (EPBD) adopted in May 2010 
[Directive 2010/31/EU o f the European Parliament and o f  the council, Official Journal 
o f  the European Union] clearly states that reduction o f energy consumption and the use 
o f energy from renewable sources in the buildings sector constitute important measures 
needed to reduce the Union’s energy dependency and greenhouse gas emissions. The 
directive proposes to calculate the energy performance o f  buildings on the basis o f  a 
methodology, which may be differentiated at national and regional level. Member States 
may set minimum requirements for the energy performance o f buildings.
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Buildings account for 40 % of total energy consumption in the Union. The sector 
is expanding, which is bound to increase its energy consumption. Therefore, 
reduction o f energy consumption and the use o f energy from renewable sources 
in the buildings sector constitute important measures needed to reduce the 
Union’s energy dependency and greenhouse gas emissions. (Directive 
2010/31/EU p .l)
Together with an increased use o f energy from renewable sources, measures 
taken to reduce energy consumption in the Union would allow the Union to 
comply with the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) (Directive 2010/31/EU p .l)
Under Article 9 o f Directive 2010/31/EU Nearly zero-energy buildings
1. M ember States shall ensure that:
(a) By 31 December 2020, all new buildings are nearly zero- energy buildings;
(Directive 2010/31/EU p.9)
(b) After 31 December 2018, new buildings occupied and owned by public authorities
are nearly zero-energy buildings. (Directive 2010/31/EU p.9)
2.7.2.3 Beyond 2020
The recent published Energy Technology Perspectives 2010 paper from the International 
Energy Agency (IEA), ‘ Energy Technology Perspectives 2010, Scenarios and 
Strategies to 2050 provides a useful overview o f the long term challenges on the 
pathway to a low-carbon future. While acknowledging that an energy technology 
revolution is under way through increasing investments in renewable energy and energy 
efficiency, the authors nevertheless concede that, whilst encouraging, these efforts will 
prove largely ineffective when set against the trend o f  unrelenting growth in energy 
demand and carbon dioxide emissions particularly from across the major developing 
countries. The difficultly in agreeing internationally binding targets for tackling climate 
change through the UN Framework Convention process are a stark reminder o f  the 
major obstacles that remain to limiting the increase in global temperature.
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Most striking o f  all however is their assertion that the next decade is critical. In short, 
they argue that if  emissions do not peak by 2020 and decline rapidly in the following 
years, the attainment o f the 50% reduction by 2050 will require greater C 02  reductions, 
more drastic action and higher costs over a much shorter time scale. (IEA, 2010 p.48) 
Their conclusion is that while an energy technology revolution is within reach, there are 
significant financing and skills shortage challenges. They argue that the switch to a low- 
carbon energy future must be rapid and bold decisive action is required by all.
2.7.2.4 ISO  50001:2011
ISO 50001:2001 replaces EN16001 Energy Management Systems is a ‘road m ap’ to 
help organisations improve energy efficiency, reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
and drive down energy costs. It provides a holistic framework for the systematic 
management o f  energy, around a “plan, do, check, ac t” format that fits and works other 
existing standards on environment and quality. ISO 50001:2011 represents the latest best 
practice in energy management building upon existing national standards and initiatives. 
The additional benefits are improvement o f business performance, it engages top 
management, complies with necessary legislation, formalises energy policy and 
objectives, secures energy supply and it flexible and scalable in terms o f an organisation 
size. Once an ISO 50001 certification has been awarded it clearly sets out the scope o f 
an organisations managements system which is valid for three years and therefore 
regular management checks means that an organisation remains compliant, the standards 
also requires the organisation to have a metering plan.
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Through monitoring and targeting within energy management involves the collection 
and analysing o f  data leading to action using a proven methodology, through the 
implementation o f energy awareness and motivation campaign with establishes 
continual improvement.
Within a primary school environment it is essential to teach energy awareness through 
the running o f  the school by involving the student by means o f  meter reading which 
incorporates maths to work off the schools energy loads/usages. SEAI have an excellent 
campaign through “School Energy Workshops”
•  Junior Primary “Guzzler” workshop: ‘Guzzler’ the puppet will teach children 
about energy efficiency and environmental awareness through participation in a 
range o f  games and activities. Suitable for senior infants, 1st and 2nd class 
pupils.
•  Senior Primary “Energy Challenge” workshop: The workshop is an interactive, 
curriculum based and covers the principals o f  energy, the current global 
problems and what we can do to help. Students learn about the science o f energy 
and climate change through participation in experiments and playing the 'energy 
game'. Suitable for 3rd to 6th class pupils.
In section 4.5.6 “Design” o f ISO5001 particular reference towards design and energy.
•  The organization shall consider energy performance improvement opportunities 
and operational control in the design o f new, modified and renovated facilities, 
equipment, systems and processes that can have a significant impact on its 
energy performance.
• The results o f the energy performance evaluation shall be incorporated where 
appropriate into the specification, design and procurement activities o f the 
relevant project(s).
• The results o f the design activity shall be recorded.
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Behavioural changes are often a no-cost way o f making significant energy savings, even 
the most energy efficient buildings can experience high utility bills if  the occupants area 
not energy aware and actively seeking to minimise their energy consumption.
Other ways o f  looking at reducing energy consumption once the building is operation is 
the maximum import capacity (MIC) which is the level o f  electricity capacity agreed 
between the business and ESB Networks. The MIC represents the maximum load that 
you are contracted to import from the electricity network for use in your premises. An 
analysis o f  the MIC and tariff should be carried out to determine a correct value for the 
buildings requirements in terms o f the MIC to avoid exceeding the MIC as the penalties 
are high. The system can be supported by training and monitoring o f  usage using the 
introduction o f  energy performance indicators (EPI’s) on thermal losses in the network, 
and electricity on the bases o f kWh/sq.ft/pa and the installation o f  energy data loggers 
for monitoring and targeting system. An energy management diagnostic questionnaire 
should also be implemented to establish how energy is utilised. Also have an energy 
consultant to determine that your power factor is set correctly, (see appendix “E” for an 
example o f  a energy management diagnostic questionnaire)
More detailed auditing work would also be useful to provide a more accurate assessment 
o f  energy flows and potential for savings. This can provide a sound basis for any 
medium and higher investments. Lighting, as the main user o f electricity, would merit 
special attention. Again this can be supported by information from the M&T system.
A number o f  alternative heat sources could be feasible including the installation of 
condensing oil boilers, a wood pellet or wood chip fuelled boilers and solar panels. In
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order to make good decisions regarding these investments, it is advisable to first 
implement other efficiency measures to reduce energy “use” i.e.: no -  low cost energy 
efficient savings.
The alternative energy “supply” options can then be evaluated from a better starting 
point.
2.7.2.5 DART -  Design, Awareness, Research and Technology
Since 1997, the Planning and Building Unit within the Department o f Education & 
Skills have been using a process called the DART approach to develop sustainability and 
energy efficiency in educational buildings. This acronym focuses on four key areas, 
namely; Design, Awareness, Research and Technology. The policy is informed by the 
Building Unit Professional and Technical staff, driven by its technical guidance 
documents and updated by continued energy research and development.
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The current best practice based on schools that are designed and built in accordance with 
the Departments Schools Technical Guidance Documents must achieve an A3 Building 
Energy Rating for primary schools and a B1 rating for post primary schools and are 
capable o f  being more than twice as energy efficient that schools built to best 
International Practice. The only way to get above A3 is to have renewable energy on site 
which is really getting into power generation.
Schools in Ireland by their nature present particular limitations from an energy conservation 
viewpoint. In energy terms they have relatively short operational hours, do not have building 
management specialists on site and energy conservation is not a core function of a school. This 
means that all the heating, lighting, power, water, security and communication systems (known 
collectively as the building services) used in schools must be robust, reliable and relatively 
simple and automated.
That is why more emphasises should be focused at the conceptual design stage to 
maximise the natural resources.
A hybrid approach should be taken with respect to sustainable design in schools based 
on maximising natural resources and energy efficient technologies. Schools are 
positioned to maximise gain from the sun during the day for passive solar heating and 
natural daylight. Passive solar design saves 20 % o f early morning heating period and 
adequate natural daylight when combined with automated lighting systems in the 
classrooms can eliminate the need for electrical light for up to 80% o f the schools 
teaching hours.
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The introduction o f a building management system (BMS) interface with a touch-screen 
technology can allow the pupils, parents, staff and the whole school community to 
engage with the building and its main eco-friendly technology. Through this process the 
pupils are being taught about the importance o f the environment and the relationship and 
impact they have in an imaginative but hands on realistic approach. It also promotes and 
encourages a respect for the natural resources and the volume o f water, oil and 
electricity that can be saved through awareness and familiarity with energy efficient 
features o f the school building. The children being familiar with the features and 
learning’s o f  energy awareness from the age o f 4 years, they will have an understanding 
o f  the need for eco-friendly initiatives for the term health o f  the community and the 
wider world. Considering the life-long learning children will gain from an energy 
efficient interactive school building, it raises the question o f what kind o f  homes they 
will desire to line in or even build in the future.
2 .1 .2.1 DEC
As o f January 1st 2009 all non-domestic buildings being constructed, rented or sold 
requires a Building Energy Rating Certificate which is based on the building's potential 
energy performance assuming standard occupancy. Public Buildings are dealt with 
slightly differently. These buildings require a Display Energy Certificate (DEC) which is 
based on the operational performance o f the building as recorded by meter readings. The 
DEC displays the school’s energy consumption in terms o f  kW h/m2. A kWh or kilowatt 
hour is a measure o f  energy and m2 is the size o f the building.
2.1.2.6 BMS
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The metered performance is then compared to benchmark data for school energy use. 
This benchmark figure is adjusted for location, hours o f  use and period o f measurement 
and subsequently converted to primary energy figures. The ratio o f  the primary energy 
required by the school to the primary energy required by this benchmark building is the 
source o f  the DEC rating. When the school is operational recommendations to employee 
an SEAI registered energy consultant to prepare a DEC and to have this on display in the 
reception area o f the school.
2.7.2.8 Green schools energy flag
Another incentive to involve the pupils o f the school in energy awareness is the green 
school flag system. Green-Schools, known internationally as Eco-Schools, is an 
international environmental education programme, environmental management system 
and award scheme that promotes and acknowledges long-term, whole school action for 
the environment.
Green-Schools in Ireland is operated and co-ordinate by the Environmental Education 
Unit o f  An Taisce (FEE member for Ireland), in partnership with Local Authorities 
throughout the country, is supported by the Department o f  Environment, Community 
and Local Government, the Department o f  Transport, Tourism and Sport.
Unlike a once-off project, it is a long-term programme that introduces participants 
(students, teachers, parents and the wider community) to the concept o f  an 
environmental management system. However, Green-Schools are far more than just an 
environmental management system.
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According to SEAI over 3,600 primary, secondary and special schools in Ireland (>88% 
o f all Irish schools) are currently participating part in the programme and 2573 schools 
have been awarded the Green Flag.
2.7.2.9 Energy M anagement
Energy management is an all-encompassing process that should include every aspect o f 
an organisation from finance, human resources and public relations to maintenance, 
purchasing and planning.
There is additional information available on energy management from SEAI Energy 
Map http :/7www.seai. ie/energymap/
By registering online, you can create your own personalised Energy MAP plan which 
allows you track your progress through the 20 steps.
When designing primary school buildings attention should be paid to the Department o f 
Education and Science -  Mechanical & Electrical Building Services Engineering 
Guideline for Primary School Buildings, TD002 which outlines the requirements o f 
mechanical & electrical building services with regards to design philosophy, the built 
environment, heating services, water services and communication services. Within the 
dissertation there where limitations with regards to the mechanical, electrical and 
plumbing (MEP) as there were not taken into account in calculation or determining the 
energy usage o f  the case study as BIM has a separate aspect with regards to MEP 
consultants.
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The following is a list on potential energy savings available once a school development 
is operating for a period o f time. The design o f the school should implement the most 
energy efficient equipment and products but there are benefits to be had from the 
following simple list o f checks:
•  Effective and efficient lighting with appropriate controls (PIR and occupancy 
sensors, CO2 sensors) -  carry out a lighting survey. In darkness carry out a 
lighting level survey to ensure that areas are not over lit, avail o f the natural 
lighting
•  Brief cleaners to switch off lights when leaving unoccupied areas, behavioral 
changes are often a no-cost way o f making significant energy savings
•  Avoid air infiltration through doors and windows, have an IR (Infra Red) thermal 
imaging survey carried out on the building envelope, i.e.: thermal bridging from 
poorly constructed joints o f the building elements
•  Insulate all service pipework, valves, flanges and distribution pipework. Check 
on an annually bases for blockages, leaks
•  Avoid simultaneous heating and cooling i.e.: when the heating is, too hot results 
in opening windows
•  Check on regulate bases the heating zoning (time and temperature) BMS
• Develop, sign and release an energy policy (distribute to all staff members).
•  Initiate a energy awareness campaign (involve the pupils -  make it fun)
•  Form an energy team (staff members and pupils)
•  Tender out electricity supplier annually to open market
•  Carry out a combustion efficiency test on the boiler annually, compare
relationship between degree days (heating days) and fuel consumed. This should 
highlight any irregular or irrational relationship between heating fuel demand 
and prevailing weather. Check monthly fuel demand varies in a rational way with 
changing weather (as recorded in published degree day figures, average day 
temperatures can be obtained from the local met office)
• Install electricity meter on the main boiler room (Danfoss Infocal 6 -  Thermal 
energy calculator)
2.7.2.9.1 Additional Energy Saving Evaluation on occupied school
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Ensure that the boiler water temperature is not too excessive. Regulations on the 
temperature on hot water taps for primary schools.
Any vending machines should be fitted with a 7day plug switch timer
Any hot water boilers (burker boilers) in the staff canteen should be fitted with a 
7day plug switch timer
The principal barriers to development, implementing and maintaining a full and 
effective energy management system at a site is the lack o f  competent personnel, time 
management and a lack o f energy awareness.
Additional reference material and guidelines are available from:
Carbon Trust -  Good Practice Guides:
CTV045- Introduction to Energy Management
CTG54- Energy Management
CTV020- Further and Higher Education
CTV049- Lighting Technology Overview
CTV032- Building Control Technology Overview
GIL 150- How to find and repair compressed air leaks
GIL 151 - How to Fit Pipework Insulation
CTV008- Low Temperature Hot Water Boilers Technology
GPG369 - Energy efficient operating o f boilers
GIL 126 - Energy savings fact sheets for lighting
GIL 124 - Energy savings fact sheets for heating
Energy Consumption Guide 54 -  energy efficiency in further and higher 
education; best practice programme.
CIBSE TM:2006 -  Energy assessment and report method: which describes a method for 
assessing the energy performance o f an occupied building based on metered energy use 
and includes a software implementation o f  the method. Systems assessment against 
benchmarks for the building systems measured in terms o f kWh o f annual energy use 
per m2 o f  floor area.
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Materials used in a building’s construction have a vital significance on the buildings 
energy performance. Under section 1.2 Heat Loss and Gain through the Building Fabric 
Page 16, subsection 1.2.2 Overall Heat Loss Method table 1 illustrates the Maximum 
average U-value (Um) as a function o f building volume (V) and fabric heat-loss area 
(At) o f  Department o f the Environment 2008 Technical Guidance Document Ireland 
“Part L
As illustrated in figure 11 and 12 below (screen shot), BIM has the facility for the 
designer to build up composite wall types therefore the designer can evaluate the wall
2.8 Building Materials
makeup for compliance with U-values in accordance with relevant legislation.
|a i£3  .-i. Q  tè <9’> ,?• „
Figure 12: Revit Architecture models can analysis composite wall/floors etc., make-up for 
compliance (source: authors own desktop screen shot)
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Family: Basic Wall
/  Type: Cav - 102 75 100p -L vrt\
Total thickness: 290.0
Resistance (R): 4.7823 (mJ-K)/W
thermal Mass: 27.72 kJfi(
Layers***—•— - " . - ——*
Function
2 Thermal/Air Layer [3]
3 Core Boundary
4 Structure [1]
5 Core Boundary
6 Finish 2 [5]
INTERIOR SIDE
Figure 13: Revit Architecture models can analysis composite wall make-up for compliance -  
blown up (source: authors own desktop screen shot)
The R-value is known as the thermal resistance o f a material is calculated using 
Equation 1, where C is the conductance, k is the conductivity and x is the thickness o f 
the material.
c  k r I t
Equation 1 Equation 2
This value is the reciprocal o f the heat flow coefficients. The overall heat transfer 
coefficient (sometimes also known as the U-coefficient), otherwise known as the U- 
value, represents how well a building material conducts heat. It is calculated using 
Equation 2 and is an important factor as it depicts how well a building material can 
retain heat inside the building. The U-value can be defined as the rate o f heat transfer 
through the building material over a given area. The U-value can also be calculated as 
the inverse o f the R-value o f the material. If  the makeup o f  a construction takes the form 
o f one or more materials, or air gaps, then the U-value is calculated as the inverse o f  the
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summation o f the R-values o f the construction. In terms o f U-values for building 
constructions, the smaller the U-value, the better the construction is for the thermal 
performance o f the building. Aspects, such as inserting insulation in a wall or roof, will 
decrease the U-value o f the structure.
2.8.1 Heat Gains
Heat gains in the building can affect a buildings performance in terms o f  energy use and 
occupancy comfort. Internal heat gain contributions can originate from electrical office 
equipment, such as photocopiers and computers, or lighting. Occupants can also 
contribute to internal heat gains.
Solar impact can also produce high heat gains in buildings, especially buildings with lots 
o f glazing within its envelope and in long periods o f  direct solar radiation. Solar gain 
refers to the amplification in temperature o f a space, structure or object as a result o f 
direct solar radiation. This phenomenon is caused by objects absorbing short wave 
radiation from the sunlight and emitting long wave radiation back into the building 
space. When there is a material, such as glass, between an object or space and the sun, 
high heat gains would be seen. This is because these materials are more transparent to 
shorter than longer wavelengths resulting in a net gain in temperature. This phenomenon 
is sometimes more commonly known as ‘the greenhouse effect’. Solar gains can result 
in overheating in a building space and can affect occupancy comfort levels, which can 
cause reduced productivity levels from the occupants. In addition, it may result in higher 
energy usage through cooling in a building.
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2.8.2 Heat Losses
In every building there are heat losses can occur through a number o f areas in a building, 
there are three methods o f heat transfer that can affect energy performance in a building. 
These are:
•  Conduction
• Convection
• Radiation
Conduction is the heat transfer through solid materials from warmer to cooler particles 
(EganD ., M, 1975, p.p 16-34).
Convection is the heat transfer in air by the motion o f heated air from a warmer to cooler 
surface.
The final type o f  heat loss that can occur is radiative heat losses. The term radiation 
describes the heat transfer by electromagnetic waves from a warm to a cool surface.
2.8.3 H eating System Efficiencies
When looking at heat losses a large proportion can occur from inadequate management 
o f  the heating system. Heat is transferred to the building space from radiators properly, 
and the system is not using unnecessary energy pumping and heating water. Therefore, it 
is important, if  possible, to optimise the flow rate in the pipes to make heating more 
efficient in a building.
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Ventilation is also an important aspect in a building as it reduces the risk o f  build up o f 
condensation and pollutants in a building space by controlling the air quality and 
conditions the air so that it is not too dry or humid. This could also affect thermal 
performance o f  the building as well as occupancy comfort which could manifest itself as 
‘sick building syndrome’ (Au Yeung et al. 1991). Without ventilation, a building 
increases its chances o f suffering mould and dampness, mould spores can affect 
sensitive atopic individuals and can lead to asthma rhinitis, conjunctivitis and eczema 
(Trotman & Building Research Establishment (BRE), 2004).
A good balance in terms o f the ventilation flow rates into a building is essential. A 
system pulling in large amounts o f outside air, especially if  it is cold, into the building 
space results in cooling heated spaces. This would then lead to the building space 
requiring additional heating loads on the system. Pre-heating the outside air, with a heat 
recovery system, or reusing an amount o f  re-circulated air from the building space can 
reduce this effect.
2.9 Post Occupancy Evaluation
When trying to create a building as energy efficient as possible, it is also important to 
ensure that the occupants using the space are comfortable. Occupant comfort is 
significant as the comfort will directly affect the productivity o f  the occupants. It also 
gives an insight into understanding a buildings energy performance through the 
occupant’s eyes. It is also used to identify if  the changes affect the health o f  the 
occupants which could lead to ‘Sick Building Syndrome’. If there is poor circulation
2.8.4 Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems
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there may be build up o f C 02 in the space or mould growths in the building space. This 
could affect the occupants with symptoms such as irritation o f the skin, in the eyes, nose 
and throat which could lead to long term health problems (Au Yeung et al., 1991).
It is therefore important to carry out a Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) on the
occupants to assess the comfort levels in the building. These comfort levels could be
associated with thermal, lighting or air quality issues. POE was developed in the United
States in the 1960s and has been used in one form or another ever since. Post Occupancy
Evaluation is defined as;
“The process o f evaluating buildings in a systematic and rigorous manner after 
they have been built and occupied for some time” (Preiser 1988, p.p 189-193).
A POE usually consists o f a questionnaire which the occupants o f  the building fill out. 
The results o f the questionnaire will show how comfortable the building occupants are. 
As well as this, it can also show the occupants behaviour and understanding o f  the 
function o f a BEMS. In addition to a questionnaire, it is also useful to go around the 
building and visually inspect it to see if  there are obvious signs that can affect thermal 
comfort.
2.9.1 Analysing a Design in the Context o f BIM
Revit-based design models can be exported to gbXML format and imported directly into 
Autodesk Ecotect Analysis for simulation and analysis throughout the design process. At 
the onset o f  the design process, very early stage Autodesk Revit Architecture massing 
models can be used in combination with site analysis functionality in Autodesk Ecotect 
Analysis to help determine the optimal location, shape, and orientation o f  a building
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design— based on fundamental environmental factors such as daylight, overshadowing, 
solar access, and visual impact (Autodesk, 2009).
As the conceptual design evolves, whole-building energy, water and carbon analysis can 
be conducted using the integrated access to Autodesk Green Building Studio in order to 
benchmark its energy use and recommend areas o f potential savings. Once these 
fundamental design parameters have been established, Autodesk Ecotect Analysis can be 
used again to rearrange rooms and zones, to size and shape individual apertures, to 
design custom shading devices, or to choose specific materials— based on environmental 
factors such as daylight availability, glare protection, outside views, acoustic comfort 
and visibility analysis ass illustrated in figure 13 below.
Figure 14: Autodesk Ecotect Analysis can also be used for detailed design analysis. For 
example, “the visibility analysis displayed here shows the amount and quality o f views to the 
outside mapped over the floor area of an office
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Perhaps the most unique aspect of the software is its visual and interactive display o f the 
analysis results. The inability o f the designer to easily interpret the results o f analyses is 
often the biggest failing o f building performance analysis software. Autodesk Ecotect 
Analysis provides actionable feedback to the designer in the form o f text-based reports 
as well as visual displays. These visual displays are more than just charts and graphs. 
The analysis results are presented directly within the context o f the model display: 
shadow animations resulting from shadow casting analysis; surface mapped information 
such as incident solar radiation; and spatial volumetric rendering such as daylight or 
thermal comfort distribution in a room. This type o f visual feedback lets the designer 
more easily understand and interact with analysis data, often in real time. For instance, a 
designer can rotate a view o f surface mapped solar radiation looking for variations over 
each facade or watch an animated sequence o f  solar rays to see how sunlight interacts 
with a  specially designed light shelf at different times o f  the year, as illustrated in figures 
14 and 15 below.
Figure 15: Using Autodesk Ecotect Analysis, architects can see the results of their analysis 
displayed in the context of a building model, such as the surface-mapped results o f this solar 
radiation analysis.
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Figure 16: Autodesk Ecotect Analysis software also displays analysis results using spatial 
volumetric renderings, such as this analysis of the visual impact of a building within an urban 
site.
During conceptual design, Autodesk Ecotect Analysis and the Autodesk Revit 
Architecture model can be used for a variety o f  early analysis. For example, the designer 
can perform overshadowing, solar access, and wind-flow analyses to iterate on a form, 
and orientation that maximizes building performance without impinging on the rights-to- 
light o f  neighbouring structures. As the design progresses and the elements that define a 
building’s thermal zones are established (the layout o f  the walls, windows, roofs, floors, 
and interior partitions), the Revit model can be used for room-based calculations such as 
average daylight factors, reverberation times, and portions o f the floor area with direct 
views outside.
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Eventually the Revit model can be used for more detailed analysis— such as shading, 
lighting, and acoustic analysis. For example, the designer can use Autodesk Ecotect 
Analysis in conjunction with a shading louver design modelled in Autodesk Revit 
Architecture to simulate how the design will work under different conditions throughout 
the year. Or the architect can use Autodesk Ecotect Analysis to help assess the acoustic 
comfort o f  a Revit-based design, and then adjust the location o f  a sound source or adjust 
the internal wall layout or the geometry o f sound reflectors for optimal comfort 
(Autodesk, 2009) Another major player in the role o f BIM software is Bentley
Figure 17: Bentley, screen shot of the modelling environment “ProjectWise” (source: Bentley, 
2010)
As illustrated in figure 16 above, Bentley provides software and services uniquely suited 
for IPD projects— enabled by fully integrated, interoperable, multidisciplinary BIM 
applications to empower architects, structural, civil, electrical, and mechanical 
engineers, energy assessors, site designers, and other professionals to design, analyze, 
construct, and manage facilities of all types and scales.
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Each discipline-specific application provides an informed work environment to support 
the design and documentation process throughout all phases o f  the project lifecycle—  
from conceptual design and construction documentation to coordination and 
construction.
2.9.2 BIM  and the Autodesk Green Building Studio
Since buildings account for 70% o f electricity consumption and 39% o f greenhouse-gas 
emissions, it’s clear that reducing the carbon footprint o f  the built environment is critical 
to improving our environment. The 2030 challenge o f  Carbon-neutral in 2030 (using no 
fossil fuel GHG emitting energy to operate) and the rise o f LEED and other green 
building certification systems are visible examples o f  the building industry’s 
commitment to sustainable design. The ability to perform whole building energy, water, 
and carbon emission analyses early in the design process is essential for sustainable 
building design. The Autodesk Green Building Studio service allows architects to more 
easily evaluate the carbon footprint o f a building design using the Green Building Studio 
plug-in for Revit as part o f the BIM workflow (Architecture 2030, 2011).
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Energy analysis requires spatial information, it is essentially a simulation o f energy 
movement in, out, and through the building. Which walls are exposed to the outside? 
How many are exposed to sunlight? What are the number, size, and orientation o f 
openings? How much heat is generated by internal lighting and equipment? In the past, 
this information was manually calculated from 2D drawings. An engineer would use 
building plans, elevations, and details to collate spaces (type, area, volume), surfaces 
(including adjacency and thermal properties), and shading. All this information is latent 
in a Revit model, and in a form that is much easier to interpret than 2D drawings. And, if 
the project is consistently structured, software such as Green Building Studio can help 
take the pain out o f  the process.
The net result is that a time-intensive task that might only be done once, very late in the 
design process, can realistically be repeated on demand innumerable times. This is a 
very important contribution to the design process at a stage when change is still possible. 
There are some crucial things to note and chief among them is how to go about 
modelling a building in the BIM tool.
2.9.3 Green Building Studio Energy Analysis and incorporation with
Building Modelling
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2.10 Building Information Modelling (BIM) Network  
UK Government mandate:
Project Engineer Detailer Architect General 
Precast Manager I  j  /  Contractor
Manfacturer \ I  1  J  j'
Owner
Diagram 1: Typical collaboration process; (source: Construsoft -  Telka)
It appears that BIM is receiving a great deal o f attention in the technical press, and in the 
development o f  public sector procurement strategy. Various other client groups are 
becoming more aware o f the potential that BIM has to offer, and are requiring it to be 
used on their projects, therefore it appears that client/stakeholders are one o f  the main 
driving forces behind the adoption of BIM. This all means that BIM is being more 
widely specified. The technology issues with developing and integrating different 
models for a project, successful implementation o f BIM also requires a greater 
willingness to work collaboratively.
Buildings account for significant carbon dioxide emissions, both in construction and 
operation and as a result governments around the world are setting targets and legislating 
to reduce the carbon emissions related to the built environment. Challenges presented by 
increasingly rigorous standards for construction projects will mean a paradigm shift in 
how new buildings are designed and managed.
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This will lead to the need for computational modelling and visualization o f  buildings and 
their energy performance throughout the life-cycle o f  the building. Many governments 
are planning to reduce carbon emissions for new buildings, alongside many challenges 
faced by the architectural, construction and building management professions in 
adjusting to the proposed requirements for low or zero carbon buildings.
2.11 BIM  M aturity Levels
To help with the implementation/protocol o f  BIM a maturity model has been devised to 
ensure clear articulation o f the levels o f competence expected and the supporting 
standards and guidance notes (not shown in this diagram), their relationship to each 
other and how they can be applied to projects and contracts in industry.
The purpose o f  defining the Levels from 0 -  3 is to categorise types o f  technical and 
collaborative working to enable a concise description and understanding o f the 
processes, tools and techniques to be used. In essence, it is an attempt to take the 
ambiguity out o f  the term ‘BIM’ make specifying for it clear and transparent to the 
supply-chain and enable the client to understand precisely what is offered by the supply- 
chain.
The production o f  this maturity index recognises that differing construction client and 
their supply organisations are currently at different level o f  experience with their 
approaches to BIM and serves as a structured Teaming’ progression over a period o f 
time.
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Figure 18: New-Richards UK Government BIM Working Party Strategy Paper, BIM Maturity
levels, 2011, p. 16.
2.11.1 Level Definitions
0. Unmanaged CAD probably 2D, white paper (or electronic paper) as the most 
likely data exchange mechanism.
1. Managed CAD in 2 or 3D format using B S11992:2007 with a collaboration tool 
providing a common data environment, possibly some standard data structures 
and formats. Commercial data managed by standalone finance and cost 
management packages with no integration.
2. Managed 3D environment held in separate discipline “BIM” tools with attached 
data. Commercial data managed by an event related potential (ERP). Integration 
on the basis o f proprietary interfaces or bespoke middleware could be regarded 
as “pBIM ” (proprietary). The approach may utilise 4D programme data and 5D 
cost elements as well as feed operational systems.
3. Fully open process and data integration enabled by ‘web services’ compliant 
with the emerging Industry Foundation Classes (IFC /  IFD standards, managed 
by a collaborative model server. Could be regarded as iBIM or integrated BIM 
potentially employing concurrent engineering processes. (UK Cabinet Office 
(2011) Government Construction Strategy).
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Figure 20: Benefits of BIM “MacLeamy Curve” (2012) MacLeamy, P.,CEO, Hellmuth-Obata- 
Kassebaum).
Figure 19: BIM Model Example; (Source: CITA BIM Group (2012) - BIM Presentation to 
GCCC p. 12)
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Figure 19 above; illustrates the cost o f decisions mapped along the timeline o f a typical 
construction project. It clearly shows that decisions made early in a project (during 
design) can be made at lower cost and with greater effectiveness. A reasonable inference 
to draw from this graph is in fact the idea that projects will benefit by having more 
diverse expertise (i.e., more interested parties) in the room during design, so that value 
engineering decisions, especially ones that affect the life cycle costs o f the project, can 
be moved forward in time, when decisions are relatively inexpensive.
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Figure 21: BIM, BAM, BOOM (2010) MacLeamy, P., CEO, HOK)
According to MacLeamy (2010) figure 20 above illustrates that it’s more beneficial 
financially to design right and spend more time on the concept and in the collaboration 
process, Cost over time o f a building designed, built and operated using BIM tools. For 
every €1 spent in design, €20 is spent in construction and €60 dollar is spent in operating 
the building over its useful life over 50 years or more. BIM promotes BAM (building 
assembly management) used by contractors (he believes and architect and building team 
working together on a BIM and BAM to design the building can save 30% o f the
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construction costs). During the buildings life time the building owner can bridge BIM 
and BAM to optimise building operation i.e.: BOOM (the building operation 
optimisation model). BOOM helps the owner to manage energy consumption and 
scheduled maintenance, since BOOM is managing 60 times the percentage o f design the 
cost savings potential is enormous.
2.12 BIM  UK  Government Construction Client Group
Building Information M odelling (BIM) W orking Party Strategy 
Paper and HM Government “Low Carbon Construction”
•B iM
Government Construction Client Group
BuBdinj Information Modelling (BIM) Working Party 
Strategy Paper
BIS OGC -
March 2011
# H M  Government
Low Caitx>n Construction
JK C ib in e tO ffice
Government
Construction
Strategy
Figure 22: BIM Government Construction Client Group (2011), Low Carbon Construction 
(2010) and Government Construction Strategy (2011).
Paul Morrell (C hief construction adviser UK Government) “Working Party Strategy 
Paper” which is promoting major stimulus in encouraging the public sector client down 
the BIM route with the use o f COBie, which is ’a vehicle for sharing predominantly non-
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graphic data about a facility'. COBie is a non-proprietary format based on a multiple 
page spreadsheet. According to (Morrell, 2011) the UK Government is implementing 
BIM on a Level 2 basis by 2016 on all government/public contracts.
2.12.1 W hat is COBie?
According to William, E, E., (2012) Construction Operations Building information 
exchange (COBie) is a means o f sharing, predominantly non-graphical, data about a 
facility. It was developed in America and will need to be adapted for use in the UK / 
Ireland and in infrastructure. COBie is a non-proprietary format based on a spreadsheet 
so it can be managed by organisations o f  any size at any level o f IT capability but can be 
linked to other systems and software.
COBie transfers information to owner/occupier to manage their assets efficiently. It 
documents the asset in 16 linked spreadsheets.
COBie will be adopted as the standard means o f  reporting data from a BIM model. 
Reporting at specific stages is referred to as a ‘COBie data drop’.
2.13 BIM  Legislation/Protocol
The BIM Execution Plan is managed by the BIM Coordinator one per project, BIM 
M anager one per BIM Stakeholder who interfaces with the BIM Coordinator, a Level o f 
Development (LOD) has to be agreed and both have to follow data exchange protocols 
PAS 1192-2-2013 (2013)was published February 2013, see figure 22 below.
BIM overlay RIAI Work Stages in progress -  adopting elements o f CIC Scope o f 
Services and BIM Overlay to the RIBA Plan o f  Work.
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Figure 23: PAS 1192-2-2013 “Specification for information management for capital/delivery 
phase of construction projects using building information, BSi. (2013) and RIBA BIM Overlay 
to the RIBA Outline Plan of Work, Sinclair, D. (2012)
When w ill the new BIM policy kick in?
As reported by BIM Task Group, there will be a phased rollout over five-years 
beginning next summer, with a view to getting all appropriate projects into a 3D 
collaborative environment by 2016. The Summary Action Plan attached to the 
Government Construction Strategy contains a detailed implementation plan for Building 
Information Modeling (BIM), which will be announced within the next few weeks. 
“Government as a client can derive significant improvements in cost, value and carbon 
performance through the use o f open sharable asset information”
The UK Government Strategy is setting requirements for COBie, fully collaborative 3D 
BIM by 2016 and Government will action take that will reduce costs by up to 20% by
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the end o f  this parliament. In doing so the UK Government has set up a BIM Task 
Group -  opening statement:
“The report announced the Governments intention to require: collaborative 3D 
BIM (with all project and asset information, documentation and data being 
electronic) on its projects by 2016.
Essentially the UK Government has embarked with industry on a four year 
programme for sector modernisation with the key objective of: reducing capital 
cost and the carbon burden from the construction and operation o f  the built 
environment by 20%”.
Given the tendency o f the Irish Government to base much o f construction legislation on 
that which is in the United Kingdom, it may only be a matter o f time before similar 
provisions are made here.
Firstly the Irish Government needs to establish a BIM implementation plan or a set o f 
protocols similar to AEC UK and PAS 1192-2 (2013) as adopted by the UK 
Government.
2.14 BIM  benefits for facility management
While BIM has proven its value in design and construction for five years or more, the 
necessary technologies for using BIM in facility management only now are emerging 
(FMLink, n.d). A large number o f new building projects have been designed and built 
with BIM software, however there is a tremendous opportunity to leverage this wealth o f 
information and greatly improve the practice o f facility management.
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2.14.1 BIM  for owners and facility managers
Owners can realise significant benefits on projects by using BIM processes and tools to 
streamline the delivery o f higher quality and better performing buildings. BIM facilities 
collaboration between project participants, reducing errors and field changes and leading 
to a more efficient and reliable delivery process that reduces the project time and cost. 
Owners can use a building information model to:
•  Increase building value
• Shorten project schedule
• Obtain reliable and accurate cost estimates
•  Assure program compliance
• Produce market-ready facilities
•  Optimise facility management and maintenance (Eastman et al, 2011)
2.14.2 Preventive Maintenance
Information in relation to building mechanical equipment that can be stored in BIM 
models is valuable in creating the database needed for ongoing preventive maintenance. 
Equipment that requires regular inspection and upkeep, particularly heating, ventilation 
and air conditioning equipment and life safety systems, are o f particular significance. 
Additionally, information about air and electrical distribution systems that undergo 
periodic modification is valuable to facility managers.
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The following are some o f the benefit available to facility managers with incorporating 
the use o f  BIM:
• Improved space management
By understanding the details o f  how space is used, facility professionals can 
reduce vacancy and ultimately achieve major reductions in real estate expenses. 
The room and area information in BIM models are the foundation for good space 
management.
•  Streamlined maintenance
The key challenge in developing a maintenance program is entering the product 
and asset information required for preventive maintenance. The Information 
about building equipment stored in BIM models can eliminate months o f effort 
to accurately populate maintenance systems.
• Efficient use o f energy
BIM can help facilitate the analysis and comparisons o f various energy 
alternatives to help facility managers dramatically reduce environmental impacts 
and operating costs.
•  Economical retrofits and renovations
A "living" BIM model provides an easier means o f representing three- 
dimensional aspects o f the building. Better information about existing conditions 
reduces the cost and complexity o f building renovation and retrofit projects.
•  Enhanced lifecycle management
Some building design professionals are embedding data on life expectancy and 
replacement costs in BIM models, thereby helping an owner understand benefits 
o f  investing in materials and systems that may cost more initially but have a 
better payback over the life o f the building.
2.14.3 Benefits of BIM for Facility Management
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BIM adoption and implementation are no longer the main challenge for most firms who 
are currently grappling with, as they were a few years back. Although there is a lack of 
usage o f BIM in the Irish AEC industry, a survey carried out by the RIAI indicated that 
only 16% o f architects are currently incorporating BIM. In today’s AEC industry, the 
challenge is the social implications of the technology and associated work processes on 
firm culture and workflow brought about by implementing BIM, “the fear o f  change”.
2.15.1 The Irish Construction Industry in 2012
As cited by (McAuley, 2012) conference paper, at the current point in time, the Irish 
construction industry is facing one o f its most uncertain and challenging periods and will 
possibly see more major cuts in all areas o f the economy in 2013. Despite this, Ireland 
pushes forward with sustainability initiatives with the Government ruling that 
environmentally-friendly policies are to get priority in competing for State contracts 
worth up to €16 billion a year (Gromley, 2010). These and further initiatives are in 
place, so as to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by up to 20% by the year 2020. It has 
been established that by the end of 2018 the public sector must own or rent only 
buildings with high energy-saving standards and promote the conversion o f  existing 
buildings to "nearly zero" standards. (McAuley, 2012).
Furthermore, the "retro-fitting" o f Ireland's existing building stock will challenge Ireland 
to meet carbon targets and if  there are any skilled workmanship in this area. The draft 
Building Control Regulation 2013 (S.I. No. 80 of 2013) due to be enforced on 1st March 
2014 will require a more stringent process o f construction with the isle o f Ireland. And
2.15 The Situation Today within the Irish AEC industry
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to this effect BIM has the potential to be utilised on future and present public works 
projects in Ireland to significantly assist the Irish Government in managing a low carbon 
energy future. Focus is on the application o f a sophisticated BIM model in helping to 
predict the performance o f  buildings or assess retrofit/upgrade options in managing low 
carbon construction. Construction IT Alliance (CITA) carried out a four day workshop 
in late 2011, the author’s data collation methodology involved the testing and analysis o f 
a BIM model for a public works project. The workshop proved a success and provided 
the platform for the Irish Government to see at first-hand, how a collaborative BIM 
model can be used on public works projects to provide a low carbon future for both 
future and existing building stock. (McAuley, 2012)
A report compiled by DKM Economic Consultants (2012) for the Society o f  Chartered 
Surveyors Ireland, entitled "The Irish Construction Industry in 2012" provided a detailed 
analysis on the current state o f the construction industry in Ireland and provided a 
preliminary assessment for 2013. It has estimated that construction output will amount to 
just €7.5 billion in 2012, having peaked at close to €39 billion or almost 25% of GNP in 
2006. The total number o f persons employed by the sector is around 150,000, which 
includes indirect employment i.e. those companies supplying the construction sector. 
The last time total employment was around 150,000 was in 1997 
Despite this, Ireland pushes forward in sustainability initiatives with the Government 
ruling that environmentally friendly policies are to get priority in competing for State 
contracts worth up to €16 billion a year (Climate Change Response Bill 2010, Bill no. 60 
o f  2010)
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Furthermore, the Government also announced details in 2012 o f a €1.5 billion 
programme to provide new schools and extend existing schools across the country. 
These initiatives are to be complemented by the Capital Works Management Framework 
(CWMF) which was introduced by the Department o f  Finance (2007). The CWMF is a 
series o f documents which collectively describe the operating environment, procedures 
and processes to be followed for the delivery o f capital works projects. The aim o f  the 
CWMF is to ensure that there is an integrated methodology and a consistent approach to 
the planning, management and delivery o f public capital works projects, with the 
objectives o f greater cost certainty, better value for money and more efficient project 
delivery. Within the CWMF the Irish government has published a new suite o f  public 
sector contracts, where there is a plan to bring Ireland in line with the Energy 
Performance o f  Buildings Directive (EPBD).
The EPBD ensures that Ireland meets strict EU regulations set by the European 
Parliament since 19th May 2010 and to avoid crippling fines which could prove 
detrimental to an already faltering economy.
This directive requires that:
• All buildings built after 31 December 2020 must have high energy-saving 
standards and powered to a large extent by renewable energy.
• By the end o f  2018 the public sector must own or rent only buildings with high 
energy- standards and promote the conversion o f existing buildings to "nearly 
zero" standards.
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As reported by The Economist (2000, cited in Arcdox, 2010) stated that the total cost o f 
construction includes waste o f 30%, representing a forecasted cost o f €3 billion in 
Ireland in 2011. The use o f BIM and (Integrated Project Delivery) IPD can lower this 
level o f waste and reduce the economic strain which is currently being placed on the 
construction industry.
2.16 The External Environment 
Introduction
Climate policy in Ireland has developed in the context o f national and EU commitment 
to the 1992 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). 
Article 2 (p.3) o f  the Convention sets out the fundamental objective o f stabilising 
greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous 
interference with the climate system. It further states that such a level should be 
achieved within a time-frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate 
change, to ensure that food production is not threatened and to enable economic 
development to proceed in a sustainable manner. The main drivers towards a sustainable 
future have been the Kyoto protocol 1997 (where Ireland was committed to reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions to 13% of 1990 levels) and Copenhagen in 2009 and the 
Kyoto Protocol extension (2013-2020) in Doha, Qatar (not effective yet). Other main 
drivers for Ireland include the carbon tax, tax incentives for using energy efficient 
equipment and the National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP) 2009-2020. As 
reported in this Government policy document, are the Government’s plans and actions to 
achieve its target o f  20% energy efficiency savings across the economy in 2020.
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The second Action Plan NEEAP-2 (2013) provides a progress report on delivery o f the 
national energy savings targets implemented under current EU requirements as well as 
energy efficiency policy priorities between now and 2020. The second Action Plan 
reaffirms Ireland’s commitment to a 20% energy savings target in 2020. Recognising 
that Government must lead by example, the Government is committed to achieving a 
33% reduction in public sector energy use.
2.16.1 Kyoto and Ireland
Ireland is a party to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and has ratified 
the 1997 Kyoto Protocol. Ireland joined the European Union in 1973 and accepts the 
supremacy o f  EU law in the case o f a conflict between community and national law. 
Irish climate change policy is primarily driven by European law and policy.
Figure 23 on the following page displays a breakdown o f GHG emissions for 2009. 
According to the EPA (2009), the Industrial and Commercial sector (17.9%) is the fourth 
biggest producer o f  GHG emissions in Ireland. According to the Environmental 
Protection Agency {EPA) Irelands Green House Gas Emissions Projection 2011-2020 
document published on the April 16th 2012, the projections indicate a total ‘distance to 
target’ for the Kyoto Protocol period of 4.1 -  5.1 Mtonnes o f C02eq. This compares to a 
total ‘distance to target’ o f 6.3 -  8.1 Mtonnes o f  C 02eq in the April 2011 projections. 
The projections indicate that total non-ETS emissions will be 4.1 -  7.8 Mtonnes o f 
C 02eq  above the 2020 target. This compares to a projection o f  4.1 -  8.8 Mtonnes o f 
C 02eq  above the 2020 target in the April 2011 projections. In addition, the projections 
indicate that Ireland will exceed its binding annual limit in 2015-2017 and will exceed 
our obligations over the 2013-2020 periods by 1.9-20.6 Mtonnes o f CQ2eq.___________
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Figure 24: Projected sectoral share of total greenhouse gas emissions over the period 2008 -  
2012 for the With Measures and With Additional Measures scenarios (Source: EPA 2011 p. 17)
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Figure 25: Projected sectoral share of non-ETS greenhouse gas emissions in 2020 for the With 
Additional Measures scenario (Source: EPA 2012 p. 17)
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Ireland will reach its Kyoto commitment but this is largely due to the economic 
downturn and buying credits from other countries who have reached their targets. The 
Kyoto protocol provides several flexible mechanisms which enable Annex I countries 
(Industrialised countries) to meet their GHG emission targets. This can be done by 
acquiring GHG emission reductions credits. Credits are acquired by an Annex I country 
financing projects that reduce emissions in non-Annex I countries or other Annex I 
countries who have excess credits. The flexible mechanisms are emissions trading, the 
clean development mechanism and joint implementation.
According to Legge and Scott (2009) report “Policy Options to Reduce Irelands 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions” mentioning that a side effect o f our economic recession 
since 2008, is that Ireland may meet its required Kyoto commitment for 2008-2012 to 
reduce its GHG emissions, but that the long term targets for 2020 and beyond remain 
stringent. This is good news in one sense that not everything regarding the recession is 
bad news. This can help Ireland in a big way by;
•  Saving the economy money by not having to buy credits from other countries 
to meet our targets.
•  A reduction in GHG emissions throughout this recession will help meet our 
targets.
2.16.2 Irish Government Commitment
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Chapter 3
Research M ethodology
3.0 Introduction
This chapter will discuss the research methodology used by the author in order to fulfill 
the fundamental objectives set out in this dissertation. This chapter also outlines the 
research design and the techniques that were utilised for the purpose o f  meeting the aim 
o f this dissertation. The rationale for the research method is as follows:
A definition o f  research according to The Concise Oxford Dictionary is
“the systematic investigation into and study o f materials, sources, etc.., in order 
to establish facts and reach new conclusions” (Oxford Dictionary, 1991, p. 
1022)
“Research Methodology will not only aid the writer in identifying and describing 
the various activities, but should also help the proposal reader to understand the 
continuity o f  the various activities”. (Wiersma, 2009, p.22)
This chapter focuses on the research strategy, methods o f data collection, the limitations 
o f  the research methods and ethical considerations.
According to Creswell (2009) there are three types o f research strategies used overall in 
the research (e.g. quantitative experiments, qualitative case studies and mixed method 
research methods).
The type o f research to satisfy the dissertation objectives that has been adopted is the 
quantitative research method.
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According to Creswell (2009), quantitative research is a means for testing objective 
theories by examining the relationship between variables. These variables in turn can be 
measured, typically on instruments, so that numbered data can be analysed using 
statistical procedures.
Selected Strategies of Inquiry
Qualitative strategies 
(E.g. ethnography)
Quantitative strategies 
(E.g. experiments 
Mixed Methods strategies 
(E.e. sequential
Figure 26: A Framework for Design -  The interconnection of Worldviews, Strategies of Inquiry, 
and Research Methods illustration based on Creswell, (2009) p.5.
Philosophical Worldwide
Postpositive 
Social construction 
Advocacy/participatory 
Pragmatic
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Below is a list o f  the fundamental objectives that were established at the start o f the 
dissertation:
•  To explore the evaluation of building performance analysis software types. This includes 
a brief comparison of Ecotect and Green Building Studio (GBS), iSBEM and other 
software types have been outlined in the process.
•  To explore the result of a provisional non-domestic Building Energy Rating (BER) 
against those established against BIM and GBS.
•  To explore the suitability of BIM for sustainability analysis.
•  To understand the key criteria for sustainable buildings design.
•  To outline the benefits o f  incorporating BIM in sustainable buildings design.
•  To explore the evaluation o f BIM in reducing to overall carbon emission.
•  The development of a conceptual framework illustrating how the AEC industry can use 
BIM for sustainability analysis and evaluate LEED (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) rating of a building facility.
•  To investigate the influence o f  construction material on reducing energy 
consumption, lifecycle energy cost.
•  Identifying the future recommendations o f using BIM in green buildings based 
upon the present study.
The objectives o f  this research requires initial discussions and extensive preliminary 
literature review regarding sustainability analysis concepts including sustainable design, 
building rating systems such as LEED and also Building Information Modeling from 
both primary and secondary sources including books, white papers, technical papers,
3.1 Fundamental Objectives of the Research
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lecture information, web pages, professional industry journals and policy 
documentation. Modeling skills are also required for the case study to be modeled in the 
BIM and exported to Green Building Studio Analysis software as a gbXML file format 
for sustainability analyses such as energy consumption and carbon emission and a 
similar process through iSBEM non-domestic Building Energy Rating (provisional) for 
comparison o f the overall results and outcomes.
3.2 Proposed M ethodology and Data Collection
The decision was made, that the most beneficial way to establish and satisfy the 
dissertation objectives was to carry out a desk top case study.
The building chosen for the case study was a single storey national primary school 
located in the Midlands which was subjected to a BIM conceptual mass model which 
was subjected to an analysis for building energy usage and carbon emissions. Results are 
also based on this mass model been uploaded and exported in a gbXML format to Green 
Building Studio.
Similarly the case study was also evaluated to an analysis o f  its building energy usage 
and carbon emissions through the process o f  carrying out a preliminary non-domestic 
Building Energy Rating through iSBEM software analysis in accordance with Energy 
Performance Building Directive EPBD Directive.
The data collected/results for both energy usage and carbon emission (CO2) o f the case 
study were collected and subjected to a comparison to establish that the incorporation o f
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BIM in the initial conceptual design process can potentially have major benefits in terms 
o f  the reducing energy consumption, lifecycle costs and reduction in carbon emissions.
In chapter 5 the author will carry out a data analysis on the results based on the case 
study modeling, he will go on to analyse the building’s energy usages and make 
adjustments by way o f various material alternatives enabling findings to emerge that will 
indicate best cases regarding minimum energy consumption, lifecycle cost and carbon 
emission.
3.3 Green Building Studio Assessment
Revit Building is linked directly to Green Building Studio (GBS), service from 
GeoPraxis (www.geopraxis.com). an industry leader in the development and 
implementation o f building energy analysis tools and web-based solutions. The GBS 
service creates a geometrically correct thermal model o f the building, applies local 
building code assumptions, creates a DOE-2 input, runs the analysis, and return 
summary results to the designer’s browser.
In this fashion, energy analysis can be performed throughout the design process. In early 
design phases, massing studies can be used with resulting energy analyses to make 
decisions about how the building is placed on the site. As the design progresses, various 
daylighting options can be evaluated for energy savings.
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The following lists o f items were assessed in the calculation process. (Autodesk Green 
Building Studio White Paper, 2008)
• Annual energy cost
• Lifecycle energy costs (30 year)
• Annual energy consumption (electric and gas)
• Peak electric energy demand (kW)
• Lifecycle energy consumption (electric and gas)
• Onsite energy generation from photovoltaic and wind systems
• W ater use analysis
• Assistance with daylighting using glaze factor calculations
• Natural ventilation potential calculations
• Carbon emission calculations
In addition, the web-based service collects data from three sources as follows:
1. The Revit software model: All the building geometry comes from the model, 
including the number o f rooms, the connections between rooms, and their 
relationship to the exterior, exposure, and aspect to the sun; and the shape and 
total area o f  built surfaces or openings.
2. Responses to a few basic questions: In order to explain the building’s use or 
context, it is required to select a building type from a drop-down menu and enter 
the postal code for the site. Selecting a weather station for the project is also 
required, although the closest one is selected to be the default.
3. Regionalised databases: Based on the above information, Green Building Studio 
will extract additional information about local weather conditions, construction, 
and materials. The service will automatically add any information which is not 
provided, so it can adapt to the requirements as design evolves.
3.3.1 Energy Analysis using Conceptual M asses -  Details W orkflow
In order to establish an energy analysis using conceptual masses the following steps 
were implemented.
1. Firstly sign into Autodesk 360 “set up an account” Enter your Autodesk ID and 
password.
2. Create a mass model o f the case study ( three different models forms were 
created all with the same footprint)
3. Load the mass family into a BIM model project for simulation or create an in- 
place mass directly in a BIM project.
4. Add mass floors, set conceptual masses as the basis for the energy simulation.
5. Decide how you will perform “thermal zoning” in the mass model.
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- Automatic Zones: include basic perimeter zones and a core zone based on an 
offset o f the mass perimeter. In the following step, there is the facility to use 
the Core Offset and Divide Perimeter Zones options to create automatic 
zones.
- Custom Zones: allows the user to refine the energy simulation to more 
closely reflect the design intent. To create a custom zone, modify the mass 
model, create a form to describe the desired zone, and use the Cut Geometry 
tool to incorporate the form into the mass model.
6. Create the energy model.
- Building Type: review the occupancy type assigned to the building, which 
can be modified at a later stage.
Ground Plane: verify that the value shows the ground level for the model. 
During simulation, floors below the ground plane level are treated as 
underground floors.
- Location: review the geographic location and weather station specified for 
the project and can be modified as needed.
- Automatic Zones: for the core offset, specify a linear dimension to create a 
building core, or specify 0 (zero) if  no core is desired.
- Conceptual Constructions: review the default o f the conceptual constructions 
assigned to the mass subcategories, and modify as needed.
- Target Percentage Glazing: specify a value that reflects the preferred 
percentage o f windows per mass zone face. Glazing is applied to each mass 
exterior wall as a strip window. Glazing is calculated using both the Target 
Glazing Percentage and the Target Sill Height values. Glazing percentage is a 
target value because the rectangular shape must fin within the form face, and 
the specified percentage cannot always be accommodated.
- Target Sill Height: specify a height for the bottom edge o f  the glazing, 
changing the still height that exceeds what can be accommodated by the 
specified glazing percentages, the sill height value is disregarded in favour of 
the target glazing percentage.
7. Modify selected glazing.
8. Display a 3D view o f the model and analyse through running the energy 
simulation.
9. In the run energy simulation dialog, Green Building Studio uses the concept o f  a 
Project as a starting point for the simulation and analysis o f  the model. The 
project defines the building type (such as school, single family residence, office), 
project operation schedule (such as, default, 24-hour, 7-day) and the project 
location.
There are different settings in the Energy Settings within Green Building Studio 
which can be overridden such as: Project Name, Time Zone, Currency, 
Electricity unit cost, Natural gas unit cost and if  using an existing project the 
utility bill history with historical weather data.
The software checks to ensure that the model contains at least one mass floor, 
has a geographic location, and that Enable Energy Model is selected. If  these 
conditions are not met, a dialog notifies the user o f  the conditions and 
automatically fixes them to allow the simulation to proceed.
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If  there are no error conditions, a gbXML file is created and sent for energy 
simulation. The server returns the simulation results to Revit (BIM), where they 
are displayed in the Results and Compare dialog.
10. When the simulation is complete, the Results and Compare analysis is created 
from the project tree.
11. Optional -  modify the mass model and energy settings if  required.
Whole Building Conceptual Energy Analysis Vasari or Revit
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Figure 27: Whole Building Conceptual Energy Analysis Workflow.
H istory o f Autodesk Green Building Studio
The original Green Building Studio web-based service was first introduced in 2004 and 
by 2007 its analysis results had met ASHRAE Standard 140 and were certified by the 
U.S. Department o f  Energy. The service was even awarded the M icrosoft Ingenuity 
Point Award in 2008. Built specifically for architects and using gbXML for easy data 
exchange across the Internet, the web-based service was one o f  the first engineering 
analysis tools to deliver easy-to-use interoperability between building designs and 
sophisticated energy analysis software programs such as DOE-2. The link between the 
Revit platform and the Green Building Studio web service, now an Autodesk product,
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has been streamlined through a plug-in that enables registered users to access the service 
directly from their Revit design environment.
3.3.3 Carbon Neutral Building according to GBS
This section summarises the estimated CO2 emissions for building design. To calculate 
CO 2 emissions, Green Building Studio uses data from the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency; which has historical records for all the fuel and emissions o f  all power plants in 
the world.
A carbon neutral building, as defined by the Green Building Studio web service 
accounts for regional differences in the carbon footprint o f the regional electric grid, and 
mandates that any fossil based electricity and fuel use be eliminated through efficiency 
gains or offset by onsite non-fossil based energy sources such as PV or wind energy.
3.4 iSBEM
Non-dom estic Energy Assessment Procedure (NEAP)
According to SBEM Technical Manual Version 3.5a (SEAI, 2010) the following list o f 
items are assessed within the process of calculating a non-domestic BER
• Thermal characteristics o f  the building (shell and internal partitions, etc..,); this 
may include air tightness.
• Heating installation and hot water supply, including their thermal characteristics.
• Air-conditioning installation.
•  Natural and mechanical ventilation.
• Built-in lighting solution (mainly in the non-residential sector)
•  Position and orientation o f buildings, including outdoor climate.
•  Passive solar systems and solar protection.
• Indoor climatic conditions, including the designed indoor climate.
• Active solar systems and other heating and electricity systems based on 
renewable energy sources.
•  Electricity produced by combined heat and power.
• District or block by combined heat and power.
•  Natural lighting.
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Chapter 4
Case Study
4.0 Introduction
The objective o f  this chapter is to demonstrate how the use o f BIM technology on a 
construction project/design can reduce the energy consumption, carbon emission, 
lifecycle costing performance o f such projects, and overall enhance sustainable design. 
As mentioned in the chapter 3 the building chosen for the case study is a single storey 
national primary school located in the Midlands see site location map and associated 
drawings in Appendix “A”, which has not yet been constructed but has acquired full 
planning permission and is in the tendering process with the Department o f Education 
(DOE). The project designers are JM Associates, also located in the Midlands.
The floor area o f  the national school consists o f 509sq.m and the HVAC consists o f  a 
time and temperature controlled oil fired system. There are plans to carry out an 
alternative renewable fuel source in the near future.
The following is a list o f the rooms associated within the case study:
•  Four number classrooms each with a boys and girls toilet and a wet area for 
cleaning art equipment
•  Multipurpose room
• Staff canteen
• Disabled toilet
• S taff toilet
• Reception/office
• Boiler room
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4.1 Site Description
Figure 28: Photograph of the site location of where the school shall be constructed, (source: 
author)
The site topography, figure 28, indicates the location o f  the new national school.
The duration o f construction o f the project is expected to be in the region o f  10 to 12 
months and will commence in latter quarter o f  2013.
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Figure 29: Photograph of the existing outdated and overcrowded school onsite (source: author)
Depicted in figure 29 above, the existing school will be upgraded in terms o f u-values 
and elemental construction thermal performance and the purpose changed to 
gymnasium, but is not part o f this case study.
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Figure 30: Integration of BIM and Building Performance Analysis Software, (source: Holder 
Construction Company, Atlanta, GA
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Figure 28 depicts the process o f  BIM and Building Performance Analysis Software 
integration by outlining various data transfer steps. The boxes on the right hand side 
indicate software features evaluated in this analysis.
4.2 Test case -  iSBEM  analysis.
Firstly the original planning drawings and specification where tabulated and inputted 
into the latest version o f  iSBEM v.3.5.b (SBEM v3.5.b.l) courtesy and down loadable 
from SEAI, where the research carried out has revealed that this type o f a survey has not 
be carried out before.
The process involves filling in the following criteria in the software to produce the 
necessary non-domestic building energy rating.
Details o f  the various calculation procedures adopted within SBEM, comprising for 
each:
• The input data required
•  The source o f  each data item
•  The assumptions made
• The calculation algorithm(s) used
•  The source o f  those algorithms
• The output data generated
• A commentary on the strengths and weaknesses o f  the approach adopted
1. General
1.1. Project complexity
1.2. Building type
2. Project Database: (Building Fabric, thermal capacity)
2.1. Constructions of walls
2.2. Constructions of roofs
2.3. Constructions of floors
2.4. Construction of doors
2.5. Glazing
For each of the above sub-sections materials make-up of the project has been to be assigned 
which includes the u-values (W/m2K) and km values (kj/m2K)
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3. Geometry
• Zone the building on the drawings according to the zoning rules.
• After “zoning” the building, create the zones in the interface (i.e., select their 
building and activity types), and enter their basic dimensions, i.e., area, height, 
air permeability, etc.
•  Define the envelopes o f each zone, in terms o f their type, i.e., walls, floor, 
ceiling/roof, areas, orientations, the conditions o f the adjacent spaces, the 
constructions, and any thermal bridges.
•  Within each envelope element, there may be w indows/roof lights or doors. The 
areas, types, shading systems, and constructions o f windows and doors within 
each envelope element need to be entered.
•  Similarly, within the envelope elements or within the window/door, there may be 
additional thermal bridges, which need to be defined.
4. Building Services
Building services - setting up the systems used in the building:
•  HVAC systems
• Hot water generators including solar hot water
• Photovoltaic systems
•  Wind generators
•  Combined heat and power
•  Lighting and its control
•  General issues relating to ventilation, power factor correction, etc
•  Allocation o f systems to each zone
5. Ratings - deals with the results in terms o f  ratings for the building.
6. Building Navigation -  used to review entered data.
There are a number o f stages to defining the geometry o f  the building in the interface:
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Information is entered into the first four o f these forms by the user and once the building 
description is complete, the calculation can be run. Results are then displayed in the 
Ratings form.
SBEM calculates the energy demands o f each space in the building according to the 
activity within it. Different activities may have different temperatures, operating periods, 
lighting levels, etc.
SBEM calculates the heating and cooling energy demands by carrying out an energy 
balance based on monthly average weather conditions. This is combined with 
information about system efficiencies in order to determine the energy consumption.
The energy used for lighting and hot water is also calculated.
Once the data has been input using iSBEM, the SBEM calculation engine analysis’s the 
data to:
1. Calculates lighting energy requirements on a standardised basis, which takes into 
account the glazing area, shading, light source, and lighting control systems.
2. Establishes the standardised heat and moisture gains in each activity area, from 
the database.
3. Calculates the heat energy flows between each activity area and the outside 
environment, where they are adjacent to each other, using CEN standard 
algorithms.
4. Applies appropriate HVAC system efficiencies to determine the delivered energy 
requirements to maintain thermal conditions.
5. Aggregates the delivered energy by source, and converts it into the equivalent 
primary energy consumption and C 0 2  emissions.
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6. Determines, on the same basis, the primary energy consumption and C 02  
emissions o f a reference building with the same geometry, usage, heat gains, 
temperature, illuminance requirements, ventilation conditions, and weather but 
with set specifications for building component construction, HVAC, and lighting 
systems.
7. Determines, on the same basis, the primary energy consumption and C 02  
emissions o f  a notional building which is similar to the reference building but 
with fixed ventilation and cooling conditions and space and water heating fuel.
The results from the case study analysis through iSBEM software are detailed and
outlined in appendix “B” o f this dissertation.
4.3 Test case - Green Building Studio analysis.
Firstly the original 2D CAD planning drawings were redrawn in Revit 2013 to produce a 
3D conceptual mass model which was then exported to a gbXML file format and 
inputted into the latest version o f Green Building Studio (version 2014.1.28.2302) 
courtesy and down loadable from Autodesk.
The process involves following criteria in the software to produce the necessary energy
and carbon usage.
1. Whole building energy analysis software— Determine virtual building’s total energy 
use and carbon footprint.
2. Design alternatives analysis— Consider alternatives to improve energy efficiency.
3. Detailed weather analysis— Extensive weather data available for project site.
4. Carbon emission reporting— Emissions reporting for nearly all aspects o f  the 
building.
5. Daylighting analysis
6. Water usage and costs— Estimated water use, in and outside building.
7. ENERGY STAR scoring— Scores provided for each design.
8. Natural ventilation potential— Summarizes mechanical cooling required and 
estimates hours design could use outdoor air to cool the building naturally.
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The utility units, electric cost (/k/Wh) within Green Building Studio where changed to 
reflect the latest available from ESB. The location o f  the school was inputted into the 
model which established the weather conditions for the area, along with the number o f 
occupants within the structure and the number o f water consuming units.
The results from the case study analysis through Green Building Studio software are 
detailed and outlined in appendix “C” of this dissertation.
Alternative design options o f the conceptual mass were developed to establish 
alternative analysed energy simulations that enable architects to establish what initial 
design changes would impact on the carbon output o f the model (see appendix “C”). 
These changes would highlight the benefits to the overall lifecycle o f the model by 
producing alternative mass forms which have the same floor area.
The models that have been generated and analysed with the data results indicating the 
energy consumption for the year and a lifecycle energy usage and cost has be calculated. 
The software also generates the potential renewable energy available in terms o f  PV 
potential and wind turbine potential for the mass.
4.4 Lim itations
There were limitations associated with running the Green Building Studio process as the 
whole process o f  BIM revolves around collaboration from all stakeholders i.e. architects, 
M EP’s, quantity surveyors and facility managers produce a full BIM model.
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Chapter 5
Data Analysis and Discussion
5.0 Introduction
The first step in the early energy modelling process requires the use o f  energy modelling 
software to generate annual energy consumption and cost data for a set o f building 
design alternatives. Annual energy use will vary depending on building configuration 
and design details. The energy modelling process is grouped into two sub-processes: the 
macro-level energy analysis focuses on comparing building size, shape, and orientation; 
and, the micro-level energy analysis considers building details such as wall penetrations 
and building system details.
This dissertation had started out with the main aim related to building information 
model, specifically in relation to energy analysis tools, whether the building 
information model is beneficial in terms o f establishing a buildings energy consumption 
at conceptual design stage and therefore reduction in carbon emissions.
In order to investigate the carbon footprint o f each o f the design options that were 
designed with the same footprint (see section 5.2) then the embodied energy o f all the 
building materials must be examined to give a true reflection o f  the whole energy usage. 
There were limitations within this research in terms o f  energy usage evaluation which 
could not be calculated as the case study in on a proposed primary school therefore there 
is no energy usage data is available and mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) 
could be calculated for incorporation within BIM to give a true energy usage.
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The first step was to carry out a provisional non-domestic energy assessment procedure 
based on the planning drawings o f the case study; the process involved has been outlined 
in detail in chapter 4 o f this dissertation.
The results o f  the analysis resulted in the following:
As illustrated in figure 29 below, the provisional BER rating was established at an “A3” 
which is the equivalent to 121 kWh/m2/yr (0.49) and a carbon dioxide (CO2) emission o f 
30 kgCCte/mVyr (0.57). This is in compliance with the Department o f Education and 
Science requirements o f a minimum A3 rating, and therefore in line with the second 
edition o f the National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP).
5.1 iSBEM -  NEAP Data Analysis
kgCO./m'/yr
0.57
Figure 31: Cut out of the provisional BER rating (see Appendix “B” for more detail)
The heating allocated to the case study accounts for 70.2% o f the CO2 emissions, 
lighting accounts for 24.8% o f the CO2 emissions, some o f the spaces within the 
building are at a high risk o f overheating and auxiliary accounts for 5% o f the CO2 
emissions as illustrated below in figure 30.
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Figure 32: Cut out of the provisional BER rating, Main Calculation Output (see Appendix “B” 
for more detail)
The results from the investigations o f the modelling highlight some o f the limitations in 
the iSBEM tool that was used to carry out the EPC (Energy Performance Certificate) 
calculations also correlated by Raslan, R., Davies, M., and Oreszczyn, T., (2007).
The proposed primary school has no alternative energy sources allocated at the time o f  
preparing the non-domestic provisional BER.
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For the purpose o f  establishing the best way to illustrate the energy simulations that 
enables architects to establish the best design in terms o f  carbon emission, alternative 
designs o f  conceptual mass where produced all o f the same footprint, the results have 
been illustrated below, which outline the effect o f the design on the overall energy 
efficiency with the parameters o f  orientation and glazing aspects.
5.2.1 Green Building Studio -  Original Design
A AUTODESK
Original Drawing 
Original Drawing Analysis (4)
Anayrao al 4/1WJ013 12:07»  PM
Ravil Energy Analysis Result
5.2 Green Building Studio Data Analysis
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Figure 33: Cut out of the original school conceptual mass (see Appendix “C” for more detail)
The energy use is 11 and 8 metric tons per year and the net CO2 is 11 metric tons per 
year.
Annual CO2 Emissions Electric
Onsite Fuel
Large SUV equivalent
16.5 Mg 
9.3 Mg
2.6 SUV’s / year
Annual Energy Energy Use Intensity
Electric
Fuel
941 MJ/m2/ year 
81,410 kWh 
186,176 MJ
Lifecycle Energy Electric
Fuel
2,442,291 kW 
5,585,280 MJ
Annual Energy Cost 
Lifecycle Cost
€ 26,820.00 
€ 365,294.00
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5.2.2 Green Building Studio — Design Option 2 
/V AUTODESK
Design Option 2 (1)
Design Option 2 Analysis (1)
Anayroo al 4tt«2013 304:81 pw
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Figure 34: Cut out of the design option 2 conceptual mass (see Appendix “C” for more detail)
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The energy use is 18 and 17 metric tons per year and the net CO2 is 18 metric tons per
year.
Annual CO 2 Emissions Electric
Onsite Fuel
Large SUV equivalent
Annual Energy Energy Use Intensity
Electric
Fuel
Lifecycle Energy
Annual Energy Cost 
Lifecycle Cost
Electric 
- Fuel
€ 14,167.00
€ 192,956.00
5.2.3 Green Building Studio -  Design Option 3 
d  AUTODESK
Design option 3
Design option 3 Analysis (1)
Anaiyzait al 4 n » ? 0 l3  3 0143 PM
Revil Energy Analysis Result
8.7 Mg 
4.9 Mg
1.4 SUV’s /y e a r
497 MJ/m2/ year 
43,019 kWh 
97,919 MJ
1,290,557 kW 
2,937,567 MJ
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Figure 35: Cut out of the design option 3 conceptual mass (see Appendix “C” for more detail)
The energy use is 24 and 17 metric tons per year and the net CO 2 is 18 metric tons per 
year.
Annual CO2 Emissions - Electric 16.5 Mg
- Onsite Fuel 9.4 Mg
- Large SUV equivalent 2.6 SUV’s / year
Annual Energy - Energy Use Intensity 949 MJ/m2/ year
- Electric 81,773 kWh
- Fuel 188,785 MJ
Lifecycle Energy - Electric 2,453,201 kW
- Fuel 5,663,535 MJ
Annual Energy Cost € 26,961.00
Lifecycle Cost € 367,205.00
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5.3 Green Building Studio -  Analytical Comparison:
Design Annual CO2 Emissions Annual Energy Lifecycle Energy
Electric
(Mg)
Onsite
Fuel
(Mg)
Large
SUV
Equivalent
Energy
Use
Intensity
(MJ/m2y)
Electric
(kWh)
Fuel
(MJ)
Electric
(kW)
Fuel
(MJ)
Original Design 16.5 9.3 2.6 941 81,410 186,176 2,442,291 5,585,280
Design Option 2 8.7 4.9 1.4 497 43,019 97,919 1,290,557 2,937,567
Design Option 3 16.5 9.4 2.6 949 81,773 188,785 2,453,201 5,663,535
Table 2: Green Building Studio Design Options analytical comparisons.
Design Annual Energy Cost Lifecycle Cost
Original Design € 26,820.00 € 365,294.00
Design Option 2 € 14,167.00 €192,956.00
Design Option 3 €26,961.00 € 367,205.00
Table 3: Green Building Studio Design Options comparisons -  costings.
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With both the non-domestic provisional BER and the different design options o f Green 
Building Studio established and once all o f  the analyses have been tabulated, the data 
output from Green Building Studio with the aid o f  BIM indicated clearly that the use o f 
conceptual mass design has its benefits to the designer in terms o f energy analysis at the 
conceptual design stage o f a project and in doing so has the potential in producing a 
greener sustainable design building with lower CO2 emissions and a lower life cycle cost 
for the end user.
The energy analysis enabled a relatively easy calculation to be performed with regard to 
whole-life energy use for all three design options.
As illustrated in table 2 and 3 above with the preparation o f  design options all o f  the 
same floor area, design option 2 has the lowest annual energy cost and lifecycle cost 
than the other two conceptual mass designs.
Autodesk Revit is not the only BIM program available-it was chosen because o f  its 
direct link to Green Building Studio (GBS).
5.4 Discussion
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations
6.0 Introduction
The main aim o f this dissertation was to analyse a case study building with regards to 
the implementation o f BIM through Green Building Studio at conceptual design and 
compare these results against a benchmark figure o f the same case study analysed 
through SEAI non-domestic energy assessment procedure (NEAP). In doing so, research 
was carried out through BIM to introduce the benefits o f  sustainable and lifecycle 
costing o f buildings.
By the research carried out it has highlighted the importance to incorporate energy 
modelling analysis early in the conceptual design o f construction projects, as this allows 
for key decisions to be made by architects, engineers and facility managers very easily 
which can have a profound impact on the buildings energy performance and life cycle.
The analytical analysis o f the different thermal mass and conceptual form options 
through Green Building Studio chosen for the school, established the minimal energy 
performance gains to be achieved by adopting a form that was more energy intensive but 
didn’t give a true reflection as a space for the occupants for their required usage was not 
established this is one o f the limiting factors o f  BIM as it requires full collaboration. By 
analysing conceptual mass forms, BIM allows for the opportunity to establish an energy 
analysis for designers which can be produced quickly and should be implemented at 
each stage o f design process throughout all disciplines involved in the BIM model.
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Within the BIM model and the energy analysis process there is the facility to carry out a 
daylight analysis which allows the designer to design the school in this case in 
accordance with the guidelines set by the Department o f  Education & Science with 
regard to natural lighting daylight factor requirements.
Also established within the study was the potential o f using BIM in analysing 
sustainable design for “Green Buildings” and the exploration in the evaluation o f BIM in 
reducing to overall carbon emission.
There are numerous energy reduction programmes and guidelines available to the school 
in order to reduce their energy consumptions even further once the school is operational 
with at 3 months energy bills. Recommendations that the board o f management should 
employee an energy consultant to evaluate their actual energy usage through an energy 
diagnostic questionnaire, carry out a display energy certificate DEC and for the school to 
sign up and establish a Green Energy Flag.
The school should encourage their pupils in the knowledge o f energy awareness through 
the SEAI excellent campaign through “School Energy Workshops” and an energy 
management plan should be established to train staff in energy conservation. The 
implementations o f  these energy reduction programmes and guidelines have been 
outlined in detail in chapter 2 earlier.
6.1 Key Findings
As illustrated previously early design energy analysis provides an opportunity to make 
cost-effective decisions early in the building life cycle, and to meet energy conservation 
which can be established with the use of BIM and Green Building Studio.
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Healthy buildings can pay for themselves since building construction, operation and 
energy costs typically amount to small portion (about 10%) o f a business’s costs while 
90% goes towards salaries (USGBS, 2008).
As indicated in table 2 o f chapter five, the case study has proven that with a simple 
conceptual mass and a relatively simple energy analysis at the early conceptual design 
option, it provides the designer with valuable information and an insight into the life­
cycle cost o f that structure with the benefits o f reduction in overall carbon emissions. 
Throughout the research process the author briefly evaluated the different building 
performance analysis software types (as illustrated in table 1; chapter 2) to establish 
which software programmes was most suitable to carry out the energy analysis. The 
installation o f time and temperature control BMS provides benefits in terms o f energy 
reduction.
The research identified the key criteria for sustainable building design in the aspect o f 
“Green BIM ” in chapter 2.
Since the building is not yet under construction some key information for running a few 
sustainability analyses were not available within the timeline o f  this study.
Therefore in my opinion BIM can aid considerably in performing complex building 
performance analyses to ensure an optimised sustainable building design and reducing in 
lifecycle costing for the end user.
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The AEC industry face substantial challenge in the areas of sustainability, moving to a 
low carbon economy and designing more resilient infrastructure. The multi-faceted and 
frequently conflicting requirements, with significant uncertainties and generally 
spanning the whole lifecycle, will require a very substantial paradigm shift to engage 
them fully.
The main emerging challenge will be improving the existing best practice standard of an 
A3 rated school to achieving an A1 rating, as outlined below one of the best methods 
with the greatest end results would be designing to a passive standard at the conceptual 
stage through the use of BIM. The barriers to the implementation of this methodology 
are not just to the construction end product but more importantly could be the lack of 
available funding from the Department of Education and Science to fund such a product.
A more comprehensive capability will necessitate many such tools, a high level of BIM 
integration and a design approach that is able to locate optimal solutions in a very 
complex design space. This will require considerable investment and innovation and is 
likely to see knowledge based techniques fully integrated into BIM concept.
By carrying out this dissertation it has highlighted the benefits of introducing BIM at the 
early design stage of a project and how this can be compared to the results of a 
provisional NEAP of the same project in terms of energy reduction and whole lifecycle 
costing. At present architects design and then analysis later where as the implementation
6.2 The Emerging Challenges
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of BIM allows for the model to be analysed throughout or at any stage of the design 
process to be evaluated.
The traditional method of calculation a buildings energy usage is through a provisional
BER which involves the lull design of the structure and its services, which means that
by the time the modelling is done, the design is fully developed and only minor changes
can be entertained, with BIM and Green Building Studio minimal time and effort is
required to give the architects a quick energy analysis of the proposed design.
“The fu ture o f  architectural practice may depend on architects' ability to test the 
performance o f  their designs before fin a l design decisions are made and before 
the construction starts or the building is occupied and used”.
(Mathews, M. 2009)
Within the research of this study there were no similar papers that analysed and 
compared the results of an NEAP Building Energy Rating with those of a conceptual 
mass analyse through the energy model of Green Building Studio. Therefore the 
research has highlighted that the traditional way of calculation a buildings energy use 
required rethinking, as considerable time and effort is wasted design projects that do not 
maximise their energy saving potentials.
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It was established by this study, that an energy analysis software package such as Green 
Building Studio has the major benefits to a design project if incorporated at an early 
conceptual design stage, in order to optmise the building layout, orientation in terms of 
maximising the available natural resources, fenestration and reduce the amount of time 
and energy spent by architects designing project to only find out at the end through 
carrying out a provisional BER that the proposed design is inefficient in energy 
consumption.
With the limitations previously outlined within the dissertation the actual energy usage 
should be established through an MEP consultant and this data incorporated into the 
BIM model to establish the accurate energy reduction savings available to the primary 
school.
Alternative energy sources should also be evaluated from the school, especially those 
relating to the high energy demand of the heating for example cogeneration or combined 
heat and power controlled by an ESCo company. Other alternative energy sources could 
be waste water treatment -  i.e. anaerobic digester which might be a more feasible option 
with the location of the school. Natural gas supply is not a viable option as the primary 
school is located in the rural countryside there is no natural gas line within the vicinity.
A more detailed costing study is required to assess the economic viability of adopting 
the facility to facilitate power and heating demands of any other high energy users in the 
vicinity of proposed primary school where the costs involved in installing a CHP plant 
could be shared. The school should also carry out a lighting evaluation in terms of
6.3 Recommendations
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lighting controls, time control, time delay, occupancy control, photo-electric cells in 
order to comply with the Departments of Education and Science requirements of a 
daylight factor of 4.5, which in simple terms means 70% to 80% of teaching hours 
should have no need for electrical lighting in a school environment.
An energy audit/feasibility should be carried out on the operation school which focuses 
on the following:
• Assessment of annual energy usage.
• Calculating the energy consumption of various items of equipment (Building 
fabric, controls, Heating, Lighting etc..).
• Survey of the building to assess the condition of the existing building fabric and 
building services. (Infrared Thermal Image Report)
• Control strategy for the heating system.
• Feasibility of renewable technologies, wind generation, geothermal heat pumps, 
biomass heating systems, photovoltaic, solar hot water heating, rain water 
recovery, district heating systems etc.., just to name a few.
• Install oil meters of the oil tanks to accurately monitor the oil consumption.
• Carry out a feasibility study into a scada type management system to remotely 
control and monitor the schools energy consumption through an ESCo 
consultant.
The school should implement the no-cost, low-cost and medium-cost energy saving as 
outlined in chapter 2 and implementing housekeeping guidelines as outlined in appendix 
“F”. As outlined in the BER supplementary report in appendix “B” this provides a 
starting point for the proposed school to improve on energy consumption.
An area that would substantially improve the schools energy rating from the best 
practice standard of an A3 rating to an A 1 rating would be to design the as a passive 
design, but unfortunately the construction costs of such a design that might not be 
sanctioned by the department.
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If the next generation of schools with photovoltaic array cover their electricity costs, 
have battery storage to cover meetings at night and some school activities in the 
morning, and at the height of summer power could go into the grid, than the school 
could have the potential of becoming carbon neutral.
Energy efficient boilers and individual digital room temperature controls combined with 
a strong emphasis on air tight testing (currently twice as good as Irish Building 
Standards) and insulation levels minimise heat requirements should be incorporated into 
the design and construction process. Water usage should be minimised through 
automatic shut off taps and dual flush toilets, while local water blending valves are 
provided to prevent scalding and rain water recovery should be provided in accordance 
with the best practice guidelines of the Department of Education and Science.
Alternative fuel for transport
Electric school buses are a possibility. An expert in the field on school transport or 
transport in particular would have to carry out a feasibility study in this regard. There are 
several projects nationally that are looking at how to make transport energy more 
renewable through the use of bio-fuel, electric options and so on. Touching on the 
sustainable neighbourhood approach again which is about getting a balance between the 
distance to schools, the number of schools in an area and how wide a circle the bus must 
travel would all have to be assessed as a further investigation.
Planning for sustainable neighbourhoods and not just the physical environment is also 
very important, the Joint Code of Practice on Provision of Schools and the Planning
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Process August 2008 should be looked at as this will assist greatly with sustainable 
school provision and sustainable travel patterns.
The really positive aspect of sustainable school buildings is that the school will also be 
used as a life learning tool. There is no better way for children to learn about sustainable 
development than by living and working in a place that upholds a sustainable ethos.
6.3.1 The main objectives of the sustainable energy programme are 
summarised as follows:
• provide quality educational facility appropriate to its users requirements
• demonstrate exemplar role
• provide a quality internal environment for the occupants of classrooms allowing 
the occupants to control their own internal environment through the use of 
natural daylight controls and heating and natural ventilation controls. All rooms 
are designed to have adequate natural light for 80% of the occupied period which 
is important as studies have shown that the use of natural light improves the 
ability of students to learn
• research and encompass reliable low energy design solutions through the use and 
evaluation of BIM and Green Building Studio
• identify and maximise new technology potential
• reduce energy consumption in schools
• reduce reduced carbon dioxide emissions in schools
• provide feedback to the Planning & Building Unit Technical Staff on the 
operation of the school and its systems
• explore the potential of school buildings to act as a life-learning tool that enables 
the building to be an active learning resource for energy conservation and 
sustainability for the pupils and teachers
• accumulate monitored data to feed into the design process for the next generation 
of even more sustainable schools continuously under development by the 
Department Planning and Building section
• enable school staff and children to learn about the benefits of sustainable design 
techniques
• to educate schools, designers, and the public in the use of sustainable techniques 
through public presentations and technical publications
• to allow the contractors involved in the projects to learn about sustainable 
construction, particularly in the use of air tightness construction and testing 
requirements. Pre construction, the design teams provide recommendations to the 
contractors about sustainable building techniques along with a number of walk 
and talk meetings on the building envelope as it was under construction
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According to Carbon Trust CTV020 -  Further and Higher Education (FHE); two thirds 
of the energy consumed by the FHE sector is made up of fossil fuels, electricity accounts 
for around 60% of energy costs, therefore major benefits can be obtained from the 
following no-cost and low-cost saving opportunities available:
6.3.2 Cost Saving Opportunities
Once the school is constructed the following saving opportunities should be carried out. 
No-Cost Saving opportunities where applicable:
• Implement energy awareness plan
• Install motion detectors in rooms not used regularly
• Change any inefficient lights to compact fluorescent lamps (CFL’s) or LED 
when they require replacing
• Have all external light on a timer
• Change external lights to LED
• Regular cleaning of the light fittings every two years, light levels decreases 
>50% due to aging lamps and dirt on fixtures, lamps and room surfaces 
(ultrasonically)
• Turn off lights when leaving rooms and buildings
• Turn off lights in buildings at night time, weekends and school holidays in room 
not occupied during these times
• Turn off lights in over lit areas
Low-Cost Saving opportunities
• Install energy saving CFL light bulbs instead of old-style incandescent lights
• Install T5 fluorescent lights to replace old types. The new lights are smaller 
diameter tubes.
• Fit occupancy sensors in storerooms, electrical rooms and toilets
• Use a door operated switch to turn on lights in rooms where the doors are kept 
locked
• Install 2no. outdoor lighting circuits, one for operation during the evening hours 
(fully lit) and one for night-time operation when less activity is occurring (lower 
level of lighting for security)
• Replace oversized lights with suitable sized alternatives
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Medium-Cost Saving opportunities
• Replace all light fixtures with the school premises with energy fixtures and lamps
• Replace old-generation tungsten halogen outdoor lights with more efficient metal 
halide lamps
For additional information in relation to daylight and lighting technology see appendix
“D”
6.4 Possible further research in the area 
BIM for School Projects
There is a necessity in establishing the overall benefits of BIM through a full 
collaboration of each discipline, as previously mention the dissertation had limitations 
with regards to the mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) aspect of input.
A full evaluation from the project team should be implemented on BIM-based design 
models for energy and structural analysis, design and construction visualisation, 
specification, material and cost estimating, fabrication/pre-construction, and ultimately 
as a platform for ongoing facility operation and maintenance. The collaboration on this 
project should extend beyond building delivery into lifecycle management.
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Streamline Construction Process
Prior to the proposed school commences construction, the project team should carried 
out and evaluation into continuing to rely on BIM solutions for visualisation, 
coordination, planning and clash detection. From the site office computers to handheld 
tablet PC’s.
Extend BIM to Lifecycle Management o f the School
When the design and construction is complete, the board of management should look 
into extending BIM to lifecycle management by linking the data-rich design models of 
the new building into its existing operations and maintenance (O&M) platform, and with 
the incorporation of the building management energy system (BEMS) to finally use BIM 
for “smart” building operations and live maintenance monitoring for the facility 
managers.
The new Building Control (Amendment) Regulations 2013 are coming into operation in 
March 2014, which aim to strengthen building control and compliance, and this includes 
the lodgement of drawings at commencement stage, with the Local Authority. It would 
be invaluable if project information could be submitted in digital format (i.e. BIM), a 
format of computable data that can be automatically analysed, to flag potential issues of 
non-compliance. The Irish government is seriously lacking in terms of implementation 
of BIM, they are spending a lot of time, effort and money developing a submission 
system based on outdated practices and technologies (paper drawings), without looking
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at what is happening around the world, particularly with our closest neighbours in the 
UK.
As the potential for Building Information Modelling to influence the practice of 
architectural design especially at conceptual design becomes reality, it is essential that 
architects develop a strategy to successfully implement BIM within their organisation.
6.5 The future of BIM in Ireland
BIM remains a high importance to the AEC industry, as previously mentioned, it should 
be noted that the UK Government are implementing Level 2 BIM on all government 
contracts by 2016. The benefits of BIM are fast becoming common knowledge 
throughout the AEC industry. Ireland needs to embrace BIM and develop and alter the 
way the construction industry operates within the next five years. The main drivers of 
BIM are the contractors and project owners, a few of the larger construction contractors 
within Ireland have staff fully trained in BIM and are converting the drawings received 
by architects to fully collaborative BIM models in order to speed up the construction 
time, save material wastage and improved a more efficient sustainable project for the 
end users.
Other drivers are:
• reduce our asset costs and achieve greater operational efficiency,
• facilitate greater efficiency and effectiveness of construction supply chains
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• assist in the creation of a forward-thinking sector on which we can base our 
growth ambitions.
In my option the Irish construction industry will end up following trends set by its 
competitors in Europe and North America rather than creating and setting their own 
trends and standards.
These trends show that buildings are becoming more complicated to build and are taking 
more resources to construct and operate. This is putting more emphasis to increasing 
lifecycle cost of buildings.
A barrier to the implementation of BIM in the AEC industry is a significant problem 
with lack of awareness and more importantly lack of training for construction 
professionals. According to a recent survey carried out by Royal Institute of the 
Architects of Ireland (RIAI) as illustrated in chapter 2 of the dissertation only 16% of 
architects are implementing BIM in their workplace, for BIM to be a viable and valuable 
tool within the AEC industry there has to be full commitment by the Irish Government 
to drive the process of implementation of BIM.
BIM needs to be at the forefront of academic courses such as Building Surveying, 
Quantity Surveying, Architecture, Structural Engineers, and Service Engineers in order 
for the AEC industry to embrace the benefits of BIM and in the long run the 
environment.
There’s no question that BIM will transform the construction industry. The control of 
information relating to a building from its inception, through its life, to its demolition
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“cradle to grave”, will have as great affect upon the construction industry as the control 
of information relating to products had on the retail industry.
It wasn’t too long ago when nobody used emails in the work environment, today nearly 
all work communications are emailed based and this was made compulsory.
It is hoped that through the completion of this dissertation that I have highlighted the 
necessity to carry out periodic energy analysis at conceptual design stage rather than 
carrying out a provisional BER on completed drawings, and in doing so one hopes to 
enhance the industry in a new way of design to maximise energy efficiency.
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Appendix "A"
1.0 Case Study -  Site Location Map
Figure 36: Location of the proposed school, located approx 10km northwest of Mullingar town 
in the rural area of Slanemore. (source OSI)
Sonna National School is a mixed Catholic small primary school, situated 10km 
northwest of Mullingar in a rural setting. It also goes under the name Scoil Odhran 
Naofa. The enrolment for year 2011/2012 was boys 50 and girls 46. Daithi O’Fiaich is 
the school principal to whom I appreciate his permission to use the school as the case 
study matter.
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1.1 Case Study -  Site Layout Map
Figure 37: Site Layout Map (source JM & Associates)
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1.2 Case Study -  Floor Plan & Elevations
Figure 3 8: Floor plan and Elevations (source JM & Associates)
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1.3 Case Study -  Roof Plan & Sections
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2.0 Case Study -  Provisional Non-domestic BER Rating “A3”
ÍS8EM v3.5.b (SBEM v35-b 1)
Provisional Building Energy Rating (BER)
Provisional BER lor the building 
detailed below is:
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Mullingar
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M O S T E FF IC IE N T
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The less CO, 
produced, the less the 
building contributes to 
global warming.
IM P O R T A N T : This provisional B E R  is calculated on the basis ol pre-construction plans and
specifications provided to the B E R  assessor, and using the version of the assessment software quoted 
above. Th e  B ER  assigned to this building on completion may be different, in the event of changes lo 
those plans or specifications, or lo the assessment software.
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2.1 SBEM Main Calculation Output Document
S BEM  Mam Calculation Output Document
Thu Apr 18 15 .33:35  2013
B u ild in g  n a m e
Sonna National School
Building typ e :Primary school
SBEM Is an energy calculation tool tor trie purpose of assessing and demonstrating compliance with Building 
Regulations (Part L lor England and Wales, Section 6 tor Scotland, Part F lor Northern Ireland. Pari L tor Republic of 
Ireland and Building Bye laws Jersey Part 11} and to produce Energy Pertormance Certificates and Building Energy 
Ratings. Although the data produced by the tool may be ot use in the design process. SBEM la not intended as a 
building design tool.
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2.2 Supplementary Report
Supplementary Report
Not for Official Submission
B u ild in g  nam e______________________________ __________
Sonna National Sch<
Building typ e :Primary school
This report lists recommendations tor energy-e!
Key to colour codes used in this report
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Excluded b y  the user
Recommendat ions  tor , T G
HEATING accounts
IN hoi wafer is
»overall 
The overall 
The
The average1 I HEATING l^ iH ^ G O O O ''
Add local temperature control lo the heating system.
Coda. EPC-Hfl
Energy impact MEDIUM
002 Impact. MEDIUM
002 Sav*d per C Spent: FAIR
Applrcibo in: Whr.le OuMmg
Comments:
Add optimum start'stop to tho heating «ystem.
Cods EPCH?
Energy Impact: MEDIUM
Fags 1 d  S
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002 Impact.
002 Saveo par C Spanr
Applicable ta:
Commenta:
MEDIUM
GOOD
Wh de iMjtdng
Add weather compensation contrats to heating
Catta: EPCH8
Energy impact. MEDIUM
002 impact: MEDIUM
0 0 2  Savoa per € Spent: FAIR
Applicable to: Whole otno«s
Comments:
Add weather compensation controls to heating system.
Coda: EPCHU
Energy Impact: MEDIUM
002 Impact' MEDIUV
002 Savoa per € Spenl: FAIR
Applicable to: Raoaicrs
Comments:
Page 2 si 5
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R e c o m m e n d a tio n s  tor C O O L I N G
COOLING accounts for 0% of the C02 emissions
The overall energy performance of COOLING provision is NOT APPLI' 
The overall C02 performance of COOLING provision is NOT APPLI 
The average energy efficiency of COOLING provision is NOT APPLIC 
The average C02 efficiency of COOLING provision is NOT APPLICi
There are no recommendations for COOLING
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  tor H O T - W A T E R
HOT-W ATER accounts tor 0% of Ihe C02 emissions
MHtjI water is provided by (he HVAC system, limn hot water provisatt s  rtcRJRtìIjn Ihe1
! overall energy performance of HOT-WATER provision is FAIR 
The overall C02 performance of HOUflfATER provision Is POOR 
The average energy efficiency of 
The average C02 efficiency of
Improve insulation on HWS
Code ^  EPC-W3
Energy Impact: 4m k. LOW
002 Impact.
00? Saveo per €
Applicable lo:
ATER provision is NOT 
R provision is NOT Al
Comments:
Reco,  l e n da t io n.  ror L I G H T I N G
for 24.8% of the C02 emissions
performance of LIGHTING provision is GOOD 
¡02 performance of LIGHTING provision «  GOOD
Consider replacing TB lamps with retrofit T5 conversion kit.
Code: EPCL5
Energy Impact. LOW
C O i Impact: LOW
002 saved per I  spent: fair
Applicable to: WhdetsWdoB
Comments:
Introduce HF (high frequency) ballast* for ttoor ascent tubes: Reduced number of tittlngs required.
Code EPC-L7
Page 3 5
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Erwitjy Impact. LOW
CO? Impact: LOW
CÛ2 Savwi pw C Spent PGOB
ApcieaOe lo: Wwie thjiona
Commente:
_____________________________  O v  4 .
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  tor R E N E W A B L E S
Re c o  mendatiot  or O V E R H E A T I N G
the building OVERHEATING is High risk
have ■ significant risk el overheating. Consider solar control measures such as the
Cade.
Energy hupsa:
C02 Impact:
002 Saved p6r € Sperii 
Applicable to:
Comments:
Pape 4 of s
EPC-V1
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
POOPWide binding
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R e c o m m e n d a tio n s  lor E N V E L O P E
There are no recommendations for ENVELOPE
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  for F U E L - S W I T C H I N G
Consider switching from oil or LPG to natural gaa.
Oode. EPC-F1
Energy impact: h ig h
CO» Impact: HIGH
C02 SavM per £ Spenl. GOOD
Applicable to: RaOators
Comments:
Consider switching from oil or LI
oode epc-m
Ermrgy Impact: HIGI
002 Impact:
002 SaveO per C Spent'
Applicable lo: Radatprs
Comments:
The performance
There are no reconi
R e c o m m e n d a  i s  tr  O T H E R—  J t _______
mendalions for OTHER
Pape 5 or 5
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SBEM Data Reflection Report Actual Building
Date: Thu Apt 18 15:38 :35 2013
Project name: Sonna National School Building typt: Primary school Building area [m2]: 487.814
SBEM v o m »
Interface »  SBEM •SBEM
Interface version V3.5A
Envdopo'Door oonalructlont
? 
J
Total number Total rotated araa fat2}
EnvetoperDoof construction» 6
3
HW systems 2
SEsysiaw 0 0
PV systems 0 0
Wind generators 0
CHP generators 0
HVAC systems 2
Zonas 22 467.814
Envatopas IS2 202422
Doors 1 1.67
WkdwtfAoolkg« 24 8786
UNMT fool fid* «natica 0.16
Wooden nuvara door
NewPjit^ "•ooltgNsLarge» roof Nght AOV
Procaci building acvioai
Bectnc postar factor <0.8 I
Submatewnq and M T  for luting systems NO
Emission factor for <M»ct haatmg (kgCOftfcWhj 0293
Prmary energy factor h r  ««sirici Nulmg t>Wh-VW| 12
Pago 1 of 27
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Zona nani«: z0/05
Area(mZ); 3.714
Activity: Storage area 1
Height [m]! 311 Air pemweblWty e  80pe (m&tvuìl. 10
I':".” :-r~r.— 1 . .—~rHVAC «yetem, venttutkm, end avheuet flod control^
Lampara bates) efcacy (Lumer*W|
m
f l le n la n  Muti Ilei
SFP tot locai mechancal auppty 6 extract IW {v»|] t—ytypa C-F-COMPACT
Ex hauti Mrf Boto rato {F».tn21
Type o» phokMtocmc contrai
ir lor back ol zone
Photoelectric control pareetec p o m i  (W;ni2J
Automatic daytght zoning
Exhaust Ians location
MAN-ON-AUTO-OFF
Occupancy iao«ing parasite power [W.m2] 0.3
Name Se*
Dead tog Ian0h in this zone |m| 0.426
Junction typo Molai clad Not molai dad
Roof-wall 0.6 0.12
Wan-ground floor 1.15 028
Wal artof (comen 025 009
Wal-not ground floor 007 018
LtfHai ! wtndoor/door i 1.27 053
M  (owidoar) 127 021
Jamb (ondoo'door] 127 0 2
E im m Io d m
(M uN pM  Marno |1| zO-OSti |1| zO.OSe (DzOM trv I n i lO M M 111 zOl'DS'C |1| zOOS/t
T»pa Wal Wall Wal >  “ Pitched roof Floor or Ceding
Aroa|m21 6.734 6.16 6.734 !* .u 3.714 3.714
Ortemabon Souti East North Horizontal Horizontal
Adjacent apace Condbonad Unhealed Conditioned Condboned Extenor Underground
Construction name Internal otalto (heeled) Internal «alto lunhaalad) Internal orala ¡heated) j Internal orala fhaalad) Main roof Main Floor
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Zona name: z0/06________________________ Activity: Rani mom Multiplier: 1
Are* Im J]: 8.848 Height [m]: 3 .n ________________________ ______ Air permeability @  SOpa [mMimS]: 10
Zo o m  wrttout HVAC aystm 'To m  wattage [Wj
Deegn Muntinance {Lux] Lumen* per circuit twdage
Ve^ialontype Lamp m fl b r i m  ettcacy (LuroenaiW)
SEP tot tool iw c ftm q l aupply I  extract [W'!v»|] Lamp type
Type of photoeiecfrc conta»
ExtmuM a r t o »  raie frfc.ei21
Automatic daytqtw zoning
Name Defaun OHW
Deed leg length in t n  zone [mj » :
Occupancy w r « i ç  paraeftc power [Wt *21 •
i  i m r w  B r a g a s r a v M w t [W / IH n J
Junction type Melai dad Mol melai dad
Roof-wal 0.6 012
Well-ground «oor 1 15 020
Wel-ecaM (comer i 025 o 8
Wal-not ground foor •007 010
Ledei «vendoer/door) 127 053
84 (eindOMi) 127 021
Jamb (wndoedoon «2 7 02
Eiwulop—
(Mufcp*er) Name m  zoocyi |1) zO.Ofr e |1|z0,06r. ¡(11 z0-'06\vi 111x006« n ix o o e i ||l|2Û06n.1
Type [wna Wall WaH [WaM Pitched roof Floor cxCeJmg jWel " 1
*ea|m2| 10.905 6.007 6.120 A l t “ 6646 ¡1660
Onemebon 1Sondi Eatf North V M Horizontal 'North
Agacent ipace Condfcooed Drtawor Conditoned Conditoned Extenor Underground •Conditioned
Consvuction n«ne Internal mde (heated) External WaNe Internal waNa Iheated) 1 Internal wade (heated) Main rod jMain Floor ! Internat «ralle (heated)
¡11 zOOGe.d
Wooden «ouvert door
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Z o rw  m i w :  ZOKA_______________  Activity: Toilet Tinfflynir 1
Aw war «77________________________  h—wmtlll________________________________ AHnitnWty»MmmMtnm; 10
Envelopes
11 Oi 27
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Zona n u t :  z0/07   Activity. Meeting room Multiplier: 1
A rce(m 2 J:Î5.91#   H e lp « (m l:_3.11_______________________________________________ Air pernieablNty @ SOpo (m 3'hm î): 10
«1
!iust
Radtolors
General Lighting and controla
Tota* waSags [W] ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Etkctort lamps NO
Destrafcfcation Ians NO Daagn luminance (Lux] Lumans par circuì wattage -
V M h t o n  type N t t u « Lamp and baiasi effcacy (Lumens/W] Tana control NONE
SFP tor local mecftancal suppfy ft attract |W{ir»|] i « n i » C-TOS-F-T-H Hours oh
Haat Recovery system Aa-axtracta>g kummaxes NO Fradonotf
Haat recovery seasonal eftctoncy 
High pressure drop * r treatmeni requeed »  ■ ■
Controls
Type of photos toctoc control
BOTH
PH-SWITCHING _i ■__»-«____ ■ » - » ___ ■____ n u i_ | / |
Local mecftancal exhaust 
Exhaust a r  tow rtts (Ps.m2| p-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Différant sensor tor back of zona
Photo stoclric control parasite power [W'm2]
YES
0.129452
Junction type 
Roof wal
Matai clad
0 J
Not matai clad
SEP tor machartcal axhaust (W'(Ks)l Automatic daytght zoning YES
Exhaust tans location * Percentage area conhoSad
Occupancy sensing M AN-ON-AUTO-OFF Wsl-not ground boor 0.07 018
m o i water s y s t e m
t o r n  Sa*
Lntel iwmdow/door) 
Sd (window)
127
127
053
021
Daadttg tong» in M s z o n a li  1-082 Jamb (wmdmMoort 127 0 2
E nvdopn
iMuMpled Name 11] ZÛD7/SÎ «1)z«V07>a {1)z0*7fn (11 z0r07A*i |1|zQH7* •|1|zae7.fl HIZ0H7M 1 (l)rtfQ M aLt
> « * . .. Wsfl Wad Wan Wal Pitched roof FtoororCetong Wal Wal
9248 15283 18.798 13507 25216 >25216 S.799 1.792
O em abon Souti East North Wast Horizontal Horizontal S o u » West
Adjacent space Condtoonad Extonor Condtoned Condtoonad Extenor , Underground Condtoonad Condtooned
Consiruolion name Internal waAs {heated) External Wads Marnai wa«s 1 heated) Internal wa*s (haalad) Main roof (Main Floor Internal waNs (hatted) Intemsi waits 1 heated)
Wliidaws ft muflalkU
(Mutopfter) Name il|z007.*erg
In envelope zO W e
Area [m2] 423
Grazing name GUzad Door ; Windows
&>rlace area rat» 1
Area rato cowered 1
Sharing system A l o h e  cases
Transmission lector 1
Onpiay NO
N o f
______ I
Pago 12 of 27
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Zone name: z0/09 Activity: Classroom : 1
Arra (mZ). 10.166 Air psrmssbHty g  M p t 16
HVACl I, «n d  exhaust
s f p  to  ce rt w w k v  m r * i  «  «« tu a  |w  i « n
Owmcl Ugtidng cnC commit
Lamp and ball»« atcacy (LumanaW)
•m
Daagn Bum '•anca (Lux]
Display lighting
Lumana par circuit wattaga
Haal racovary laaaonai afdancy
Exhaust a.r tow raw ifa.m2]
Typa of photoalactnc control PH-SWITCHING
HjW^a)!
MM w^r au^n
— FW.Tw2]|o.l
Ivc
MAN-ON-AUTO-OFF
Occupancy M^aing pasaaitc powar [W.m2] 0.3*03
Nana SMI
Dead lag langtft in M a zona |*n] 0.826
Thermal bckfgt a Psi values [W/mK]
Junction typ. Matal clad Not matal Mad
Roof-wan OS 012
Wall-ground «oor 1.15 o 8
Wal wan (comari 025 o ra
Wan-not ground «dot 007 018
LMaf (wtndow.-door) 127 053
SB (window) 127 021
Jamb (wndowktoor | 127 02
tKfcWpiaf) Nama i|1|zaWa< |1)zO.O0'rv (1)z0<09riai j(1 » zOBMfe IM z O W I [ii)zara<w Li
Typa ! Wan Wan W B Pifchadroof ¡Row or Cattnq :Wal
Amo [m2] (7.101 tira 7.101 10.166 110.166 |1J04
Onanoeon h Norm Waal Horizontal Horizon* (Waai
A d p c M  ipaca Conditonad CondMtonad Condbonad Ejdanor Underground Coniflbonod
Con»»uclwn nama Marnai waia jhaatad) Mamal waM (haatad) Mamal want thaalad) Main mot 'Main Floor . Mamal wala (haatad)
Page i4o(27
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Zona nam»: zO/11____________________________________________ Activity: Classroom _______  W iit im r  1
A w f a ] ! « 1 M 8  Height [mj: 3 11______________ Air pefmeebillty @ sop* Im M m q: 10
Enwlopti
iMuMptor) Nam* |(1)z0rlVa (I l *0/1 !/• (1)zûft1*a (OzOriiAa MJzO/11/c II«» zOrit/l
;t ** h wan Wa. " *  ____ Pachadroof Floor or 0 * n g
Araa(m2l 22.067 26.907 10091 26J07 61.558 ¡61.558
Owottbofi Soulh Eaal Non* Wait Horizontal Horizontal
M « * * « * » -Emanar Condhkmad OonÉfeioaad T  iia n r Entanor Undarground
Consvuotion nama Entamai Wala Mamal mata (riaatad) Marnai watt lhaalad) Entamai Mal* Main rod Mam Floor
A roafHghls
*U *>ta rtN M n. (1 )z ô m * g (llz W lA a ig (D zW iV H
hwwelope z O -n .i z & n .w za n / c
A m . | m 2| 6.48 867 1.49
Qttzjnenam* Otazad Door/ Window Gtazad Door. Windows r>----■ _ _ I ,h.,omaaar o w  r g n
t 1 t J
A i n  rado covar ad t » 1
Snaong lystam Ac oP'e'caaaa Aaolharcaaai Manual «marnai
Ttanaawaion iactor t 1 1
Dispay NO NO {N0
Page i6of 27
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Zon* name: z<V13___________   Activity: Classroom MuMpliar: 1
araa(m21: 11 198 HMgM[m]: 3.11 Alt permeability® 50paIm lUm îl. 10
HVAC1 I Lighting and twrtrd t
il wuçfàf «  «tract [W |!»H
Dang**. Uumnanc* {I
Lamp and baMa: adicacy |Luman«W]
Exhauat a r t o »  rate |Pa.irg|
SFP tormacnarxal axhaun {W (rt)l
Nama 8a*
Dead in t n  zo^m  [m] 0J84
1*1
Type of pholoatoctnc control
AutewHc d»y>gW nnlnfl
PH-SWTTCHING
Occupancy sanaing
Occupancy lanaing p cfW mfl
MAN-ON-AUTO-OFP
laa
i nermai m g e a  p m  v a i w s  [ w i m n
Urtai dad Mol matai dad
Roof wan 08 S i i ----------------------'
Waft-ground ftoor M S 02e
« M l — ft (coman 025 0.08
«M l not ground loot 007 018
bf«al Nindow.ifcxw) 127 053
84 (atndow) 127 021
Jamb (iwdoadDor) 127 02
(MuÜplar) Rama m z < m * |l)2ÛriaM <1)zÛf1SM (D rittate |1>ZÛ‘13U1 |1| ztti3teL1
« M i «M i «M i Pdcbadroof Roor OfCaArg «M i
Aiaa |ai2] 12.15« •81 11.188 11.188 1841
Owartabon u m Mortti Waat Horizontal Horizontal «faal
Agaçant «paca Condibonad Condibonad Comflbonad Extanor Undarground Condibonad
Conwrucaon nama Marnai wafta (Dadad) Marnai « a r t  tnaaïad) Main roof Main Floor Marnai « a r t  (naalad)
Page 18 0(2 7
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Zona nama: zO/17 Activity: Circulation area (corridors and stairways) : 1
Area (m2). 41.345 [m]: 3.11 Air permaabiaty 0  SOpa Iml'hrnJ): 10
HVAC ayatam, var i, and exhaust 1 Lighting and controla
Design luminance {Lux] Lumeni per drcutl w
la mp and belasi effcacy (LumensW]
SFP tor locai meohancal supply A «araci |W-': -■»:] la m p i» »
Exhaust m  Sow rate (>*».«2}
Type of pholoefoctnc control
Different sensor for back o( zone
Phdosfociric control parasta: power [W.-ntfl
Name Datauff DHW
Dead isg length in trie zone (ml ■ |
Oacupancy sensing NONE
Occupancy sensing parasitic power [W rn2]
P ------ i  M M i
% P * l v a h M t r w / n K l
Rod-wal 06 012
WeB-ground Soot 1 15 026
Well-arali (comari 0-26 009
Wafl-not ground Soor 0.07 018
Limai ivMndoar.'doof ■ 127 053
SN (sandow) 127 021
■ —^ /------ ----- .u----- .jw h d  rannuowooor) 127 Eg 2
jMuMpler) Name ||1)zO'l7.'si lUzOi-17/fo }1) zO‘l7in» (1)z0ri7/wl ( I )  «* 17* <1) «*174 n i « y i 7 M i UlzÛ'17/e..l |t1)«yi7Ml.1 |1) zûrl74ei.l
Typa Wall Wall WaM WaM Pitched roof Floor or CaAng Wat WaM Wail Wall 1
Area|m2t ; 10.56 13207 14.740 7.421 41.345 41246 4.76 6.16 10.56 •.11
Orientato» : S « * East North West Horizontal Horizontal Sou#) East North Waal
Adjacent space Conrfltoned Corafboned Condtonea Unhealed Extenor Underground Condfconed Unhealed Conditioned CoaAorwd
ConsvucSon name Internal waffs {heated) Internal waas (neated) Internal waffs mealed) Internal waffs (tmheaiad) Mein tool Main Floor infornai waff« ¡reeled) Inforna» waffs (unhealed) Inforna» waffs (healed) haamifwata IhaaMd)
Pafle2t of 27
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Zona name: zO/22 Activity: Circulation area (corridore and stairways) Multiplier: 1
■ [mZ|: 10 823 Haight [m)i 3,11 Air permeatilltty o  90pa (mJriimZ): 10
HVAC ayatam, » n, and exhaust General Lighting and controla
• |W|
Dtagn iunwnanca (Lux]
Oiïpjy
Loman» par ciremt wattage
S fP  tor local macftancal supply & «T a c th----------------------
Lamp and balaBta<6caqr(Lun»arWW|
Lamplypa
ir tor back of zona
TtwmBi b rtfm  M  {W/wrtCJ
Exhaust v  bow rala fW*.m2] P ^o» Giacine control parasite power [W m 2)
Paroantaq »  ar—  connotad
Name Default DHW
Daad lag length In M i  zona jmj 0
EmulopM
rMuttpta'l Nama ¡(11 z0r22>si |1| zû /22 'e ¡ft) zO/22/n (1)z<y22hM (If  4 «2 f c  [( I l  ZÛT224
Typa Wal Wal Wal Wal Ptchadroof I Ftocr or Cc«nq
Ap m  [m21 ; 13.964 7.474 13.964 7.474 10.623 10.B23
•¿dentation S ort. East North W w Horizontal ; Horizontal
*O a M i p K a ¡Conditioned Extaeor E— w Eam or Extant* Underground
Construction name tourna» * — • fhMted) External Walts External W all External WaAc Loi— r roof aida eraran—  Main Floor ---------------1
M u K p M N a i» H|z0r22*Vg
In envelope zfWfcn
A i M f * l 3.45
Grazingname GUzsd Door : Windows
Surta— area ratio 1
Ai m  ratio covered 1
Shaiting synem AM otoar cacai
Tranaav— ion factor 1
Display NO
Pag«? 27 of 27
Appendix "C"
3.0 Case Study -  Green Building Studio Data Outputs
3.1 Conceptual Mass -  Original Design
vXkc:I'äi:,ic Green Building Studio-
M y Protects D ashboards
i H*io i Sign Out
My Account Welcome, Phetlml
M y Projects >  O r ig in a l S c h o l
R u n  L is t  Run Charts Pro.set Defaults Project Details Project M em bers utility Information W eather Station Notes
Run Nome: Original Drawing.wm
J S  E P A  Energy
 rtr ’
P r o je t  Te m p i ate Applied. Original
Scnol_default ®
wooation: Mutilngar. Westmeath
Suilcfcng Tyoe: SchoolOrUnivers-ty 
Ploor Area: 509 m*
L E E D  
D a y  « h t
Electric Cost: «0 .3 0  ¡ kW h 
Fuel Cost: «0 .0 1  I M J
Utility Data Used Project Default 
Utility Rates
B a s e  Run ¿ 0 * ^  2  Design Alternative Cartjon F oo tprint
Energy, Cartoon and Cost Summary Base Run Cartoon Neutral Potential (? )
Annual Energy Cost C2C.820 Annual C O 3 Em iss o rs Mg
Li-e c yce  Cost €355,284 £  Ba se  Run 23.8
Annual C O 2 Emissions Onsite Renewable Potential -7.0
E  estr c 16.5 Mg Natural Ventilator Potientia! -4.6
Onsite Fue 0 .3  Mg Onsite Bsofue Use -9.3
Large S U V  Equivalent 2 .3  S U V s  i  Year
N e t CO * E m iss io n s 4.9
Annual Energy
Energy U se  Intensity (E U I) 0*1 M J 7 m* 1 
Ele c tre  81.410 kWh 
F u *  18C.173M J 
Annual Peak D em ane 24 .4  kW
Electr e 2.442.201 kW 
F u e  5.585.230 M J
Create a Design Alternative to improve your 
building performance. Net Large S U V  Equivalent. 0 .5  S U V s  / Year
»cp
Electric Power Plant Sources in Y our Region
=ossil 81 %
Nuclear N/A
4  %
1 4 %
NVA
Renewable
Otner
<D AHunptlsns ijiy
O N o t e :  Details shewn below are for the Base R un Original Drawing.xml 
LE ED  Daylight (m o re  details)
Percentage of building area with glazing 
factor over 2 % : « 0 .7 %  -  No LEED Credit
LEED Water Effioéenoy (m o re  details)
L / y r  « / y r
Indoor 1,310,587 «2.10B
O utaoor 500.701 « 4 7 »
To ta l 2,007.2*8 «2,584
Photovoltaic Potential (m o re  details)
Annual Energy Savings 25.370 kW h 
Total Instated P ane C o s t  «3 1 1 .4C4 
Nominal Rated Pow er 30 kW  
“ otal Panel Area: 282 m* 
Maxim um Payback Penod 30 years ©  « 0 .3 0 .‘ kWh
Wind Energy Potential
Annua’ Electric 
Generation
N atural Ventilation Potential
” otal Hours
2 .8 0 » Hours
Required:
2.558 Hours
Possible Annual 
Electric Energy 18,382 kWh 
Savings:
Poss ble Annual 
Electric Cost Savings:
Net Hours Mechanical 
Cooling Required:
E5.570 
101 Hours
▼  Energy End Use Charts
O  Note: Details snown below are for toe Base R un Original Drawing xml
h ttp s ./gbs.aufodesk.com/gbs Scheme/EnergyAndCarbonResulrs?RunId=OxmYUUlE... 20/04/2013
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W  Building Details and Assumptions
Q N o t * :  D etails show n below  a re  for th e  B ase  Run O rig inal D raw ing.xm l
Bui Iding Sum m ary -  Quick Stats Base Run Construction
N um ber o f P e e p  e: 127 peopte 
A verage U g h t i n g F W  1 2 J 1 w / r n ,  ,
A verage E a u i p ^ c ^ r  lQ 7 e w  /m l
1.41® W /  
^PerSec
Specific Fan  Row: 4 .4  L PerSec I m1 
Specific F an  P o w er j
Specific Cooling: 12 m! /  kW 
S pecific Heating: 0  m* I kW 
T o t»  F an  Fow : 2 .282  L P erS ec 
Total Cooling C apacity: 42  kW
"■otal H eating Capacity: 30  kW
f  nignertnar typical vake 
1 ioeer tian  typical value
Updating your ouilding assu m p tio n s ( 1 )
Roofs
Exter.or Walts 
inter o r  Walls 
S labs O n G rade 
Fixed W indows
R2D o ver Roof Deck 
J-V alue: 0 2 5  (T )
R 1 1.4 Sin CMU Wall 
U-VRue: 0 .48 ( j )
ROVteUI F ra n » W * l 
U-Value: 2 .36 0
U ninsulated c e re re te  slab 
U-Value: 0.18 ( « )
North Facing W indows P ew te r Double. U-SI 
1.74. U-iP 0.31 . SHGC 0.4. VLT 0  8  (4
U-Vah*r V 7 4  W  /  SH G C : 0.4C VK: 0 .80
Non-North Facing  W indows: P ew ter Double. 
U -S11.74. U-IP 0.31. SH G C  C.4. VLT 0.8  (12
> 3D VRML View
Base Run Hydronio Equipment
( I )  Dom estic Hot W ater
5 00  rr? 
3 2 1 m *  
2 7 0  m* 
5 0 0  m*
U-Value: 1.74 W  / <m*4<}. SHGC: Q.40 . Vit: 0 .80
Note: th is inform ation should  not o e  u se d  for sizing pu rp o ses  
A verage D em ano 25 .350
Base Run A ir Equipment
( I )  P ackaged  S  ng le Zone
( J )  P ackaged  S ingle Z one
( D  P ackagec  S ingle Z one
(T) P ackagec S  ngle Zone
(T ) P ackagec S  ngle Z one
Note: th is inform ation should  not oe 
Supply Fan Flow- 
Annual S o p p  y  Fan  Run T im e 
Cooling Capacity 
H eat ng C apacity 
Supply Fan Flow 
Annual Supply F an  Run T im e 
Cooling Capacity 
Heating C apacity  
Supply Fan  Flow- 
Annual S upp ly  F an  Run Tim e 
Cooling Capacity 
H eating C apacity  
Supply Fan  Flow- 
Annual Suppiy F an  Run T im e 
Cooling C ap ac ty  
H e a t ng C apacity  
Supply Fan  Flow- 
Annual Supply F an  Run T im e 
Cooling C ap ac ty  
Heating C apacity
u se d  for sizing p u rp o se s  
4 7  3 L P erS ec
8.024 H ours
®
17
32® L P erS ec
8.024 H ours
0
12
175 L P erS ec
8.024 H ours
3
0
517 L P erS ec
8.024 H ours
®
13
770 L P erS ec
6.024 H ours
15
27
attps i/Zgbs-aiitodesk.com/abs/Scheinc EnergyAndCarbonResiilts?RunId=OxmYUU IE... 20/04/2013
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Green Building Studio Project Details Page 1 o f 1
vw in.nl» I lrl|i I KjjflÇM¿ J'j: &1- Green Building Studio-
WftkXMiie PiiqtiH
My Protects > Design Option 3
Run LU I R un C h a r »  Prefect Qetsubs Proface O o trit« Protect Menrfcers t W iy  info rn a vo- rifesmcr station
Dee O d  C*rt>or3
H u ln n q  type '
S l*M S lhl * ®
•>•9*4 typ9*Ì>
-  A in u i  Piofu i  AIIMM III w e riirq  I r u l in g  p ro ym  
• ' Test Project: r o r L te m nfj or de^oneroO on onty
A & n m 1 R >:.•■
M u lin a s i
atacft'Prtvirictì1
P o s M  C o d e 1
O ù u W V  ' virtoru!
T ro *  Zana 4 c e to  Sfearrtwtí T  ***•
C w m c y 1
N M M
Z u u  A a a M - 1 1
Oe ro t a to « «  m y  d m » eatocirie? «rth  fieorrjRcn
Staro  o r  If s u -m x y  saia. F  y  cxmjkàc « k  d . i d r g  v o c  or ftocr arco.
S to n i r ii  |DifHi1 <Mn
C o n te a  Profero-xe P
C o  noi c trta c l me
Ortf Autodos* may ocnlaci me.
protaci
Ai i H I h i I  f iu m - B m ln t i  S m i »  A i e  
S f lm w  I - m i s i r iU e e I I i x i s i '
Dhetm M M n  >s a rif tro e d  io  accept the le n r*  ol die T O U  ano s tive  
-rcfiü t data « ito  Iha G fiS  m P  sarrioa
'C n n w K  be  chengw l ri r » r  e «te  peeent
•'G\.«n S u itìiiq  Studio m a M a n i a daufcoMì ùl b u id n o  p r ia it »  la irack maaa a d  v i  Ac&iai a naiy» u m  Tìife v.fi Ita *  uà 
twin* unrtiHeteinsi i*w energy use pattam i kr v e n e «« tarir»ng tPp** >«• «irfWter* eftmrie*
C a n n o ; Co changad eneo a  p '^ o c i ra s  boon c u l o d
1 UpdMa I Cancel
I m m *  nt law i f t w y  v m w r  flV  4 i 2 » '¿m m  » i x * ?  7 4 4 -4 ,
9CopynQ*t20r fiu v & n *  toc »1 n g r » b r w ^  P c r » ^ c l r «  w***rrrj are ;oov’13r*»tlty jam «  J Mrstti S * m k »itw.ttirReaenb o* ine Ur»«e>wo» Csl#nrr*o 
u  d (A ttu i
Imps:,1Vgbs.autodesk.com. GBS/ProjecVProjectDetailstProjecllD J n 8P47Jx X h c % 3d  22/04/2013
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysis Report
AUTODESK.
Original Drawing 
Original Drawing Analysis (4)
si 4/19*7013 17 0 /2 9  *>M
Revit Energy Analysis Result
Building Performance Factors 
Location: DÜ8UN AR P O fTER  iDUB). Dublin 
Internat orai Airport Co. Rugai. Ireland
Weather Station 
Outdoor Temper Mure:
142802
MIX 33*C.win:-2'C
Roor Aita 608 m*
Extâiiur Wail Area
ewe-tBO uotions Power
321 m* 
12.82 W /m “
People 127 people
Exterior Window Ratio 040
Decirical Coat W. 15; KWh
Fuel Coat __________M.12> Therm
Energy U se  Intensity
EtecmcltyEUl: I3K1MI/M1)>T
H u tE U I 392MJ/6m.'yr
Total EUI Ü9C MJ * sm.1 yl
Life C ycle Energy Use/Cost
Lit« c*a* feiMmoe use 1.26/,012 «Mil
Lite Crete =uel Use 5 960,392 MJ
Liti Crete Energy C o it 6112.905
’3C-yesr ms and 6 1 %  discount rate for costs
Renewable Energy Potential
RonT Mixjrted : V  System iLo* etnuene,) 12215 KWtl/yl
Rear Ucurssd ?*v System iMeaun emaencyr 24433 mvn/yr ___________________
Roat M agma »0/ System (Higlt edipsnty)_______ 36645 HWDyr___________________________
Sinqfe 15 VWnd Turbine Potential 9Û2 kWh t ft
T V effiaw dea are eseumedco be 5% 10% and isitfertoa , medkim andhich effldency arwtm#
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysis Report
Armual Carbon Emissions
-~«tj ic ton s y»'JO-i
O m H iu  Iu i i «  t  Y O
d Eiecüic! '^Consunpcor 11
d  Fuel Oc TiwnpUon p
d  *ooi pv Perniisi (Hign etlderotf -o
d  S f w  *  1 S ' W in d  T i r a n e  Pdoentle l c
d *■* co* iT
Arvnuel Energy Use/Cost
d  E ia d r ic try  43«  t e . ' M  4Z.Z33 <*>-
d  F &  97%  « . * J 4  M .Z + e  IV
iïï»
Energy Use: Fuel
|UU>
d  H V P C  / a *  s i .h M ) m e n a
** D orruflc H c r W o t e f  2 a %  sau.a M . f t u
S Î 5  fM14f
E nergy Use: Electricity
2
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Autodesk R ev« Energy Analysis Report
■  h v e c 28 « *i.8«3
iVK*f
m .w w
■  Lighting 3 9« 12.332 15.*^:
Mlac E q iip n e n t IT « i :  Z90 • B .W
t f c ? t t  *2.2tS
Monthly Heating Load
MJ
Monthly Cooling Load
M iæ  rq u ia m e n t  
U q ti t  F i b r e s  
O c c v ç  » i l s  
W-tdftvvS3l*f 
W n d a w  C o n d u c t  w e  
in ll trn b o n
Und*<9 fOUicl S u s o u n d in g *  
HOT S L tro u id ln g s  
K o o n  
W«i«
J*r 'F m ' h m  ' t y r  'v a y  1 J v r  * „ J  'Aug'Sep * O c t 'Nc y 'C » c
Monthly Fuel Consumption
3
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysts Report
WfïlD
ismn
OOOD
«non 
»non 
«nno 
nnnc 
isnon 
iûûoû 
snno 
o
JW Fou Mut 
S«»v4%4w F j ü  (MJ>
**>♦ M«* J«i A lJ  s * )  Ose MOV D ec
Monthly Electricity Consumption
kWh
d  SrfiU«lrt F »ctricily (kWh)
Monthly Peak Dem and
kW
Annual Wind Rose (Speed Distnbution)
4
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Autodesk Revit Enengy Analysis Report
Annual W ind Rose (Frequency Distribution)
ÉNÉ
W p d  fl*quM  ¿1  i 'l l* !  
ITT*
2 1 6  ■ 242 
* 1 8 9  2)6
■  1 » -  115 
* 1 2 6 -1 6 2
■  ice - 136
■  81 - 1C»
*«.61 
*21.'.4 
* 1  27
«a* tS E
Monthly Wind Roses
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Autodesk Rev« Energy Analysis Report
J*n Fo* M w  hu  May Ju n  Ju K g  Sc* O d  N Ó v e tc  
* M o i i f t l y M r a g v  Daily Mit ><MU *  » %  Htaftrig Dry e uti 
*  1 « i  C oaling  D ry B u  a v e a n  Cuy t u b
Annual Tem perature Bins
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d w d  Tem per«!»-©  r u t )  
d  Dry Buia T  e -persfe«e (T d b )
Diumat W eather Averages
d T dmpP'Uu* - & y  BUb C C ) d T *l*MNfcjrC W*! BulO (*C 1
d  Dlrese Salar ( W f » > )  d  Sol*- |W  f < ")
Humidity
RH
—  Mai r in g  «weraqe —  M ernoo n «wereqe 
Mei*) dwlr '«rae FUI una*
O  r.opyi'ijht 201R A o M ft W , Tse. All riQhrc l'i ie 'v é d . Pnrtian« o f  n ie  f o f a w v  * ro  
<07Trichtpd by James J .  tirsch  & A&sade'jes, the Kegerts yf th# Jniversry of 
C c  i f c ' r i a  a n d  o th e r s .
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3.2 Conceptual Mass -  Design Option 2
Green Building Studier
My Projects Dashboards My Profile My Account
Dow nloads H e ®  S g r  O ut
W e  com e, Pheiim!
My Projects > Design option 2
Run L ist Run Charts Project Defaults Project Details Project M em bers Utility Inform ation W e a th e r Station N otes
Run Name: D e s ig n  Option 2.xml
E n e rg y  a n d  Carbon U S  E P A  Ene rg y 
R e s u lts  Star
W ater
U sa g e
Photovo.taic
Analysis
L E E D
Daytight
3 D  V R M L  E xp o rt and D o w n lo a c  D a s  
V ie w  Files
D e s .gr 
A lte rra t ves
▼
P roje ct Te m p ia le  Applied: D esign 
option 2 _ä e fa u lt ( f )
Locsakxt: Vfo iingar. W estm e a th
Building T y o e : S c h o o t O U n iv e s t y  
c lcor Area: 5 D t m s
Electric C o st: 0 . 3 0  I k W h  
Fue? C o s t  0 . 0 1  ■' M J
Utility Data U se d  . Project Default 
Utility Rates
B a s e  R ut« j j ß * )► 2  Design A lternative Cartoon Footprint
Energy. C arbon  an d  C o st Summ ary B ase  Run C arbon Neutral Potential 0
Annual Energy Cost €14.167 Annual CO j Emiss o r  s Mg
Lifecyoe Cost €162.866 ^  Base Run 13.8
A n n u a l COz Emissions Onsite Renewaole Potential -16.0
Electr o 8.7 Mg Natural Ventilator Potential -1.0
Onsite Fuel 4 .8  Mg Cnsite B ofue: Use -4.»
La'ge SUV Equivalent 1.4 SUVs i  Year
Net COz E m issions -8.3
A n n u a l E n e rg y
E r e -ç y  U s e  Intensity ( E U )  4 8 7  M J  / m 2 ■' y e a - 
E le ctr o 4 3 .0 1 8  kW h 
F j e  0 7 .8 1 8  M J 
Annual Peak D e m a n d  2 1 .7  kW  
Life o yd e  E n e rg y
E ie ctr c i^ 8 C .f 5 7  kW  
F u *  2 .3 3 7  £37 M J
L ECO, Photovoltaic , Wind  Energy, and  Natural Ventilation Potential
^  N o te : Details sn e w n  b e lc w  a re fcr the Ba s e  Run D e s ig n  Option 2 .xm l 
LEED Daylight (m o r e  details)
Cre a te  a Design A lternative to r ip ro v e  your 
ouildirg perform ance.
P e rce nta g e  of building area with glazing 
factor o ve r 2 % : 64.4%  - No LEED Credit
LEED W ater Efficiency (m o r e  d e ta ils )
L / y r  < / y r
Indoor: 4 9 0 .4 6 9  €772
O u to c o r 080.701 €478
1,177,168 (1.250T o ta l
Photovoltaic Potential (m o r e  d e ta ils )
Annual Energy S a vin gs : 3 1 .8 0 3  k W h  
~otal Instasec P a n e  C o st: € 7 3 7 .9 66  
Nom inal Rated P o w e r 8 2  k W  
Total P anel A re a  388 m*
M a x m u m  P i/ o a c k  = V ,o d  g
Z 7 1 Ô  k W h
Net U r g e  S U V  E q u  valent -0  8 S U V s  / Y e a ' 
Assumption* l Y )
Electric P ow er P lan t S ources in Your Region
Fossil 81 %
N u cle a r N/A
Hydroelectric * %
R e n e w a b le  14 %
O tne r N/A
Assumption* l T )
Natural V entilation Potential
■"otal H o u rs 
M echa n ica l C o d m g  853 H o u rs 
R equired:
=>essble Natural 
Ventilation Hours: 831 H ours
A n nu a  Electric 
Generation:
P o s s b le  Annual 
Electric E n e rg y  3 .8 1 2  k W h  
Savings:
P ossible  Annual 
Ele ctnc C o st S avings:
N e t H o u rs  M echanical 
C o o lin g  R e q u ^e d :
Assumptions £ )
€ 1 .1 8 5  
2 2  H ours
Energy E nd U se C harts  
Q  Note: Details snown belcw are  for the B ase Run D esign Option 2-xml
^^hrtt^/JgbSjauto^skxoB ^b^chem c^nc^v^dC arbo^e^hsTR ^^c^bqi^^^^^^O ^^^^ 
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w  B u ild in g  Details a n d  A s s u m p tio n s
o  D etails snow n belcw  a r e  fo^ the B a se  Rim D esig n  O p tio n  2.xm l U pdating your ouilding a ssu m o ticn s  i j )
B u ild in g  S u m m a ry  • Q u ic k  Stats
N um ber o f Peop le: 127  peop le  
Awraa»LjgNing F W  ,
Av^ EouipnwnP«^  10 76w/m,
Specific " a n  Fow : 4 .3  L P erS ec  I m*
B a se  R u n  C onstru ctio n
1 .416 W / 
LP e rS ec
Specific F an  P o w er
Specific Cooling: 12 rrr I kW 
S pecific Heating: 6  m 1/ kW 
T o ta  F an  Fow : 2,321 L P erS ec 
Total Cooling Capacity: 42 kW
"’otal H eating Capacity: 32 kW
I  nigner t ia r  typical value 
4 <o*er than iyp>sai value
S labs O n G rade
n x e d  W  ndow s
> 3D VRML View
B a se  R u n  H yd ro n ic  E q u ip m e n t
R 20 o v e r  Roof Deck 
J-Vai j e :  0 .25  (T )
R 11.4  8in CMUWaH 
U -V jh » : 0 .46  ( Ï )
RQ V eta l F ram e Walt 
U-Vjlu*: 2 .3 5  ( Î )
Jn in su la tec  concrete slab 
J-V alue: 0 .1 6 ( 1 )
North F ao  ng  W indows P ew ter Double, U-SI
1.74. U-JP 0 .31 . SHGC 0.4. VLT 0.C (3
50© m* 
33 2  m* 
334 m* 
50© m*
25  m*
U-Value: 1.74 W  / <m*-K), SHGC: 0 .40  . V it C.60 
Non-Morih c a o n g  'W indows P ew ter Double.
J -S I  1.74. U - P  0.31. SHGC 0.4 . VLT 0.8 <©
J-V a lu e :’ 1.74 W  /  <m*-K}. SHGC: 0.4C , V it C.60
Note: IN s  information shou ld  not o e  u se d  for s i a r g  p u rposes
(T)  D o m aste  Ho* W ater Averaae D ec-anc
B a s e  R u n  A ir  Eq u ip m en t
( I )  P ackaged  S-ngle Z one
(1 ) P ackaged  S n g le  Z one
d )  P ackaged  S ingle Z one
( J )  P ackaged  S n g le  Z one
Note: IN s  information shou ld  not o e  u se d  for sizing ou roc s e e
Supply Fan  Flow
Annual Suppsy Fan  Run Time
Cooling C ap ao ty
H eat ng C apacity
Supoly Fan  Flow
Annual Supp/y Fan  Run Time
Cooling C ap ao ty
H eat ng C apacity
Supply Fan  Flow
Annual Supply Fan  Run Time
Cooiing C ap ao ty
H eat ng C apacity
Supply Fan  Flow-
Annual Supply Fan  Run Time
C o d in g  C apacity
H eat ng C apacity
623 L P erS ec 
2.e45 Hours 
11
22
813 L P erS ec
2.845 H ours
11
22
389 L P erS ec 
2 ,e45  H ours 
7  
14
8 6 "  L P erS ec
2.845 H ours
13
25
T erm s of U se  | P n v acy  Policy V ersion 2 0 1 4 .1 .29  2302 .D O E -2.2-44*4;.
& C opyrgh t 2C 11 A utodesk, Inc. All tights re se w e c . Portions of tb s  so 7 * are are  copyrigntec by J a m e s  J. Hirsch & A ssocia tes, th e  R eg en ts  o f th e  University of California, 
and  o th e rs
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysis Report
AUTODESK.
Design Option 2 (1)
Design Option 2 Analysis (1)
Anaiymt ai 4S1»Z013 Z-04&1 PM
Revit Energy Analysis Result
Building Performance Factors
Location: Duotm Attport IDUBJ. Swcrds Road Co. Dublin. Ireland
Weather Station 
Outdoor Temper ature:
142882
Mac 33*c.win:-2'C
Floor Aits 608 rn*
Cxtûi iur Waill Àisja 332rrt*
Aweraae ugtittno Power 12.82 W / n r
People 12/ peopt
Exterior win dew Ratta 0 40
□educai Cost M.17J KWH
Fuel cost 112 2 1 Them
Energy U se  Intensity
DedfldtyEUl: l81WshiSfln/yr
FUOl fcUt /Q6MJ/Mi/yr
Total CLN 1 3?7 klJ.'aro f w
Life C ycle  Energy Use/Cost
LM Cjds fladnwy toe 2 , , 3 8 0  «Ml
Lilt: Crtie "uel Ua a 
Llta Cyde Eneray Cost
10,780 077 UJ 
1263.386
"3Ciwar me ana 6 1 *  aiecoum raw for cost»
Renewable Energy Potential
Roof Mtui *sd PV System iLow efficient) 
Roof Ucurctd PV System iMedun efficiency!:
26 503 KWI iy i 
57 017 KWh/yr
Roof Mcurted system (High etlpmq) 86625KWh,'yr
Single 15’ Wnd Turbine Potential 982 kWh/yt
'PVetraaMes art auunvaato DtSU io% ana I5%eanwi, nwato-i ana mon eludane* *>*»me
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysts Report
Annual Carbon Emissions
I Eiecfticny C o n s u n p s o r  
I f  JtA Cc i îu n p ü o n
I  P o o l p v  P e r n i i s i  (Hijjo E fld s rc y )  
I S n f r f t  IS* W ind T ixftne Pcr-ntlai 
f Net C D .
Annual Energy Use/Cost
Ü  Eiactricry 49«  1 1 9 .99«  53.04« nvr
■  F-JOi 93«*. 14/49 193.355 ÌM
Ü ÎT N
Energy Use: Fuel
J
rjrtb 
. .
IU«i
H  H V FC  0 J** S2,fe30 a t  a22
I  D orM M c H ct W ater a ? u  s ' .b i e  131 a ia
s«/*® 5S1Ü
Energy Use: Electricity
2
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysis Report
■  hVflC 4Q«t « Z 8 T
■  Lighting 33«  M  309
Miss EqUpffflnt 23* «4.38*
s ia  ah*
WW»i3*0??
Z8.0K
Z9.W-2
Monthly Heating Load
13000
i^ noo
wn
J
-i-xno
15000
•30000
25000
!!!!*
J a r  F m  Mm  ip r  « a y  J w  - i Sap O r  Nc v  D ac
Monthly Cooling Load
J a r  F n  Mar fipr  * « y  J w  . j  Aug S«p Oc: Mcv C ae
Monthly Fuel Consumption
M lar Fqu.am rr"'
B  Light r* d u e s  
O c a *  v ii«
I  W iOw Sii»
B  W . Id a w  C o n d u c i v e
■  in llin è o n
■  U nderground Surroundings 
B  IWT Surroundings
|  Kaots 
| W v * «
Mlflr Fguiomcnt
B Light Fibres 
Occupati«
I  W-idAwS-ilfli 
^  W-tdaw Conduct ve 
B iniilrdion
■  U nderground Sw rounding* 
B ,WT Stcroundings 
B  KBOIS
Bwns
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Autodesk Rev« Energy Analysis Report
Monthly Electricity Consumption
fcWt.t«nno
12.000
nnnn
2000 l l l l l l l l l l l l
Jw  F * j  M w  «* » JUI M  A iJ  S « i  0 3  '  Nuv
$ « * l w  E a U rltily  (t'.VlO
Monthly Peak Demand
»vv
Annual W ind Rose (Speed Distribution)
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Autodesk Rev« Energy Analysis Report
Annual W ind Rose (Frequency Distribution)
Monthly W ind Roses
5
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysis Repon
Monthly Design Data
•C
B Men illiiy Aswayw Doily M ¡n * « u  B  53% H»tfifi|¡ Dry Bull« 
B 1 %  C o a lin g  D r y  B u  a w e o n t - y  M b
Annual Tem perature Bins
6
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Autodesk Ravit Energy Analysis Report
Hàtf»
i i i k k i j . , .
<0 ' J 1 6 • 0 ’ 12 ’ li ' I» 1 Ï 4 1 2ÎTt?
| w « t  3 U t  Tem perante P^v*) 
K Dry Buio T  B-iperaixfe (T d b )
Diurna I Weather Averages
a ì m
i l  M n ' i i t
J«n ' FK> M« Api May Jin aJ Am
H \ a  .
h  j r f w *  
1, )! ,  1-1,It hSap Dot kiov Dec
Humidity
— -  M a i n n «  a ve ra q e  
M ean d « l y  ra n g e
J U  Awe S e p  C s t  N o v  D e c  
-—  Afternoon a ve ra ge  
FU I range
O  C o p y r ig h t a m 3 In c . All r ig h ts  K fisit'yoc. Pnrtm n« of th is  s a f tw a /o  ara
copy  r ig h te d  b y  J a m e s  J .  H rsc h  & ta s p c ie ’je s , th e  k e g e r t s  pf th e  U n iverse*  of 
C d iftv rn ia , a n d  o th e r s .
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3.3 Conceptual Mass -  Design Option 3
fKS te'":Green Building Studio*
M y  P ro f ileM y P ro je c ts  D a s h b o a rd s    My A c c o u n t
My Projects > Design Option 3
R u n  L is t  R u n  C h arts  Protect Defaults Project Details
Downloads H eo  S g r  Out
W elcom e, Pheim !
Project M em bers Utility Information W e a the r Station Nietes
R u r  H a r n e : D e s ig n  o ptio n  3.xml
E n e rg y  a n d  C a r b o n  US EPA Energy 
R e su lts  Star
W ater
U sage
Photovoltaic
Analysis
L E E D
□ a y lg h t
3 D  V R M L  E xp ort an d  Dow nload Data 
V ie w  Files
Design
Alternatives
▼
Progtct Temp ate Applied: Design 
O prion 3_default (T )
Location: M u tinga r W estm eath
Suilo-ng Type: S ch o o lO U n ive 'sn y 
Floor Area: 506 m 2
Electric Cos*: € 0 .3 0  •' kW h 
Fue: Cos: «0 .0 1  ■' M J
Utility Data Used. Project Default 
Utility Rates
B a s e  R u n 2  D e s ig n  Alternative
%
C a rto o n  F o o tp rin t
Energy, Cartoon and  C ost S u m m a ry B ase Run Cartoon Neutral Potential ( | )
Annual Energy Cost €26,661 An n u a l CO2 Em issons Mg
U tecyde Cost €367.205 O  B ase R un 28.0
Anruul CC>j Errassions Onsite Renewaole Potential -158
Eleclnc 18.5 Mg Natural Ventilator Potential -48
Onsite Fuei 0 .4  Mg Onsite Biofue Use -0 .4
La-ge SUV Eo jrvalent 2 .8  S U V s  /  Y e a r
N et CO* E m issions - 3 J
Annaal En e rg y
Ere-gy Use Intensity <EUI> 9 4 6  M J  • m2 yea*
Electre 81.773 kWh 
Fue* 188.785 MJ 
Annual Peak Demand 24.5 kW 
Ufecyc*« Energy
Electro 2.453.201 kW 
Fuel 5.503.535 MJ
"W LEFD, Photovoltaic , Wind Energy, and  Natural Ventilation Potential 
Q  N«ot»: Details snow n b e lo w  a re  tor the Base R un Design option 3.xm l 
LEEP Daylight (m o re  d e ta ils )
Cre a te  a Design Alternative to m prove your 
ouiidirg performance.
Ne: Large SUV Equivalent -0 .4  S U V s  / Yea* 
As*urnpttens(V>
Electric Pow er P lan t S ources in Your Region
cossil
Nuclear
Hycroefedrc
Renewable
Other
81 %  
HIK 
*  % 
14 %
M'A
AssumpttonsQ)
Percentage of building area with glazing 
facto* over 2%: 64.4% - No L E E D  C re d it
LEEP W ater Efficiency (more details)
L / y r  € / y r
inooor 1.315.109 «2.113
Outooor 508.701 «4 7 8
Photovoltaic Potential (m ore details)
Annual Energy Savings: 5 0 .8 1 2  k W h  
Total Installed Pane: C o st €711.328 
Nominal F ated Power 38 kW 
Total Panel Area: 544 m* 
Maximum Payoack Period: goTkWh
T o ta l 2,011,900 «2,991 Annua Electric Generation:
Natural Ventilation Potential
“ otal hours 
Mechanical Codsng 2 .6 1 8  h o u rs 
Required:
3 css:ble Natural 
Vertil abort Hours:
3osssble Annual 
Electric Energy 16,486 kW h 
Savings:
Possible Annual 
Electric Cost Savings:
Net Hours Mechanical 
Cooling Required:
2.815 H ours
«5 .6 0 1  
101 Hours
Assumptions ff)
Ersorgy End U se C harts 
i Q N o t e :  Details sno w n below a re  to* the Ba se  R u n  Design option 3  xml
https:vgbs.autodesk.coni'GBSSchemeEiieigyAudCarbonResuIts?RuaID=Px7uVrfx... 20/042013 
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rar Building Details and Assumptions
Q u o te : Details show n below  a re  for the B ase  Run Design option 3.xml Updating your building assum ptions (_|)
Building Summary - Quick Stats
Num ber of People: 127 people
A verage Lighting P ow ar 12 9 ,  w / m ,
Density:
A verage E c j ip i - e i t  Pow er M  . .  
Density:
Specific " a n  F  ew: 4 .8  L PerSee > rrf
Specific =an  Few er
Specific Cooling: 12 m* !  kW 
Specific Heating: 6  m» i  kW 
T o ts  c a n  Fow : 2.331 L PerSec
f  o*ai Cooling Capacity: 43  kW
“ otal H eating Capacity: 32 kW
I  Ngner than typical value 
« ¡ower than typical value
Base Run Construction
Slabs On G rade
Fixed W fndcws
> 3D VRML View
Base Run H ydronic Equ ipm ent
R23 o v er Roof Jecfc 
U-Vakie: 3-25(7)
R 1 1.4 8in CMU Wak 
U-Value: 0.40 (7 )
R0 M etal F 'am e  Wall 
J-Vei ue: 2 .38 (T )
U ninsulated concrete slab 
U-Value: 0 16(7)
North F a c n g  Windows: P ew ter Double. U-SI
1.74. LHP 0 .31 . SHGC 0.4. VLT 0 .6  (5
500 m* 
332 m» 
334 m» 
51» m»
41 m»
J-VaJue: 1.74 W /  (m»-K). SHGC: 0.40 . V it 0 .60 
Non-North = ac  ng W indows P ew ter Double. 
U -S11.74. U-IP 0.31. SHGC 0.4. VLT 0.6 (7 
windows)
J-V alue: 1.74 W / (m*-K). SHGC: 3.4C VIC 0 .60
Note: this information should  not b e  u sed  for sizing purposes.
( I )  Domestic Hot W ater A v w g #  D em and 25.353
Base R u n M r  Equ ipm ent
0  Packageo Single Zone
( I )  Packageo Single Zone
( Î )  Packageo  S ingle Z one
( f )  Packageo  Single Zone
Note: Ihis information should not b e  used  for sizing purposes. 
Supoty Fan  Flow 565 L PerSec
Annual Supply Fan  Run Tim e 6 .024  Hours
Cooling C ap ao ly  11
Heating C aoacity  20
Supply Fan  Flow 4 62  LPerSec
Annual Supply Fan  Run Tim e 6 ,024  Hours
Cooling Capacity 3
Heating C apacity 16
Supoty Fan  Flow 81« LPerSec
Annual Supply Fan  Run Time 6.024  Hours
Cooling Capacity 11
Heating C aoacity  22
Supoty Fan  Flow 6G7 LPerSec
Annual Supply Fan  Run Tim e 6 ,024  Hours
Cooling C ap ac ty  13
Heating C apacity  25
T erm s of L s e  | P nvacy  Policy V ersion 2314.1 .28 .2302 <OOE-2.2-44e4>
&  Cop-yrgtnDC 11 A utodesk. Inc. All rights re sen ted . Portions of this software a te  ©opyrigntec by Jam es  J. Hirsch & A sso c « » * , the R egen ts of th e  University of California, 
and  o thers
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysis Report
AUTODESK.
Design option 3
Design option 3 Analysis (1)
A n»y»d al */1»2013 ?'0l;A2 PM
Revit Energy Analysis Result
Building Performance Factors 
Location DUSUN ARPCW'ER ©UB), DuPlin 
tntomseonal Airport. Co, Rosai. Ireland
Weather Station 
Outdoor Temperature:
1429S2
Maie 3:-‘C."Jin:-2‘C
BeorArsa__________________________ 608 m*
Ertomi vieil Aiea 
Abersoe UQtOna Power
332-lf  ......................
12.32 w/m*
People 121 people
Erto inr Window Rail') 848
Cl edilcal Coït S0.1S> tovti
Fuel Cost *1.121 Therm
Energy U s e  Intensity
EledifdtyEUl: l80KW h>im /yr
F-uel fcüi flMU#«et/yr
Total FUI 1 349kU.'snt/w
Life C ycle Energy Use/Cost
Lit» Cjfld» etsdnoe Um 2./fcd,03l «Vkh
Lit« Cwde -uni Use 10 679 MJ
Lift O d e  Energy Cote 1234,330
•30-year lite and 61 *  discount rale tor costs
Renewable Energy Potential
Roaf Mourned FV System (Un* efficient*/ 26 423 tcWt*yl
Roof McurtedPV System iMedun efllcttncyi: 56 «43 WWW yr
Hoik  MeurWad System (Hid* 1 » p w >q >________ 88261 KWWyr______________________________
Single 15'Win« Twbtne Polental 992kW h.'|i
T V  a S d a M a i are assumed »  6* S *  10* end 19* «or tes». n»dkj<n ans hlgn emdency sistema
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysis Report
Annual Carbon Emissions
'Sriic tons
eu-,
E ie r a y U s e
I  E iectoicity C o n  s u m p ; o r  
i  F'Jet O c  T îw n p ü o n  
| P o o l  p v  P o ? r»M «i (H if io  Ettcter-yj; 
| S  n e  *  1S ‘ V / in d  T i r a n e  P c w rt la l  
f N e l  C O »
<nietnu lui us /  » 02*
-23
C
16
Energy Use: Electricity
2
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysis Report
Monthly Heating Load
•10000
Ï5000
Miar Fquiamcflf 
uqht I dues 
O c e a n i «
mm Ä  3  _  w m ~
*®" H I  H I  ™  wmm m i gp HB H  W^dftw Conducive
H!'— 'I
H  inUlNÉon
Und*f|j<ound Su-oundings 
IIWT SuroLndlrgs 
I roots 
I W*i*
J * r  F so  M m  ff>t v « y  . j  A u g  S t ç  O r  N c v  C a c
Monthly Cooling Load
Mil
M ls r rq u ia m crt 
H  LJqlrt r- dues 
O c e a n i «
W ld f tw S ) ! *
N M m  Conduci ve 
inltlnèon
UncW<groM'd Swîoundings 
I  IWT Surouidlngs
H Kaors
■  W i l s
J m  'F k p 'M w ' flpr V q y ' j t r  ' .-J 'A ug'Sfcp 1 Or 'N c v 'C « c '
Monthly Fuel Consumption
3
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Autodesk Revtt Energy Analysis Report
Monthly Electricity Consumption
iw. ii nm
■  » r n iM w  f  sd rlc tly  (W IO
Monthly Peak Demand 
tw
Annual W ind Rose (Speed Distnbution)
4
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Autodesk Revtt Enorgy Analysis Report
Annual W ind Rose (Frequency Distribution)
Monthly Wind Roses
5
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Autodesk Revit Energy Analysis Report
Monthly Design Data
T
J*f< Fafc M»> fiß r May J u ì  Ju ^  O d  N o v  Dei
9  M ûillM y ¿wtìruyw Daily M in * iu  9  í3 %  Hwtßny Dry Etili 
9 IV .  C oo ling  D ry  Hu a vo a n  D<y ft i t
Annual Tem perature Bins
6
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Autodesk Rev« Energy Analysis Report
I  W e t 3 U t  Temper a u *  :’ ot) 
9  Gf v Êuio T p-ipcrafeee rTdtj
Diurnal W eather Averages
9  T « i M h M  - D ry BUb r c )  9  w * l Buio ( X )
9 D ir e r  Solar ( w r  m3) 9 C itu so  âoio ' (W  ) r* )
Humidity
UH
Mean daily m g e  FUI range
0  C o p y rig h t i m a  A u r c fo t* ,  ïn e .  All r ig h ts  r t f e 'v e c .  P oitian*  o f  ta i s  so ftw a 'o  **a 
c o p y r ig h te d  by  J a m e s  J .  H rrseh & A s s p d e te s , th e  R e g e r ts  pf t h e  dm v e r s  vr of 
C a ifo rn ia ,  a n d  o th e r s .
Revit Energy Analysis Data
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(Note: only a sample of the data outputs there is over 40 pages o f data)
<?xml version-'1.0"?>
-<gbXML xmlns="http://www.gbxml.org/schema" version-'0.37" 
volumeUnit-'CubicMeters" areaUnit-'SquareMeters" lengthUnit="Meters" 
temperatureUnit="C" useSIUnitsForResults="true">-<Campus 
designCoolWeathIdReP=" Weather-134543" designHeatWeathIdRef="Weather-134543" 
id="aim0002">-<Location><StationId
IDType="WMO">142882_2006</StationIdxZipcodeOrPostalCode>12345</ZipcodeO
rPostalCode><Longitude>-
7.338007</Longitude><Latitude>53.525953</Latitude><Elevation> 117.0</Elevation> 
<CADModelAzimuth>0</CADModelAzimuth><Name>Mullingar, Westmeath 
Ireland</Name></Location>+<Building id="aim0008" 
buildingType="SchoolOrUniversity">
<Surface i d - ’aim0040" constructionIdRef="construction-31" 
surfaceType="InteriorWal 1 "><AdjacentSpaceld surfaceType="InteriorWal 1" 
spaceIdRef="aim0009'7><AdjacentSpaceId surfaceType="InteriorWall" 
spaceIdRef="aim0490"/>-
<RectangularGeometry><Azimuth>225</Azimuth><Tilt>90</Tilt><Height>3.15</Hei 
ght><Width>5.09117</Width>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>3.16819500</Coordinate><Coordinate>-
8.04961600</Coordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<PolyLoop>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate><Coordinate>0,00000000</Co
ordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>5.09117236</Coordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Co 
ordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>5.09117236</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Co
ordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Co
ordinate></CartesianPoint></PolyLoop></RectangularGeometry>-<PlanarGeometry>-
<PolyLoop>-<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>3.16819500</Coordinate><Coordinate>-
8.04961600</Coordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>6.76819600</Coordinate><Coordinate>-
11.64962000</Coordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>6.76819600</Coordinate><Coordinate>-
11.64962000</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>3.16819500</Coordinate><Coordinate>-
8.04961600</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint></P
olyLoop></PlanarGeometry><CADObjectId>[FacePair[215339,48]==[215340,79]]</C
ADObjectIdx/Surface>-<Surface id="aim0075" constructionIdRef="construction-31"
surfaceType-"InteriorWall"xAdjacentSpaceId surfaceType="InteriorWall"
spaceIdRef="aim0009"/xAdjacentSpaceId surfaceType="InteriorWall"
space Id ReP="aiml 169"/>-
<RectangularGeometry><Azimuth>315</Azimuth><Tilt>90</TiltxHeight>3.15</Hei
3.4 Case Study -  Green Building Studio Data Outputs
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ght>< W idth> 5.09117</Width>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>7.96819500</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.41538400</Co 
ordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint>-<PolyLoop>- 
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>5.09116812</Coordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Co 
ordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordmate>5.09116812</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Co
ordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Co
ordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Co
ordinate></CartesianPoint></PolyLoop></RectangularGeometry>-<PlanarGeometry>-
<PolyLoop>-<CartesianPointxCoordinate>4.36819600</CoordinatexCoordinate>-
0.18461600</CoordinatexCoordinate>0.00000000</Coordinatex/CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPointxCoordinate>4.36819600</CoordinatexCoordinate>-
0.18461600</CoordinatexCoordinate>3.15000000</Coordinatex/CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>7.96819500</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.41538400</Co
ordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>7.96819500</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.41538400</Co
ordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint></PolyLoopx/Plan
arGeometryxCADObjectId>[FacePair[215339 ,49]= [215341,21 ]]</CADObjectIdx/S
urface>-<Surface id="aim0110" constructionIdRef="construction-12"
surfaceType="ExteriorWall "
exposedToSun="true"xName>aimO 110_N_ExtWa_aim0009</Name><AdjacentSpace 
Id surfaceType-'ExteriorWall" spaceIdRef="aim0009"/>-
<RectangularGeometry><Azimuth>0</AzimuthxTiIt>90</Tilt><Height>3.15</Height 
><Width>9.17749</Width>-
<CartesianPointxCoordinate>17.14569000</CoordinatexCoordinate>3.41538400</C
oordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint>-<PolyLoop>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>9.17749500</Coordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Co
ordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>9.17749500</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Co 
ordinatex/CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Co 
ordinate></CartesianPoint>-
<CartesianPointxCoordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Co
ordinate></CartesianPoint></PoIyLoopx/RectangularGeometry>-<PlanarGeometry>-
<PolyLoop>-
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate>7.96819500</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.41538400</Co 
ordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinatex/CartesianPoint>- 
<CartesianPointxCoordinate>7.96819500</CoordinatexCoordinate>3.41538400</Co 
ordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Coordinatex/CartesianPoint>- 
<CartesianPoint><Coordinate> 17.14569000</Coordinate><Coordinate>3.41538400</C 
oordinate><Coordinate>3.15000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint>- 
<CartesianPointxCoordinate>17.14569000</CoordinatexCoordinate>3.41538400</C 
oordinate><Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate></CartesianPoint></PolyLoopx/Pla 
narGeometry>-<Opening id="aim0401" windowTypeIdRef="PwindowType-450" 
openingType="FixedWindow" exteriorShadeType="fixed_"
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Appendix "D"
4.0 Daylight -  Skyscanner 
Ultimate analysis of daylight:
Daylight is changing constantly and indeed this factor may partly explain our preference 
for natural light. The quantity, direction and “quality” o f day-light changes from season 
to season, day to day and hour to hour, or on some days more rapidly as clouds pass and 
weather conditions change.
To keep up with these changes, and to utilise daylight to the full, a control system 
capable o f operating across the boundary o f artificial lighting and day-light is required. 
There are such systems available to track and trace the natural day-lighting, through the 
use of skyscanners. This is a sophisticated device capable of detecting subtle changes in 
daylight. With the use of photocells and an infrared censor the device continuously 
registers the condition of the sky through all of its changes. A distinction is made 
between diffuse light and direct sunlight and the devices management system processes 
this information and uses it to best control the luminaries and blinds.
The skyscanner is positioned at the highest point of the building, in an un-shaded 
position, and is precisely orientated to North. By measuring data about the intensity and 
direction of solar radiation, the system is able to take account o f the direct sunlight or 
sky-light, reflected light o f adjoining buildings and shadowing.
With impressive accuracy the system can progressively open and close blinds as the 
edge of the shadow moves.
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Figure 40: Skyscanner - Lux Jalousien
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Appendix "E"
5.0 Energy Management Diagnostic Questionnaire
>■« |.  l a i  «g t .I fm  y
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Appendix "F"
6.0 Good House Keeping
The greatest potential resource in achieving lighting efficiency could be right in front of 
you —  your staff.
Savings are easily achievable in all organisations and need not require any initial outlay. 
Many opportunities are within the control o f staff which is an ideal way o f involving 
people and raising awareness.
‘Switch o f f  policy:
Make switching off lights an official policy. Then publicise the policy as part of an 
awareness campaign. One way to remind staff to switch off the lights is to place ‘switch 
o ff  stickers above light switches and posters around the workspace
Label light switches:
A common problem in workplaces is that people are not sure which switches control 
which lights. Consequently more lights are left on when they are not needed.
A simple and effective solution is to label switches with the areas they control. This will 
aid employees to select only those lights they need for the work being carried out, for 
example when working on an isolated industrial process or when a meeting room is not 
required. Lights in unoccupied areas can then be switched off.
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Set controls:
Lighting requirements will vary at different times and in different parts o f a building 
throughout the day. Ensure that lighting controls are set to match demand, that is, when 
required during business hours. As well as considering control equipment, ensure that 
staff members understand the importance of switching off.
S W IT C H  IT
OFF!
C A R S O N
T R U S T
TURN IT
OFF!
1 rq tau iq  an  a fito r  
o vrm rq tM  w a a r ,  
r o o ,.q f «  r -»> rrq y  ?ti 
h*rat w a t e r  to r  
1 0 0 0  nupr. o f  te a
Svwitch t e  saving 
W. 0800 M5 200&
Figure 41: Carbon Trust -  Lighting awareness poster.
Lighting costs can be reduced by 20% by only using electric lighting when the space is 
occupied and when there is insufficient daylight.
Maintaining existing systems:
Making improvements to lighting efficiency does not have to involve expensive 
refurbishment — just making the most of what you have can save.
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Make sure the sensors are operating properly. One simple check is to obscure daylight 
sensors —  this should bring the lights on. Check timers on lights are showing the correct 
time and that the settings meet business requirements. Make sure these are altered when 
the clocks change during the year.
Establish a maintenance programme:
Maintenance can reduce costs by up to 15% as well as improving light output and 
appearance. List equipment that should be maintained with notes on frequency of 
actions.
Keep an ongoing schedule o f maintenance activity to ensure nothing is inadvertently 
missed.
Replace failing lights:
Maintenance is an excellent time to change for efficiency. Failing lamps and dirty 
fittings reduce the quantity (and sometimes the quality) o f light that enters the room. As 
well as costing in terms of energy, this can lead to unnecessary use o f task lighting, and 
even have safety implications.
Replace blackened, flickering, dim or failed lamps immediately. During any 
maintenance, consider if there are more efficient alternatives available.
A maintenance schedule can be adapted to accommodate individual circumstances. For 
example, industrial premises may have many lights mounted at height (high bay). 
Replacing all of them at the same time ensures that all lights in an area are the same age
Check sensors:
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and reduces the risk of failure. It can be cheaper to operate this way, especially if 
equipment is required to reach the lamps (such as a cherry picker).
Without regular maintenance, light levels can fall by at least 50% in 2-3 years.
Always replace or remove fluorescent tubes that are not working. The ballast uses 
around 25% of the energy of a lamp and fitting for mains frequency lighting, and around 
10% for high frequency lighting. Significant amounts of energy will still be consumed 
even when the failed tube is not lit, so removing it is important.
The main strategies for lighting control include: local switching and dimming, presence 
detection, daylight linked and time operated.
Diagram 2: Effective strategies for lighting control.
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